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Logical Deduction ... is the one and only true powerhouse of mathematical thinking.
                                                                                                              Jean Dieudonne
Conjecturing and demonstrating the logical validity of conjectures are the essence of
the creative act of doing mathematics.
NCTM Standards
vIntroduction
Deductive versus Descriptive Mathematics
Mathematics has two fundamental aspects:  (1) discovery/logical deduction and (2) description/
computation. Discovery/deductive mathematics asks the questions:
 1. What is true about this thing being studied?
 2. How do we know it is true?
On the other hand, descriptive/computational mathematics asks questions of the type:
 3. What is the particular number, function, and so on, that satisfies ... ?
 4. How can we find the number, function, and so on?
In descriptive/computational mathematics, some pictorial, physical, or business situation is
described mathematically, and then computational techniques are applied to the mathematical
description, in order to find values of interest. The foregoing is frequently called “problem
solving”. Examples of the third question such as “How many feet of fence will be needed by a
farmer to enclose ...” are familiar. The fourth type of question is answered by techniques such as
solving equations, multiplying whole numbers, finding antiderivatives, substituting in formulas,
and so on. The first two questions, however, are unfamiliar to most. The teaching of computational
techniques continues to be the overwhelming focus of mathematics education. For most people, the
techniques, and their application to real world or business problems,  mathematics.are
Mathematics is understood only in its descriptive role in providing a language for scientific,
technical, and business areas.
Mathematics, however, is really a deductive science. Mathematical knowledge comes from
people looking at examples, and getting an idea of what may be true in general. Their idea is put
down formally as a statement—a conjecture. The statement is then shown to be a logical
consequence of what we already know. The way this is done is by logical deduction. The
mathematician Jean Dieudonne has called logical deduction “the one and only true powerhouse of
mathematical thinking” . Finding proofs for conjectures is also called “problem solving”. The1
“Problems” sections of several mathematics journals for students and teachers involve primarily
problems of this type.
The deductive and descriptive aspects of mathematics are complementary—not
antagonistic—they motivate and enrich each other. The relation between the two aspects has been
a source of wonder to thoughtful people .2
1
 J. Dieudonne, , Hermann, Paris, 1969, page 14.Linear Algebra and Geometry
2
 John Polkinghorne in his (Wm B. Eerdmans, Grand Rapids, MI, 1984, page 9) states, “AgainThe Way the World Is 
and again in physical science we find that it is the abstract structures of pure mathematics which provide the clue to
understanding the world. It is a recognized  in fundamental physics to seek theories which have an eleganttechnique
and economical (you can say beautiful) mathematical form, in the expectation that they will prove the ones realized
in nature. General relativity, the modern theory of gravitation, was invented by Einstein in just such a way. Now
mathematics is the free creation of the human mind, and it is surely a surprising and significant thing that a discipline
apparently so unearthed should provide the key with which to turn the lock of the world.”
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Mathematics Education
In 1941, Richard Courant and Herbert Robbins published their book, What is Mathematics?—An
Elementary Approach to Ideas and Methods3. In the preface (to the first edition) we read,
Today the traditional place of mathematics in education is in grave danger.
Unfortunately, professional representatives of mathematics share in the responsibility.
The teaching of mathematics has sometimes degenerated into empty drill in problem
solving, which may develop formal ability but does not lead to real understanding or to
greater intellectual independence.
It is possible to proceed on a straight road from the very elements to vantage points
from which the substance and driving forces of modern mathematics can be surveyed.
The present book is an attempt in this direction.4
From the preface to the second, third and fourth editions (1943, '45 '47), we read:
Now more than ever there exists the danger of frustration and disillusionment unless
students and teachers try to look beyond mathematical formalism and manipulation and
to grasp the real essence of mathematics. This book was written for such students and
teachers, á 5
Some 20 years later, a trend in mathematics education called the “new math” would
incorporate many of the “very elements” in Courant and Robbins' book: for example, the
representation of integers in terms of powers of a base—the standard base 10 and other bases,
computations in systems other than the decimal, the foundational role played by the commutative,
associative, and distributive axioms for the integers, and the introduction of the language and ideas
of sets: “The concept of a class or set of objects is one of the most fundamental in mathematics.”6
One pervading theme in Courant and Robbins that never was incorporated into the new
math is the centrality of proof to mathematics. The new math used the language of deductive
mathematics to shed light on and do descriptive mathematics (sometimes awkwardly). Merely
shedding light on “mathematical formalism and manipulation” and failing to shed much light on
“problem solving”, the curriculum changes introduced by the new math have largely faded from
the school curriculum. Although fading from the school curriculum, elements of the new math
curriculum have been maintained in college courses for prospective elementary school teachers—
in particular, the “axioms of arithmetic” as a basis for operations and computations in the systems
of natural numbers, integers, and rational numbers. In this text, attention is paid to these number
systems, and they are included within the framework of deductive mathematics—whereas in
Introduction to Proof in Abstract Mathematics, the computations of algebra are accepted, where
needed, even in a formal proof. In this text, the logical foundation for these computations is made
explicit.
Standards for Curriculum Change
The Mathematical Association of America (MAA) publication  addresses theA Call For Change
needs of prospective teachers. Their recommendations summarize publications of the National
Research Council (NRC) and the Standards of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
(NCTM):
There is an overwhelming consensus that students of the 1990's and beyond will
develop “mathematical power  only if they are actively involved in  mathematics” doing7
at every grade level . “Mathematical power  denotes a person's abilities to explore,”
3








 Emphasis in original.
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conjecture, and reason logically, as well as use a variety of mathematical methods
effectively to solve problems.
Such substantive changes in school mathematics will require corresponding changes in
the preparation of teachers.8
The summary breaks things into 2 fundamental aspects: (1) explore, conjecture, and reason
logically, and (2) use a variety of mathematical methods effectively to solve problems.  9 For
mathematics to be properly understood, the essence of what it is, as a deductive science itself and
as a language for other areas, should be seen at all levels. An understanding of the scientific
method is not thought to be appropriate only for a few research scientists. The rudiments and
purposes of the scientific method can and should be taught in the most elementary science courses.
The same should be true for mathematics. Just as science needs to be taught as more than
technology, mathematics needs to be taught as more than techniques. This need has been addressed
in the calls for reform.
Standard 1 in , “Learning Mathematical Ideas”, applicable to teachers ofA Call for Change
mathematics at  grade levels, includes:all
“Exercise mathematical reasoning through recognizing patterns, making and refining
conjectures and definitions, and constructing logical arguments, both formal and
heuristic, to justify results.”
The NCTM  (section for grades 5Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for School Mathematics
through 8) states:
Conjecturing and demonstrating the logical validity of conjectures are the essence of
the creative act of doing mathematics.10
The  say a lot of things, but there is only one thing that they have called the “essence” ofStandards
doing mathematics. The context for this sort of activity—what the NCTM evidently had in mind
when making the statement—is the geometry taught in the schools. According to current thinking,
students pass through stages in their geometric thinking. The ability to appreciate proof—
especially rigorous proof—occurs at a late stage, intuitive perceptions occur at earlier stages, and it
is not possible to get to the later stages without a lengthy maturing process that takes one through
the earlier stages. What this means for discovery/deductive mathematics, is that students will be
making conjectures based on pattern recognition, and not for some years be able to demonstrate
the logical validity of their conjectures.
This text presents a system designed to enable students to find and construct their own
logical arguments. The system is first applied to elementary ideas about sets and subsets and the set
operations of union, intersection, and difference—which are now generally introduced prior to
high school. These set operations and relations so closely follow the logic used in elementary
mathematical arguments, that students using the system are naturally prepared to prove any (true)
conjectures they might discover about them. It is an easy entry into the world of discovery/
deductive mathematics. It enables students to verify the validity of their own conjectures—as the
conjectures are being made.
A Bottom-Up Approach
 The system is based on a bottom-up approach. Certain things are best learned from the bottom up:
programming in a specific programming language, for example, or learning how to play chess. In
the bottom-up learning, there ought to be no doubt of what constitutes a valid chess move on a
valid chess board. Other things, such as speaking in one's own native language, are learned from
the top down. As we learn to speak, grammar (which would be analogous to the rules of the game
8
 The Mathematical Association of America, , report of the Committee On The MathematicalA Call for Change
Education Of Teachers, J. R. C. Leitzel, Ed., 1991, preface.
9
 What is likely meant by “solve problems” at this level is to apply mathematics to physical, pictorial, or business
situations. At more advanced levels, problem solving predominantly means supplying proof for conjectures.
10
 NCTM, 1989, page 81.
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for chess) is not even part of our consciousness. Grammatical rules are followed only because they
are used implicitly by those that we imitate. If the people around us use poor grammar, we
nevertheless learn to feel it is “right”—and we speak the same way.
The system in this text is based on a number of formal inference rules that model what a
mathematician would do naturally to prove certain sorts of statements. The rules make explicit the
logic used implicitly by mathematicians.  After experience is gained, the explicit use of the11
formal rules is replaced by implicit reference. Thus, in our bottom-up approach, the explicit
precedes the implicit. The initial, formal step-by-step format (which allows for the explicit
reference to the rules) is replaced by a narrative format—where only critical things need to be
mentioned Thus the student is lead up to the sort of narrative proofs traditionally found in text
books. At every stage in the process, the student is always aware of what is and what is not a
proof—and has specific guidance in the form of a “step discovery procedure” that leads to a proof
outline.
The system has been used extensively in courses for prospective elementary-school
teachers. Diligent students learn the material.  Sections 1 through 15 of the text are devoted to12
producing basic skill with logical reasoning. Section 16 presents the first of the student
investigations. In this first investigation, students have discovered in the past a number of
important relationships between the set operations of intersection, union, and difference—and have
been able to supply their own completely rigorous, well-written proofs of their conjectures.
A Course Based on the Text
A Call For Change recommends 3 college courses in mathematics for prospective K–4 teachers,
and 15 hours for prospective 5–8 teachers. A course based on this text would probably be best
placed after 2 courses based on more traditional material. Because such a course differs from the
traditional approach, however, some bright students have benefited from having it as their first
college course in mathematics.  Appendices 1 through 3 present material that can be used for a13
review of computationally oriented mathematics probably already in the students' experience.
Appendix 5 contains a basic syllabus, and Appendix 6, a syllabus for a more advanced class.
11
 Although the rules resemble those of formal logic, they were developed solely to help students struggling with
proof—without any input from formal logic.
12
 A correlation of 0.7 has been found between the scores of students on final exams over the text material and their
ranking in their high-school class. Lower correlations, 0.5 and 0.2 respectively, have been found with students' math
and verbal SAT scores.
13
 For example, one student wrote, “This course has made interesting a subject I used to hate.” Another wrote,
“Doing deductive mathematics is more interesting than doing computational mathematics.”
Section 1 1
Propositions
A set is a collection of things viewed as a whole—as a single thing itself. Our primary examples
will be sets of the numbers The things in a set are callednatural numbers—   "ß #ß $ß %ß &ß ÞÞÞ Þ
elements members or  of the set. The expression “ ” means that  is a member of set , and isB − E B E
read “  is an element of ” or “  is a member of ”. We frequently define a set by listing itsB E B E
elements between braces. Thus  and  are sets.  wouldÖ"ß #ß $ß %× Ö#ß %ß 'ß )ß ÞÞÞ× Ö"ß #ß $ß %ß &ß 'ß ÞÞÞ×
be the entire set of natural numbers. This set is also denoted by . Thus .! ! œ ÞÞÞÖ"ß #ß $ß %ß &ß 'ß ×
We will frequently take  to be our  that is, all sets that we form will have elements! universal set;
taken from .!
Example 1:
# − Ö"ß #ß $× " − Ö"ß #ß $× $ − Ö"ß #ß $×, ,  and  .
Most people think of mathematics in terms of computation and problem solving. In
mathematics, however, logical deduction plays a more fundamental role than either computation or
problem solving. Mathematics is deductive in nature. Deductive mathematics is concerned with
mathematical , which are formal assertions that are either  or . The set  statements true false Ö"ß #ß $×
is  to have the elements   and , and no other elements, so the statement  defined "ß #ß $ # − Ö"ß #ß $×
in Example 1 is true by the definition of the set  .Ö"ß #ß $×
The statement  is false. This fact can either be expressed informally, as in the% − Ö"ß #ß $×
preceding English sentence, or it can be expressed formally by the expression .cÐ% − Ö"ß #ß $×Ñ
Since statements are the basis for deductive mathematics, we need some notation so that we can
talk about statements in general. We will use script capital letters to denote statements. For
example  might represent the statement . If  represents the statement ,c d# − Ö"ß #ß $× % − Ö"ß #ß $×
then  represents the statement The expression “ ” is read “not ”. Thec cÐ% − Ö"ß #ß $×ÑÞ cd d d
formal statement  is , since  is false. The notation “ ( )” is almost alwaysc c B − Ed dtrue
abbreviated  “ ”, which we read “  is not in .” If the variable  occurs in the statement B Â E B E B c
(for example, if  is the statement ), we may write , instead of just — toc c cB − Ö"ß #ß $ß %ß &× ÐBÑ
emphasize the fact.
Example 2:
Let  represent the statement ,  represent , and  representc d e" − Ö"ß #ß $× # Â Ö"ß #ß $×
% − Ö"ß #ß $×Þ Then:
c is true.
cc is false.
d  is false.
cd  is true.
e is false.
ce is true.
If  is any mathematical statement, the  of  is the statement .  is defined toc c c cnegation c c
be true if  is false, and false if  is true.c c
In order not to complicate things too quickly, the only aspect of the natural numbers we will
be concerned with for a while is the  (which is read  “is less than”). Thus, fororder relation C
example,  (read “one is less than two”), , and so on. Later, we will consider the" C # $' C %#
relation  on the natural numbers from first principles, and define what it means, for example, forC
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$' C %# C to be true.  For the moment, however, we use the relation  only to provide
computational examples for working with sets—the real objects of our current interest.
Mathematical knowledge comes from making conjectures (from examples) and showing
that the conjectures are logical consequences of what we already know. Thus in mathematics we
always need to assume something as a starting point. We assume as “given” facts such as ,# C $
$' C %# # C $ cÐ# C $Ñ, and so on. Thus the statement  is true, and  is false.
 Letters and words that are part of formal statements are italicized. Thus far we have seen
formal statements of the form  and  ; for example,  and/6/7/8> − =/> 8?7,/< C 8?7,/< # − E
$' C %#.
 People do mathematics by first looking at examples—usually in small, easily understood
special cases. By considering these examples, they get an idea of what may be true in general.  The
idea is then put down in precise mathematical language and called a  or . (Itconjecture proposition
is “proposed”.) The proposition is usually a general statement about what may be true about the
thing being investigated. There is then an attempt to prove the proposition (to show that it is true)
or to find a special case where the general statement does not hold (to show that it is false). Such a
special case is called a .counterexample
The first step in finding either a proof or a counterexample is to break up the proposition
into two pieces. One piece, the , is the formal statement that the proposition asserts to beconclusion
true. The other piece consists of an identification of all the variables in the proposition, and all the
conditions, called , under which the conclusion is true. In our approach, we take thehypotheses
identification of symbols as part of the hypotheses.
Propositions are written in informal language, but contain formal statements. The
conclusion is always a formal statement.  The hypotheses contain formal statements and an
identification of all symbols that appear in these statements and the conclusion.
Example 3:
Proposition:  For sets  and  and a natural number , if , then .E F B B − E B − F
The hypotheses and conclusion are:
 Hypotheses:  setsEßF
   a natural numberB
  B − E
 Conclusion: B − F
It is probably easiest first to decide what formal statement the proposition asserts to be true
(the conclusion), and second to decide on the formal conditions under which the conclusion is true
(the hypotheses). The phrase “  a natural number” in the hypotheses above can be writtenB
“ ”.B − !
Example 4:
Proposition:  For natural numbers , , and , if  and , then .B C D B C C C C D B C D
 Hypotheses: Bß Cß D − !
   1. B C C
   2. C C D
 Conclusion: B C D
We call the determination of hypotheses and conclusion of a proposition an hypotheses-
conclusion interpretation of the proposition.  By identifying the proposition with its hypotheses-
conclusion interpretation, we define the proposition to be true if for all possible values or examples
of the variable symbols that make the hypotheses true, it is also the case that the conclusion is true.
A proof establishes the truth of the proposition since it shows that the conclusion follows logically
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from the hypotheses using valid rules of inference: thus the conclusion must be true if the
hypotheses are true.
We define the proposition to be false if there is at least one assignment of the hypotheses
variables that makes the hypotheses true but the conclusion false (a counterexample). Thus the
proposition is true if there are no counterexamples.
Example 5:
Consider the proposition of Example 3:
For sets  and  and a natural number , if , then .E F B B − E B − F
 Hypotheses:  setsEßF
   B − !
   B − E
 Conclusion:  B − F
If we define , , and ,  we see that  is true but  is false.B œ # E œ Ö"ß #ß $× F œ Ö$ß %ß &× B − E B − F
Thus we have a counterexample, and the proposition of Example 3 is false. If we define ,B œ $
E œ Ö"ß #ß $× F œ Ö$ß %ß &× B − E B − F, and , we see that  is true and  is also true. But this proves
nothing.
An assignment of values to the variables in the hypotheses is called an “instance” of the
proposition. A counterexample is therefore a single instance in which the hypotheses are true but
the conclusion is false. Finding such an instance proves that the statement is false. In order to show
that the statement is true by finding instances, we would need to find all instances in which the
hypotheses were true, and then show that the conclusion was also true in these instances. This is
almost never possible. Instead, statements are proved to be true by logical arguments.
Example 6:
Consider the proposition of Example 4:
For natural numbers , , and , if  and , then .B C D B C C C C D B C D
Hypotheses and conclusion are:
 Hypotheses: Bß Cß D − !
   1. B C C
   2. C C D
 Conclusion: B C D
An instance of the statement that makes the hypotheses and conclusion both true is:
 Hypotheses: %ß &ß ' − !
   % C &
   & C '
 Conclusion: % C '




1. For each proposition below, write the hypotheses and conclusion in the way they were written in
Examples 3 through 6.
(a) For all natural numbers , if  and , then .Bß Cß D B C C C C D B C D
(b) If  for natural numbers , and , then .+ C , C - +ß , - , C "!
(c) Let  and  be sets.  Suppose .  Prove .E F B − E B − F
(d) Let . If , then .G œ Ö"ß #ß $ß %ß &× + œ " + − G
(e) For sets  and : if , then .\ ] B − \ B − ]
2. What propositions might be interpreted by the following hypotheses and conclusions?
(a)
 Hypotheses: Bß C − !
   # C B
   # C C
 Conclusion: # C BC
(b)
 Hypotheses: Bß C − !
   B C C
 Conclusion: #B C #C
(c)
  Hypotheses:  setsEßF
   B Â E
 Conclusion: B − F
3. Give a counterexample to each of the propositions in Exercise 1 that is false.
4. Give a counterexample to each of your statements in answer to Exercise 2 that is false.
Section 2 5
Set Definitions
A proof is a sequence of formal statements (steps) such that each statement can be justified by an
accepted form of reasoning. In our approach, justification for each step is given in parentheses
after the step. Such justification includes (1) a list of the previous steps on which the new step
depends, (2) a semicolon, and (3) a rule of inference or other accepted reason why the new step is
a logical consequence of the earlier steps listed.
Example 1:
Consider the following steps, which might have come from a fragment of some  proof:
 4. B C $
 5. $ C *
 6.  (4 5;________)B C * ß
In the proof fragment of Example 1, Step 6 is supposed to follow from Steps 4 and 5 by
some justification that still needs to be filled in — in the underlined place. The property of the
relation  that allows us to do this is called . We will accept the transitive property ofC transitivity
the relation  as an . Axioms have the same form as propositions, but we don't attempt toC axiom
prove them. We merely accept them as true as a starting point.
Axiom Transitivity of : For natural numbers and , if    and  ,  then  .C +ß ,ß - + C , , C - + C -
Thus the underlined place in Example 1 is filled in as follows:
Solution:
 4. B C $
 5. $ C *
 6.  (4 5; Trans. )B C * ß C
Example 2:
 1. B C &
 2. C C (
 3. & C (
 4. _____ (____; Trans. )C
Solution:
 1. B C &
 2. C C (
 3. & C (
 4.  (1 3; Trans. )B C ( ß C
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Example 2 illustrates a form we use for problems. You are to fill in the underlined places. In
this example, we need to supply a step that will follow from previous steps by the transitivity
axiom. We see that it is possible to conclude  from Steps 1 and 3 using this axiom.B C (
A statement, such as , containing a variable can be used to define a set, namely, the setB C '
of all elements in the universal set that make the statement true when they are substituted for the
variable. For example, the set of all natural numbers less than  is written The set' ÖB − ± B C '×Þ!
W œ ÖC − ± ) C C× C ) C W! ! is read “the set of all  in  such that  is less than ”.  can also be
expressed by listing its elements. Thus .W œ Ö*ß "!ß ""ß "#ß "$ß ÞÞÞ ×
In general, if  is some statement about , then we can define to be thec ! cÐBÑ B ÖB − ± ÐBÑ× 
set of all  in  such that  is true. For example, if  is the statement , then the setB ÐBÑ ÐBÑ "!! C B! c c
ÖB − ± ÐBÑ× Ö"!"ß "!#ß "!$ß ÞÞÞ× ÐBÑ B ÐBÑ! c c ! c is the set . If the property  is true for all  in ,  can
still be used to define the set , which would in this case be the entire set  ofÖB − ± ÐBÑ×! c !
natural numbers. For example,
ÖB − ± B T $ œ $ T B× œ! !.
If  is false for all  in ,  defines the set , which will not have anyc ! c ! cÐBÑ B ÐBÑ ÖB − ÐBÑ×±
elements in it at all. This set is called the  set, and is denoted by . Thus, for example,empty g
ÖB − ± B Á B× œ g! .
There are two general ways of defining a particular set: (1) by listing the elements of the set
between braces, and (2) by giving a defining condition.
Example 3:
Define the set  in terms of a defining condition that is a formal mathematicalE œ Ö$ß %ß &ß 'ß ÞÞÞ×
statement.
Solution:
E œ ÖB − ± # C B×!
Example 4:
Define the set  by listing its elements.E œ ÖB − ± ( C B×!
Solution:
 E œ Ö)ß *ß "!ß ""ß ÞÞÞ×
Suppose that . We consider the property  as the definingE ÖB − B C &× B C &œ ±!
condition for the set . If  is any natural number that satisfies the defining condition (that is,E +
makes the property  true when substituted for ), then  is in the set —by definition.B C & B + E
Conversely, if  is any element in the set , then must satisfy the defining condition; that is,- E -  
- C & must be true.
The following rule gives the two ways we can use the definition of a particular set in proof
steps.
Inference Rule Using a set definition: If an element is in a set, then we may infer that it satisfies the condition
defining the set. If an element satisfies the defining condition, then we may infer that it is in the set.
Example 5:
Let . The inference rule above allows us to infer Step 2 from Step 1 and StepF œ ÖB − ± B C *×!
4 from Step 3 below.
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 1. , − F
 2.  (1; def. ), C * F
 3. + C *
 4.  (3; def. )+ − F F
In applying the rule for using set definitions, we assume that all elements are in our
universal set, without asserting this explicitly in proof steps. Thus we assume that  in+ − !
Example 5, so that  follows solely from the fact (given in Step 3) that  satisfies the defining+ − F +
condition for .F
Example 6:
Define .  The definition of  tells us why Step 2 follows from Step 1.E œ ÖB − ± B C "#× E!
 1.  + − E
 2.   (1; def. )+ C "# E
Example 7:
Define . If it is known, say from the hypotheses or from our universal setE œ ÖB − ± B C "#×!
under consideration, that  is a natural number, then the definition of  tells us why Step 2 follows+ E
from Step 1.
 1.  + C "#
 2.   (1; def. )+ − E E
Note in Example 7 that it is understood, but not stated in the proof steps, that .+ − !
Step 2 depends both on Step 1 and the fact that , but it is not necessary to mention the latter.+ − !
Learning to do deductive mathematics can be compared with learning to play a game.  The
inference rules are like the rules of the game. We will also provide a very useful game strategy (a
way of handling the inference rules) that will enable you to discover your own proofs. Your
primary task for quite a while will be to learn the rules and the strategy. It is the explicit use of
formal statements that allows us to explain the strategy.
Example 8:
Proposition
If  and , then .\ œ ÖB − ± B C "#× + − \ + C #!!
We use the proposition of Example 8 to illustrate the strategy for discovering proof steps.
The first step is to identify the hypotheses and conclusion. These are written down as “assume” and
“show”, when part of a proof. The hypotheses are numbered so that we can refer to them later.
Proof:
Assume: 1. \ œ ÖB − ± B C "#×!
 2. + − \
Show: + C #!
Proofs are developed in a shaded area that represents a working area—such as a
blackboard. The next step in writing the proof is to write the conclusion as the last step in the
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proof. We identify this as Step k at this stage, since we have no idea how many steps will be
needed to get there.
Proof:
Assume: 1. \ œ ÖB − ± B C "#×!
 2. + − \
Show: + C #!
  k. + C #!
The next thing to write down is the justification for the last step. This depends on the form
of the last step—and what it means for the step to be true. Since the relation  has not beenC
defined, and since the only thing we know about is the axiom giving the transitive property ofC
C , this must be the justification for the last step.
Proof:
Assume: 1. \ œ ÖB − ± B C "#×!
 2. + − \
Show: + C #!
 k.  (____; Trans. )+ C #! C
Hypothesis 2 gives us Step 1:
Proof:
Assume: 1. \ œ ÖB − ± B C "#×!
 2. + − \
Show: + C #!
 1.  (hyp. 2)+ − \
 k.  (____; Trans. )+ C #! C
Step 1 is of the form . In order to use this information we use the definition/6/7/8> − =/>
of the set.
Proof:
Assume: 1. \ œ ÖB − ± B C "#×!
 2. + − \
Show: + C #!
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 1.  (hyp. 2)+ − \
 2.  (1, hyp.1; def. )+ C "# \
 .
 k.  (____; Trans. )+ C #! C
In order to complete the proof, we need only to supply the step  and use the"# C #!
transitive property.
 1.  (hyp. 2)+ − \
 2.  (1, hyp.1; def. )+ C "# \
 3.  (given)"# C #!
 4.  (2 3; Trans. )+ C #! ß C
Step 2 follows from Step 1 and Hypothesis 1, by the definition of . Since  is defined in\ \
Hypothesis 1, we leave out the redundant information. This gives the final version of the proof:
Proof:
Assume: 1. \ œ ÖB − ± B C "#×!
 2. + − \
Show: + C #!
 1.  (hyp. 2)+ − \
 2.  (1; def. )+ C "# \
 3.  (given)"# C #!
 4.  (2 3; Trans. )+ C #! ß C
!
The symbol  signals the end of a complete proof.!
Theorems are proven propositions that are important enough to be referred to later. The
only important thing about the proposition of Example 8 is that you see how the proof works, so
we won't call it a theorem.
In doing proofs, we assume that the hypotheses of the proposition being proved are  (fortrue
the sake of argument). Thus a proof is a sequence of statements (steps) the truth of each of which
follows (by an accepted form of justification) from previous steps, hypotheses, theorems, and
axioms.
EXERCISES
1. For each set below with elements listed explicitly, write the set in terms of a rule that states which
elements from the universal set  are in the given set.!
(a) _________________________________Ö"ß #ß $ß %× œ
(b) _____________________________Ö&ß 'ß (ß )ß ÞÞÞ× œ
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2. For each set below given by a defining rule, give the same set by listing the elements explicitly.
(a)   _____________________________ÖC − ± $ C C × œ!
(b)  ____________________________ÖB − ± B C "× œ!
(c)  ____________________________ÖB − ± B C $× œ!
3. Define . (  is an abbreviation of , of course.)E ÖD − D Á "× D Á " cÐD œ "Ñœ ±!
(a) 4.  , − E
 5. ________ (4; def. )E
(b) 4. ________
 5.   (4; def. ).- − E E
4. Suppose we are given the following:
 5.  B − F
 6.   (5; def. )B C ( F
 7.   (given)( C )
 8.   (6 7; Trans. )B C ) ß C
 9.   (8; def. )B − G G
What must the definitions of sets  and  be?F G
5. Suppose we are given the following:
 5. " C +
 6.  (5; def. )+ − \ \
 7.  , − \
 8. ______ (7; def. )\
 What must the definition of  be?  What must Step 8 be?\
6. Let  and .  Provide justification for each of theF Ö+ − + C (× G Ö+ − ± + C #×œ ± œ! !
indicated steps below.
 1. ; − G
 2.     _________________________; C #
 3.     _________________________# C (
 4.     _________________________; C (
 5.     _________________________; − F
REVIEW EXERCISES
7. For each proposition below, identify the hypotheses and conclusion.
(a) For all natural numbers  and , if , then .+ , + C "! , C ""
(b) If  for natural numbers  and , then .+ C , + , + Á ,
(c) For sets  and , if , then .E F B − E B − F
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Subsets; Proving  StatementsJ9<E66
Mathematical proof at its most basic level rests on the idea of formal definition. We now get to our
first definition—the idea of  Informally, we say that a set  is a subset of a set  if everysubset. E F
element of  is an element of E FÞ
Example 1:
Ö"ß #ß $ß %× Ö"ß #ß $ß %ß &ß 'ß (× is a subset of  .
Example 2:
If  and , then  is a subset of , since every element of  is in .E œ Ö"ß #ß $× F œ Ö"ß #ß $× E F E F
The definitions and theorems that we have about sets apply to any sets whatever—not only
to sets of numbers. In order to illustrate the meaning of our definitions and theorems about sets, we
will consider their application both to sets of numbers and to sets of points in a plane—represented
by a sketch on a page. Thus we may take, as our universal set, either the natural numbers , or the!
set of points in a plane. Sketches of such point sets that illustrate some definition or theorem are
called . A Venn diagram that illustrates the definition of subset is shown inVenn diagrams
Figure 1. The set  is represented by all points inside its circle. The set  is represented by allE F
points inside its circle. Since all points inside circle  are also inside circle , we have that  is aE F E
subset of .F
                                                       
Figure 1.  is a subset of E F
 It is necessary that formal mathematics be intuitively meaningful. Venn diagrams help us
visualize the content of a definition or theorem, and thereby aid in our intuitive understanding of it.
It is also necessary that things that are intuitively meaningful be subject to formal articulation and
proof. In mathematics, our imagination is not just allowed to run wild. It must be subject to
unquestionable logic.
We now give a formal definition of . A formal definition involves three things. (1) Asubset
phrase identifying the symbols involved:
 “For sets  and ,”E F
 (2) a formal statement of the newly defined relationship:
“A is a  of ”subset F
and (3) a formal statement of the defining condition:
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“ ”09< +66 B − E À B − F
The newly defined relationship and its defining condition are , by which we meanequivalent
that if the relationship is true, then we may infer that the defining condition holds, and if the
defining condition holds, then we may infer that the relationship is true. In mathematics,
equivalence is frequently denoted by the phrase “if and only if”. Thus in the definition of “subset”
we have:
“  is a  of  if and only if ”E F 09< +66 B − E À B − Fsubset
The phrase “if and only if” is often abbreviated “iff”. Our formal definition is as follows:
Definition For sets  and ,  is a  of  (written ) iff  .E F E F E © F 09< +66 B − E À B − Fsubset
The definition of subset is given in terms of a formal statement called a  statement.09< +66
By definition, the relationship  is equivalent to its defining condition: E © F 09< +66
B − E À B − FÞ E © F The following inference rule allows us to replace a step  in a proof with the
formal statement 09< +66 B − E À B − FÞ
Inference Rule Using equivalence: Any mathematical statement may be replaced by an equivalent statement.
Example 3:
 1. G © H
 2._________________ (1; def. )©
Solution:
 1. G © H
 2.   (1; def. )09< +66 B − G À B − H ©
In this example we know that Step 2 must come from Step 1 as a result of using the
definition of . By the rule for using equivalence, Step 2 must give the equivalent defining©
property.
The variable  in the statement  is called a  variable (as opposedB 09< +66 B − E À B − F local
to a  variable). The local variable  doesn't mean anything outside the  statement, andglobal B 09< +66
any other letter inside the statement would do as well. Thus, for example, the following two
statements mean exactly the same thing:
09< +66 B − E À ÐBÑc
09< +66 > − E À Ð>Ñc
The statement  is a statement about  and . It means that everything in 09< +66 B − E À B − F E F E
is in . It is not a statement about . We don't get any information about  from the statement, butF B B
we do get information about  and . It is permissible to use any letter at all (except lettersE F




 2.   (1; def. )09< +66 C − W À C − X ©
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Solution:
 1. W © X
 2.   (1; def. )09< +66 C − W À C − X ©
Example 5:
 1. ________________
 2.  (1; def. )\ © ] ©
Solution:
 1.  : 09< +66 > − \ > − ]
 2.  (1; def. )\ © ] ©
Example 6:
 1.  09< +66 B − E À B − F
 2.  (1; __________)E © F
Solution:
 1.  09< +66 B − E À B − F
 2.  (1; def. )E © F ©
Replacing a statement of the form  in a proof with its  defining condition=/> © =/> 09< +66
isn't going to do us any good unless we have means to handle the  statement.09< +66
The rule for proving a   statement is somewhat subtle. In order to prove the statement09< +66
09< +66 B − E À B C ( E  , for example, we select an element of , give it a name, and show that it
must be less than  by virtue only of its being in . That is, the fact that it is less than  follows( E (
from the single fact that it is in . It follows that every element in  must be less than . TheE E (
chosen element of , about which we assume nothing except that it is in , is called an E E arbitrary
element of .E
Example 7:
Suppose . Steps 1 through 4 below prove the  statement of Step 5.E œ Ö8 − ± 8 C "#× 09< +66!
  1. Let  be arbitrary> − E
  2.  (1; def. )> C "# E
  3.  (given)"# C %&
  4.  (2 3; Trans. )> C %& ß C
 5.    (1— 4; pr. )09< +66 B − E À B C %& a
In Example 7, Steps 1 through 4 are indented. Their only purpose is to prove Step 5.  The
reason for indenting steps in proofs is to keep track of assumptions. Steps 1 through 4 are based on
the assumption that  is not empty (we'll consider the other possibility in a moment), and that  isE >
chosen arbitrarily in . The variable  is defined only for Steps 1 through 4—its  being StepsE > scope
1 through 4. The variable  can be considered as ceasing to exist after we pass from the block of>
Steps 1 through 4. It is no longer in use. It is legitimate, therefore, to use  as the local variable in>
Step 5—instead of :B
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  1. Let  be arbitrary> − E
  2.  (1; def. )> C "# E
  3.  (given)"# C %&
  4.  (2 3; Trans. )> C %& ß C
 5.    (1— 4; pr. )09< +66 > − E À > C %& a
Inference Rule Proving   statements: In order to prove a statement   , let  be an09< +66 09< +66 B − E À ÐBÑ Bc
arbitrarily chosen element of , then show  for that . Abbreviation: “pr. ”.E ÐBÑ B ac
Format:
pr. a  
  1. Let  be arbitraryB − E
  k-1.cÐBÑ
 k.    1—k-1; pr. 09< +66 B − E À ÐBÑ Ð a Ñc
  
Steps 1 and k-1 in the format above are dictated by the rule for proving  statements.09< +66
The empty box represents additional steps that will be needed in order to show Step k-1.
Example 8:
Fill in the steps dictated by the rule for proving a   statement.09< +66
 k.    (______; pr. )09< +66 B − G À B C "# a
Solution:
  1. Let  be arbitrary.B − G
  .
  .
  k-1. B C "#
 k.    (1— k-1; pr. )09< +66 B − G À B C "# a
Example 9:
  1. Let  be arbitrary.> − W
  .
  7. "$ C >
 8. _________________ (1—7; pr. )a
Solution:
  1. Let  be arbitrary.> − W
  .
  7. "$ C >
 8.    (1—7; pr. )09< +66 > − W À "$ C > a
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We now get to the question of why it is sufficient to assume that  is not empty, in our ruleE
for proving   statements. This can be explained in terms of the negations of   and09< +66 09< +66
>2/</ /B3=>= statements.
Axiom  negation:    is equivalent to   J9< +66 cÐ09< +66 B − E À ÐBÑÑ >2/</ /B3=>= B − E =?-2 >2+>c
 .c ÐBÑc
Axiom  negation:     is equivalent to   :X2/</ /B3=>= cÐ>2/</ /B3=>= B − E =?-2 >2+> ÐBÑÑ 09< +66 B − Ec
 .c ÐBÑc
We don't get to using formal statements in proof steps until later. Informally,>2/</ /B3=>=
the statement     means exactly what it says. In order for this>2/</ /B3=>= B − E =?-2 >2+> ÐBÑc
statement to be true there must be some element in  (that we can call  for which  is true.E BÑ ÐBÑc
Example 10:
Let . Use the informal meanings of   and  statements toE œ ÖB − ± ) C B× 09< +66 >2/</ /B3=>=!
determine whether each of the following statements is true or false. Label each statement
accordingly.
09< +66 B − E À B C "!     :______
>2/</ /B3=>= B − E =?-2 >2+> B C "!    :______
09< +66 B − E À B C '     :______
>2/</ /B3=>= B − E =?-2 >2+> B C '    :______
09< +66 B − E À "! C B     :______
>2/</ /B3=>= B − E =?-2 >2+> "! C B    :______
09< +66 B − E À $ C B     :______
>2/</ /B3=>= B − E =?-2 >2+> $ C B    :______
Solution:
09< +66 B − E À B C "!     : F
>2/</ /B3=>= B − E =?-2 >2+> B C "!    : T
09< +66 B − E À B C '     : F
>2/</ /B3=>= B − E =?-2 >2+> B C '    : F
09< +66 B − E À "! C B     : F
>2/</ /B3=>= B − E =?-2 >2+> "! C B    : T
09< +66 B − E À $ C B     : T
>2/</ /B3=>= B − E =?-2 >2+> $ C B    : T
The only way for    to be false is for there to exist an element  in  for09< +66 B − E À ÐBÑ B Ec
which  is false. If  is empty, there can be no such element—so    mustc cÐBÑ E 09< +66 B − E À ÐBÑ
be true if  is empty. We say in this case that the statement is  true.  A complete,E vacuously
informal proof of the statement    would go as follows: if  is empty, then the09< +66 B − E À ÐBÑ Ec
statement is vacuously true, if  is not empty, then pick an arbitrary element from  and show thatE E
c is true for this element.
People don't focus on vacuously true statements and empty sets when doing proofs. They
just assume that there is some element in , because if there is not, then they are immediatelyE
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done. In this way our inference rule (which assumes that there is an element in , and indents theE
block of steps based on this assumption) models customary informal practice.
EXERCISES
1. Let . Use the informal meanings of   and  statements toE œ ÖB − ± B C *× 09< +66 >2/</ /B3=>=!
determine whether each of the following statements is true (T) or false (F). Label each statement
accordingly.
(a)    :______09< +66 B − E À B C "!
(b)     :______>2/</ /B3=>= B − E =?-2 >2+> B C "!
(c)      :______09< +66 B − E À B C '
(d)     :______>2/</ /B3=>= B − E =?-2 >2+> B C '
(e)    :______09< +66 B − E À "! C B
(f)     :______>2/</ /B3=>= B − E =?-2 >2+> "! C B
(g)    :______09< +66 B − E À $ C B
(h)     :______>2/</ /B3=>= B − E =?-2 >2+> $ C B
 Fill in the underlined places.. #
  1. Let  be arbitrary.B − W
  .
  7. B C (
 8. ______________________ (_____; pr. )a
3. Fill in the steps dictated by the rule for proving a   statement09< +66
(a)
  8.    (______; pr. )09< +66 B − E À & C B a
(b)
  6.    (______; pr. )09< +66 B − E À B − F a
REVIEW EXERCISES
4. For each set below with elements listed explicitly, write the set in terms of a rule that states which
elements from the universal set  are in the given set.!
(a)     _______________________________Ö"ß #ß $× œ
(b)     _____________________________Ö'ß (ß )ß ÞÞÞ× œ
5. For each set below given by a defining rule, give the same set by listing the elements explicitly.
(a)    _________________________ÖC − ± C C *× œ!
(b)    _________________________Ö> − ± $ C >× œ!
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6. Define .E œ ÖD − ± ( C D×!
(a) 4.  , − E
 5. ________(4; def. )E
(b) 4. ________
 5.   (4; def. ).- − E E
7. Suppose we are given the following:
 5.  + − F
 6.   (5; def. )% C + F
 7.   (given)# C %
 8.   (6 7; Trans.<)# C + ß
 9.   (8; def. )+ − G G
What must the definitions of sets  and  be?F G
 8. Let  and .  Fill in the underlined steps or justificationsF œ ÖB − ± B C &× G œ ÖB − ± B C %×! !
below.
 1. ; − G
 2. _____ (1; def. )G
 3.  ________________________% C &
 4.  ________________________; C &




Mathematics is a thing of the imagination. It is about an imaginative universe, a world of ideas. But
the imagination is constrained by logic. This constraint allows mathematics its scope. It is thereby
free to remove itself from the objects of immediate sense experience without becoming nonsense.
In mathematics, a thing is exactly what its definition says it is. A proof that something has a
property is a demonstration that the property follows logically from the definition. In rigorous
mathematics, a proof is not allowed to use attributes of our imaginative ideas that don't follow from
the precise wording of the definition. Thus proof at its most basic level is proof that depends
immediately on definitions.  Our method of proof analysis discovers steps that follow from
definitions.
The first step in the proof of some proposition is to determine the hypotheses and
conclusion.  The next step depends on the form of the top-level, formal statement of the
conclusion. This top-level statement may contain pieces that are themselves formal statements, but
is itself not contained in any larger statement.
 Example 1:
The top-level statement in
(a)  09< +66 B − E À B − F
is a  statement. It contains the formal statements  and , but is itself not09< +66 B − E B − F
contained in a larger statement.
The top-level statement in
(b) ÖB − ± B C "!× © ÖB − ± B C #!×! !
is an assertion of set containment of the form . It contains the formal statements ,=/> © =/> B C "!
B C #! B −, and .!
The top-level form of a statement can be confirmed by the process of “diagramming the
sentence”. In mathematics such diagramming can be done by inserting parentheses into the
statement. Such parentheses will always surround lower-level statements and terms, but never the
top-level relation. For example, in the statement  , parentheses can be put09< +66 B − E À B − F
around the statements  and  to get:  . This confirms that theB − E B − F 09< +66 ÐB − EÑ À ÐB − FÑ
statement is a  statement, since the phrase  is not contained in parentheses. It would09< +66 09< +66
be obviously nonsensical to attempt to include the  phrase and exclude the set membership09< +66
symbol “ ” by a diagram such as:  . Thus the statement is not a− Ð09< +66 B − E À BÑ − ÐFÑ
statement about set membership at the top level.
 Example 2:
Define  and . Prove that .L œ ÖB − ± B C "!× K œ ÖB − ± B C #!× L © K! !
To start the proof, we identify the hypotheses and conclusion.
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 Proof:
 Assume: L œ ÖB − ± B C "!×!
  K œ ÖB − ± B C #!×!
 Show: L © K
The next step is to write the conclusion as the last step in the proof:
 Proof:
 Assume: L œ ÖB − ± B C "!×!
  K œ ÖB − ± B C #!×!
 Show: L © K
 k. .L © K
Writing the conclusion as the last step in the proof creates a gap—which needs to be
bridged by the steps leading to the conclusion. The next step in the process is to write down the
justification for Step k. Since Step k is of the top-level form , the justification for Step k=/> © =/>
must be the definition of .©
 Proof:
 Assume: L œ ÖB − ± B C "!×!
  K œ ÖB − ± B C #!×!
 Show: L © K
 k.  (   ; def. )L © K ©
The definition of  makes the relation  equivalent to its defining condition subset L © K 09<
+66 B − L À B − K L © K 09< +66 . Since  is to be shown in the last step, the defining condition 
B − L À B − K must be the next-to-the-last step:
 k-1.  09< +66 B − L À B − K
 k.   (k-1; def. )L © K ©
We next write down the justification for Step k-1. This will be determined by the top-level
form of Step k-1. It is a  statement, so the rule for proving  statements must be the09< +66 09< +66
justification for Step k-1. The  rule tells us we need Steps 1 and k-2 below. Step 1 is put at09< +66
the top of the gap, and Step k-2 is put at the bottom—making a new, smaller gap now between
Steps 1 and k-2.
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  1. Let  be arbitrary.B − L
  .
  k-2. B − K
 k-1.   (1—k-2; pr. )09< +66 B − L À B − K a
 k.   (k-1; def. )L © K ©
The steps above are dictated by our analysis as we work backward from the conclusion. We
now have to bridge the gap from Step 1 to Step k-2. What we mean by saying that  is chosenB
arbitrarily in  is that the only thing we know about  is the property it must have by virtue ofL B
being in . Thus Step 2 must follow from Step 1 by using the definition of . Similarly, to showL L
B − K K in Step k-2 we must use the definition of .
  1. Let  be arbitrary.B − L
  2.  (1; def. )B C "! L
  .
  k-3. B C #!
  k-2.  (k-3; def. )B − K K
 k-1.   (1—k-2; pr. )09< +66 B − L À B − K a
 k.   (k-1; def. )L © K ©
The steps above were dictated by our analytical method of discovering proof steps. You
should also see why, logically, we had to get the steps above.  There remains only to make the
connection between Steps 2 and k-3, and this connection is clear:  follows from  (byB C #! B C "!
the transitive property of ), if we supply Step 3, , (which is justified by “given”). ThisC "! C #!
gives a complete proof that :L © K
Proof:
Assume: L œ ÖB − ± B C "!×!
 K œ ÖB − ± B C #!×!
Show: L © K
  1. Let  be arbitrary.B − L
  2.  (1; def. )B C "! L
  3.  (given)"! C #!
  4.  (2 3; Trans. )B C #! ß C
  5.  (4; def. )B − K K
 6.   (1— 5; pr. )09< +66 B − L À B − K a
 7.  (6; def. )L © K ©
!
The equivalence of the relation “subset” and its  defining condition means that the09< +66
rule for proving a  statement is used to prove that one set is a subset of another. The09< +66
negation of the  statement is used to find counterexamples to assertions that one set is a09< +66
subset of another.
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By definition, the statement  is equivalent to . By the axiom onE © F 09< +66 B − E À B − F 
the negation of a  statement from the previous section,  is equivalent to 09< +66 cÐE © FÑ >2/</
/B3=>= B − E =?-2 >2+> B Â F E © F   . To find a counterexample to , we informally show this
>2/</ /B3=>= E F statement; that is, we define some element in , and show it is not in . We will
always take an informal approach to finding counterexamples. The reason for our formal approach
to proofs is that it is the formal rules of inference that guide us in the step-discovery procedure.
Example 3:
Let  and . Find a counterexample that shows W œ ÖB − ± B C "#× X œ ÖB − ± B C "!× W © X! !
is false.
Solution:
 , but . Therefore ."" − W "" Â X cÐW © XÑ
In the paragraph preceding Example 3, we have used the fact that the statement  andE © F
its defining condition are logically equivalent. We have also implicitly used the following axioms:
Axiom If  is equivalent to , then  is equivalent to .c d c dc c
Axiom The statements  and  are logically equivalent.c ccÐc Ñ
These axioms will almost always be used implicitly.
 Step-Discovery Outline
There are two different aspects to discovering proof steps: (1) In the  aspect, yousynthetic
need to imagine how known information (steps already proven, for example) can be put together or
used to obtain a desired result. (2) In the  aspect, you look at the desired result, and, fromanalytic
the intrinsic nature of this result, decide what steps are necessary to achieve it. It's best to write
down all the steps that  dictates to be inevitable, before you work on the .analysis synthesis
Analysis
1. Determine the hypotheses and conclusion.
2. Write the conclusion as the last line of the proof.
The conclusion will be a formal statement. Thus far, the types we have are:








3. Write the justification for the conclusion.
Don't copy proof steps from examples. Instead, analyze the conclusion yourself to see what is
needed. Consider all the ways you might prove a statement having the form of the conclusion.
Focus on what it means for the conclusion to be true.  If the conclusion is a basic logic form, the
rule for proving such a statement will always be available as the justification, and will dictate prior
steps.  If the conclusion is of the form , the only way of proving this (so far) is to/6/7/8> − =/>
show that the element satisfies the defining property for the set. Thus the justification will be the
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definition of the set, and the defining condition will be the previous step. If the conclusion involves
a defined relation at the top level, you can always use the definition of that relation as justification,
in which case the preceding step must be the condition defining the relation.  Thus the  of theform
conclusion indicates the justification, which, in turn, dictates the needed steps preceding the
conclusion. Write these dictated steps down before going to 4 below.
4. Now, working from the bottom up, analyze the step immediately preceding the conclusion. From
the form of this statement you will be able to write down the rule for its justification. This rule will
dictate prior steps. Continue in this manner until you can go no further.
Synthesis
5. When you can no longer continue by analyzing steps from the bottom up, add new steps from the
top down by again analyzing the form of the steps already known. If your bottom-up analysis leads
to a step that can be proved in more than one way, and if you're not sure about the best way, work
from the top down for a while. This might show the best approach to prove the needed step at the
bottom.
6. You need to use information from the steps already proven, in order to add new steps. It is
generally best to use first the information from the bottom-most of the known steps at the top. Then
use the information from the steps toward the top. Finally, use the hypotheses to bridge the
remaining gaps. Don't use the hypotheses until after you have exhausted the information from all
the steps themselves.
At the end of this section is a copy of the step-discovery outline that you can tear out and
use, as needed, when doing proofs for homework.
EXERCISES
1. Find a proof or a counterexample for each of the following statements:
(a) Let  and . Then .E œ Ö+ − ± + C "!× F œ Ö, − ± & C ,× E © F! !
(b) Let  and . Then .E œ Ö+ − ± "! C +× F œ Ö, − ± & C ,× E © F! !
(c) Let  and . Then .E œ Ö+ − ± "! C +× F œ Ö, − ± & C ,× F © E! !
2. (a) Let  and  be arbitrary sets. Start to develop a proof that  by  the step-discoveryW X W © X
procedure. Write down as many steps as you can with only the information available. (You don't
know anything about the sets  and .) Don't make up new information.W X
(b) Give a counterexample to show that  is not true for all sets  and .W © X W X
3. (a) Make a list of all definitions. Write each definition for future reference. This “definition sheet”
can be used when you are following the step-discovery outline on homework.
(b) The appendix lists the formats for the basic logic rules. Give an example of the use of each rule
encountered so far. Use the appendix and your examples as a template when you follow the step
discovery procedure on homework problems.
REVIEW EXERCISES
4. For each set below with elements listed explicitly, write the set in terms of a rule that states which
elements from the universal set  are in the given set.!
(a) _____________________________Ö&ß 'ß (ß )ß *ß ÞÞÞ× œ
(b) _____________________________Ö"ß #ß $ß %ß &ß '× œ
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5. For each set below given by a defining rule, give the same set by listing the elements explicitly.
(a)  ____________________________Ö> − ± > C "× œ!
(b)  ____________________________Ö> − ± > C %× œ!
6. Define .\ œ Ö> − ± * C >×!
(a) 4.  , − \
 5. ________  (4; def. )\
 (b) 4. ________
 5.   (4; def. ), − \ \
 Suppose we are given the following:7. 
 5. " C +
 6.  (5; def. )+ − \ \
 7. , − \
 8. _____ (7; def. )\
What must the definition of  be? ______________________ What must Step 8 be?\ \ œ
8. Fill in the underlined places in the following proof fragments.
(g) 1. Let  be arbitrary.B − G
 .
 7. ) C B
 8. _____________________  (_____; pr. )a
9. Fill in the steps dictated by the rule for proving a  statement.09< +66
(a)
 8.  :  (______; pr. )09< +66 D − \ D C ' a
(b)
       6.  :  (______; pr. )09< +66 D − \ D − ] a
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Step-Discovery Outline
 There are two different aspects to discovering proof steps: (1) In the  aspect, yousynthetic
need to imagine how known information (steps already proven, for example) can be put together or
used to obtain a desired result. (2) In the  aspect, you look at the desired result, and, fromanalytic
the intrinsic nature of this result, decide what steps are necessary to achieve it. It's best to write
down all the steps that  dictates to be inevitable, before you work on the .analysis synthesis
Analysis
1. Determine the hypotheses and conclusion.
2. Write the conclusion as the last line of the proof.
The conclusion will be a formal statement. Thus far, the types we have are:








3. Write the justification for the conclusion.
Don't copy proof steps from examples. Instead, analyze the conclusion yourself to see what is
needed. Consider all the ways you might prove a statement having the form of the conclusion.
Focus on what it means for the conclusion to be true.  If the conclusion is a basic logic form, the
rule for proving such a statement will always be available as the justification, and will dictate prior
steps.  If the conclusion is of the form , the only way of proving this (so far) is to/6/7/8> − =/>
show that the element satisfies the defining property for the set. Thus the justification will be the
definition of the set, and the defining condition will be the previous step. If the conclusion involves
a defined relation at the top level, you can always use the definition of that relation as justification,
in which case the preceding step must be the condition defining the relation.  Thus the  of theform
conclusion indicates the justification, which, in turn, dictates the needed steps preceding the
conclusion. Write these dictated steps down before going to 4 below.
4. Now, working from the bottom up, analyze the step immediately preceding the conclusion. From
the form of this statement you will be able to write down the rule for its justification. This rule will
dictate prior steps. Continue in this manner until you can go no further.
Synthesis
5. When you can no longer continue by analyzing steps from the bottom up, add new steps from the
top down by again analyzing the form of the steps already known. If your bottom-up analysis leads
to a step that can be proved in more than one way, and if you're not sure about the best way, work
from the top down for a while. This might show the best approach to prove the needed step at the
bottom.
6. You need to use information from the steps already proven, in order to add new steps. It is
generally best to use first the information from the bottom-most of the known steps at the top. Then
use the information from the steps toward the top. Finally, use the hypotheses to bridge the





Examples 1 and  2 illustrate how to a  statement that we know is true.use 09< +66
Example 1:
In the following steps, the known   statement in Step 2 is applied to the known information09< +66
in Step 1 to infer Step 3.
 1. C − E
 2.   09< +66 B − E À B C (
 3. C C (
The meaning of Step 2 is that every element in set  is less than . Since  is an element of  byE ( C E
Step 1, we can conclude that  must be less than .C (
Example 2:
In the following steps, the   statement in Step 1 is applied to the in Step 2 (presumably09< +66 C
already defined) to infer Step 3.
 1.   09< +66 B − F À B C "!
 2. C − F
 3. __________
Solution:
 1.   09< +66 B − F À B C "!
 2. C − F
 3. C C "!
Here is the general inference rule for using a  statement.09< +66
Inference Rule Using   statements: If    and  are steps in a proof, then  can09< +66 09< +66 B − E À ÐBÑ C − E ÐCÑc c
be inferred. Abbreviation: “us. ”.a
The format for using this rule is:
us. a
 1. 09< +66 B − E À ÐBÑc
 2. > − E
 3.      (1 2; us.  )cÐ>Ñ ß a
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Example 3:
 1. ; − F
 2.   09< +66 B − F À B C "#
 3. _______ (1 2; us. )ß a
Solution:
 1. ; − F
 2.   09< +66 B − F À B C "#
 3.  (1 2; us. ); C "# ß a
Since  is a local variable in   , any other letter (except letters alreadyB 09< +66 B − À B C "#!
in use for other things—such as ) would do as well. Thus the following two statements mean;
exactly the same thing.
09< +66 B − F À B C "#  
09< +66 > − F À > C "#  
Example 4:
 1. ; − F
 2.   09< +66 > − F À > C "#
 3. _______ (1 2; us. )ß a
Solution:
 1. ; − F
 2.   09< +66 > − F À > C "#
 3.  (1 2; us. ); C "# ß a
Example 5:
 1. ______
 2.   09< +66 B − E À * C B
 3. ______ (1 2; us. )ß a
Solution:
 1. ; − E
 2.   09< +66 B − E À * C B
 3.  (1 2; us. )* C ; ß a
Example 6:
 1. $ − E
 2.   09< +66 B − E À B − F
 3. ______ (1 2; us. )ß a
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Solution:
 1. $ − E
 2.   09< +66 B − E À B − F
 3.  (1 2; us. )$ − F ß a
Example 7:
 1. % − E
 2. ________________
 3.  (1 2; us. )% − F ß a
Solution:
 1. % − E
 2.   09< +66 B − E À B − F
 3.  (1 2; us. )% − F ß a
Example 8:
 1. B − E
 2. ________________
 3.  (1 2; us. )B − F ß a
Solution:
 1. B − E
 2.   09< +66 > − E À > − F
 3.  (1 2; us. )B − F ß a
The statement   , using the symbol “ ”, cannot be used as a solution in09< +66 B − E À B − F B
Example 8. The reason is that  must have been defined already, since it is used in Step 1. TheB
statement    means that  ranges over all the values in , and for each of these09< +66 > − E À > − F > E
it is also the case that . If  has already been defined, it represents a single thing, and can't> − F B
range over the values of .E
The aim of the text material, from here to Section 16, is to develop your ability to find your
own proof to any theorem you might discover in your investigation. Your ability to do this will
depend on your mastery of the step-discovery procedure. It is necessary to abandon any reliance
you might have on doing proofs by copying steps from other proofs that may be similar to the
proof you need. As a significant step in this direction, you are to prove Theorem 5.1 at the end of
this section.
In the previous section we defined the sets  andL ÖB − B C "!×œ ±!
K ÖB − B C #!× L © Kœ ±! , and proved that . The purpose in doing the proof was to illustrate
the use of the method summarized at the end of that section, and to lead into your proof of
Theorem 5.1. In the next example, we again illustrate the same method of discovering proof
steps—one more stepping stone before Theorem 5.1. Review the proof of the next example, with a
copy of the step-discovery outline from the previous section to look at as you do it. Try to
anticipate each step and justification by following the outline. Use the proof in the text as
confirmation.
Example 9:
Prove that if , and if , then   : .O œ ÖB − ± B C #!× N © O 09< +66 + − N + C #!!
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 Proof:
 Assume: O œ ÖB − ± B C #!×!
  N © O
 Show:   : 09< +66 + − N + C #!
After deciding on hypotheses and conclusion, the next thing to do is to write the conclusion
as the last step in the proof:
 Proof:
 Assume: O œ ÖB − ± B C #!×!
  N © O
 Show:   : 09< +66 + − N + C #!
 k.   : 09< +66 + − N + C #!
The next thing to write down is the justification for Step k. This is determined by the top-
level form of the statement of Step k—a   statement. Do we know that Step k is true, or are09< +66
we trying to prove it? The rule for  a   statement only applies to   statements thatusing 09< +66 09< +66
have been already established. We're trying to  Step k.prove
 Proof:
 Assume: O œ ÖB − ± B C #!×!
  N © O
 Show:   : 09< +66 + − N + C #!
 
 k.   :  (         ; pr. )09< +66 + − N + C #! a
In turn, the rule for proving   statements dictates Steps 1 and k-1:09< +66
 Proof:
 Assume: O œ ÖB − ± B C #!×!
  N © O
 Show:   : 09< +66 + − N + C #!
  1. Let  be arbitrary.+ − N
  .
  .
  k-1. + C #!
 k.   :  (1— k-1; pr. )09< +66 + − N + C #! a
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The outline asks us next for justification for Step k-1. This normally would be the definition
of . Since the relation  has not been defined, we stop adding steps from the bottom up andC C
work from the top down. Step 1 is of the form . Since the set  has not been/6/7/8> − =/> N
defined, we can't use the definition of  to get Step 2. There are no more steps that are indicatedN
by the top-down, bottom-up analysis, so it is time to use the hypotheses.  Which one: the definition
of , or the fact ? Since  from Step 1, we use . What may be inferred fromO N © O + − N N © O
N © O =/> © =/> ©? The statement is of the form , so we use the definition of to write Step 2:
  1. Let  be arbitrary.+ − N
  2.   :  (hyp.; def. )09< +66 B − N B − O ©
  .
  .
  k-1. + C #!
 k.   :  (1— k-1; pr. )09< +66 + − N + C #! a
It is not legitimate to write     as Step 2. We can't use  as a local09< +66 + − N + − O +:
variable in Step 2, since it is already in use from Step 1.  Although  was chosen arbitrarily in Step+
1, it has been chosen, and is now fixed. It is constant. It doesn't make any more sense to talk about
all 's in Step 2, than it does to talk about all 's. In Step 2, where we have , you could have any+ $ B
other letter not already in use.
It is now possible to use the   statement of Step 2.09< +66
  1. Let  be arbitrary.+ − N
  2.   :  (hyp.; def. )09< +66 B − N B − O ©
  3.  (1 2; us. )+ − O ß a
  .
  .
  k-1. + C #!
 k.   :  (1— k-1; pr. )09< +66 + − N + C #! a
Since we gave up working up from Step k at Step k-1, we're now working down. Step 3 is of
the form . The definition of that set is the justification for Step 4:/6/7/8> − =/>
  1. Let  be arbitrary.+ − N
  2.   :  (hyp.; def. )09< +66 B − N B − O ©
  3.  (1 2; us. )+ − O ß a
  4.  (3; def. )+ C #! O
 
  k-1. + C #!
 k.   :  (1— k-1; pr. )09< +66 + − N + C #! a
We see that Step 4 is Step k-1, so that we didn't have to work up from Step k-1 after all. It
remains only to fill in the steps upon which Step k depends:
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Proof:
Assume: O œ ÖB − ± B C #!×!
 N © O
Show:   : 09< +66 + − N + C #!
  1. Let  be arbitrary.+ − N
  2.   :  (hyp.; def. )09< +66 B − N B − O ©
  3.  (1 2; us. )+ − O ß a
  4.  (3; def. )+ C #! O
 5.   :  (1— 4; pr. )09< +66 + − N + C #! a
!
Theorem 5.1 For sets , , and , if  and , then .E F G E © F F © G E © G
In order to prove this theorem, we first decide what we are given and what we need to show:
 Proof:
 Assume:  setsEßFßG
  1. E © F
  2. F © G
 Show: E © G
Before you continue the development of a formal proof as Exercise 1, let us illustrate the
theorem with a Venn diagram. First we draw a circle for set  (Figure 5.1):G
Figure 5.1
By the hypothesis , we put the circle representing set  inside set , as in FigureF © G F G
5.2:
Figure 5.2
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By hypothesis 2, , we draw set  inside circle , as in Figure 5.3. It is clear from theE © F E F
diagram, now, that  is inside ; that is, the conclusion  is true.E G E © G
Figure 5.3
EXERCISES
1. Fill in the underlined places in the following proof fragments.
(a) 1. C − G
 2.   09< +66 B − G À B C "#
 3. __________ (_______;_______)
(b) 1. _______
 2.   09< +66 > − F À > − G
 3. _______ (1 2; us. )ß a
(c) 1. ; − F
 2.   09< +66 > − F À > − G
 3. _______ (1 2; us. )ß a
(d) 1. & − W
 2.   09< +66 B − W À B − X
 3. ______  (1 2; us. )ß a
(e) 1. % − W
 2. _________________
 3.  (1 2; us. )% − X ß a
 (f)  1. B − W
 2. _________________
 3.  (1 2; us. )B − X ß a




 1. Let  be arbitrary.B − V
 .
 7. B C )
 8. ______________________ (_____; pr. )a
4. Fill in the steps dictated by the rule for proving a   statement09< +66
(a)
  8.    (______; pr. )09< +66 B − E À & C B a
(b)
  6.    (______; pr. )09< +66 B − G À B − H a
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Using  StatementsS<
Definition For sets  and , the  of  and  is the set  defined by E F E F E bF E bF œunion
    .ÖB ± B − E 9< B − F×
The word “ ” in mathematics is always taken in the inclusive sense, so that  is in  if9< B E b F
it is in  or in  or in both. From this informal meaning of the word “ ” we can give examples ofE F 9<
the union of a few sets:
Example 1:
(a)  If  and , then .E œ Ö#ß $ß %× F œ Ö$ß %ß &× E b F œ Ö#ß $ß %ß &×
(b)  If  and , then .V œ Ö"ß #ß $× W œ Ö#ß $× V b W œ Ö"ß #ß $×
(c)  .Ö#ß %ß 'ß )ß ÞÞÞ× b Ö"ß $ß &ß (ß ÞÞÞ× œ !
The shaded area in Figure 6.1 represents the set :E bF
Figure 6.1
We are not allowed to use the informal idea of the word “ ” in formal proofs, however. In9<
order to use  statements in proofs, we need rules for proving and using statements of this form.9<
Inference Rule Using  statements (partial version): To use a statement    that we know is true, in order9< 9<c d
  to prove some statement , first assume that  is true and prove  in that case, then assume thate c e
   is true and prove  in that case. Abbreviation: “us. ”.d e 9<
Format:
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us. or  
 1.   c dor
Case 1 2. c
  j. e
Case 2 j+1. d
  k-1. e
 k.     (1—k-1; us. )e or
The reason for indenting is so we can keep track of the assumptions under which proof steps
are true. Steps at the left-most level, such as the last step (conclusion) are true with only the
hypotheses assumed. At the top of any indented block of steps we can see the additional
assumption under which the steps are true.
Using a statement    to prove  involves 2 cases, the first where we assume , andc d e c9<
the second where we assume . It is necessary that  be the last step in both cases. The stepsd e
needed to prove  in Case 1 are valid only in that case, and can't be used in Case 2, or anywheree
else in the proof. Similarly, the steps in Case 2 can only be used in that case.
The empty boxes in the proof format above represent two remaining gaps that will each
need to be bridged.
Example 2:
 1.   B − E 9< B − F
Case 1 2. ________
 .
 5. ________
Case 2 6. ________
 .
 9. ________
 10. 8 (1—9; us. )B C 9<
Solution:
 1.   B − E 9< B − F
Case 1 2. B − E
 .
 5. B C )
Case 2 6. B − F
 .
 9. B C )
 10.  (1—9; us. )B C ) 9<
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Example 3:
Suppose that , , and  . ProveE œ Ö> − ± > C "!× F œ Ö> − ± > C #!× G œ Ö> − ± > C $!×! ! !
that .E bF © G
Instead of merely reading the following proof asked for in Example 3, use the following
procedure—which is suggested for reading all mathematics proofs: (1) cover the proof discussion
below with a piece of paper, (2) follow the step-discovery outline by writing your own steps to
anticipate the steps in the text, and (3) uncover the steps in the text to verify your work.
 Proof:
 Assume: E œ Ö> − ± > C "!×!
  F œ Ö> − ± > C #!×!
  G œ Ö> − ± > C $!×!
 Show: E bF © G
 k. E bF © G
The conclusion is of the form . This top-level form regards  as a single set.=/> © =/> E b F
From the form of the conclusion, we get the justification for Step k.
 Proof:
 Assume: E œ Ö> − ± > C "!×!
  F œ Ö> − ± > C #!×!
  G œ Ö> − ± > C $!×!
 Show: E bF © G
 k.  (     ; def. )E bF © G ©
By the definition of , we get the following defining condition as Step k-1.©
 k-1.  09< +66 B − E b F À B − G
 k.  (k-1; def. )E bF © G ©
At the top level, statement k-1 is a  statement. Thus the rule for proving 09< +66 09< +66
statements is the justification for Step k-1. This rule dictates Steps 1 and k-2.
   1. Let  be arbitrary.B − E bF
  .
  k-2. B − G
 k-1.   (1—k-2; pr. )09< +66 B − E b F À B − G a
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 k.  (k-1; def. )E bF © G ©
At the top level, Statement k-2 is of the form . The justification for this step/6/7/8> − =/>
is therefore the definition of the set.
  1. Let  be arbitrary.B − E bF
  .
  k-2.  (    ; def. )B − G G
 k-1.   (1—k-2; pr. )09< +66 B − E b F À B − G a
 k.  (k-1; def. )E bF © G ©
Getting  as Step k-2 from the definition of , means that the condition defining B − G G G
(applied to ) must be Step k-3.B
  1. Let  be arbitrary.B − E bF
  .
  k-3. B C $!
  k-2.  (k-3; def. )B − G G
 k-1.   (1—k-2; pr. )09< +66 B − E b F À B − G a
 k.  (k-1; def. )E bF © G ©
Step k-3 is of the form . Since the relation  has not been defined, we8?7,/< C 8?7,/< C
are at the end of the bottom-up part of the analysis, and we now work from the top down. There is
only one possibility for Step 2. Step 1 is of the form . The definition of that set/6/7/8> − =/>
gives us Step 2. Since  is in the set,  must satisfy the defining condition.B B
  1. Let  be arbitrary.B − E bF
  2.    (1; def. )B − E 9< B − F b
  .
  k-3. B C $!
  k-2.  (k-3; def. )B − G G
 k-1.   (1—k-2; pr. )09< +66 B − E b F À B − G a
 k.  (k-1; def. )E bF © G ©
At the top level, Step 2 is an  statement.  We are now in the position of wanting to use an9<
9< B C 9< statement that we know is true (Step 2) to prove 30 (Step k-3). The rule for using 
statements tells us just what to do.
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  1. Let  be arbitrary.B − E bF
  2.    (1; def. )B − E 9< B − F b
 Case 1 3. B − E
   .
   j-1. B C $!
 Case 2 j. B − F
   .
   k-4. B C $!
  k-3.  (2—k-4; us. )B C $! 9<
  k-2.  (k-3; def. )B − G G
 k-1.   (1—k-2; pr. )09< +66 B − E b F À B − G a
 k.  (k-1; def. )E bF © G ©
Note that the statement  that we want to show occurs as the last step in each of theB C $!
cases dictated by the rule for using  statements. We continue, from the top. Step 3 is of the form9<
/6/7/8> − =/>. The reason for Step 4 is therefore the definition of that set.
  1. Let  be arbitrary.B − E bF
  2.    (1; def. )B − E 9< B − F b
 Case 1 3. B − E
   4.  (3; def. )B C "! E
   .
   j-1. B C $!
 Case 2 j. B − F
   .
   k-4. B C $!
  k-3.  (2—k-4; us. )B C $! 9<
  k-2.  (k-3; def. )B − G G
 k-1.   (1—k-2; pr. )09< +66 B − E b F À B − G a
 k.  (k-1; def. )E bF © G ©
Connecting Step 4 and Step j-1 remains, but the way to do this is clear. We use the
transitivity of . Case 2 is done similarly, and this gives a complete proof.C
Proof:
Assume: E œ Ö> − ± > C "!×!
 F œ Ö> − ± > C #!×!
 G œ Ö> − ± > C $!×!
Show: E bF © G
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  1. Let  be arbitrary.B − E bF
  2.    (1; def. )B − E 9< B − F b
 Case 1 3. B − E
   4.  (3; def. )B C "! E
   5.  (given)"! C $!
   6.  (4 5; Trans. )B C $! ß C
 Case 2 7. B − F
   8.  (7; def.  )B C #! F
   9.  (given)#! C $!
   10.  (8 9; Trans.<)B C $! ß
  11.  (2—10; us. )B C $! 9<
  12.  (11; def. )B − G G
 13.   (1—12; pr. )09< +66 B − E b F À B − G a
 14.  (13; def. )E bF © G ©
!
Note that it isn't necessary to provide justification for steps in which we make an
assumption. They are true by assumption. The following theorem is a generalization of
Example 3.
Theorem 6.1 For sets ,  and , if  and , then .E F G E © G F © G E bF © G
Proof:
Assume:  setsEßFßG
 1. E © G
 2. F © G
Show: E bF © G
If we draw  and  in Figure 6.2, it is clear that  must be a subset of  —E © G F © G E bF G
as in Figure 6.3:
Figure 6.2
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Figure 6.3
The proof of Theorem 6.1 is for you to do (Exercise 2). Follow the step-discovery outline.
The general rule for using  statements involves statements of the form   9< 9< 9< ÞÞÞ 9<c c" #   
c c c8 " 8. Each of the  constituent statements  through  corresponds to a case in the proof, so there8
are  cases.8
Inference Rule Using  statements: From the  statement       , we may infer any step that is9< 9< 9< 9< ÞÞÞ 9<c c c" # 8
true in all cases that don't lead to a contradiction. In particular, in order to use the statement  c" 9<
c c e e# 8     to prove a statement , show that  holds in all cases that do not lead to a9< ÞÞÞ 9<
contradiction. (If all cases lead to a contradiction, then we may infer the negation of the
assumption leading the block of steps containing the statement        . Seec c c" # 89< 9< ÞÞÞ 9<
Example 3 of Section 15, “Proof by Contradiction”.)
By a , we mean a step in a proof that is the negation of a statement that wecontradiction
already know is true: some hypothesis, previously shown theorem, or more often, a previously
established step in the proof. We use the symbol # to denote “contradiction”.
Example 4:
 6. B − E
 7.   B C ( 9< B − F
Case 1 8. B C (
 .
 10.  # Step 6B Â Eß
Case 2 11. B − F
 .
 13. _____________
 14.  (7—13; us. )B − G 9<
Solution:
 6. B − E
 7.   B C ( 9< B − F
Case 1 8. B C (
 .
 10.  # Step 6B Â Eß
Case 2 11. B − F
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 .
 13. B − G
 14.  (7—13; us. )B − G 9<
     In Case 1 of Example 4, Step 10 is the statement . This statement is the negation ofB Â E
Step 6, which we already know. Thus Step 10 contradicts Step 6. We have noted this fact after
Step 10, with the phrase “# Step 6”.
The justification for Step 14 says that we have obtained this step by the rule for using the 9<
statement in Step 7. Thus we have concluded  by the rule. The rule states that we must haveB − G
B − G  as a step in each case that does not lead to a contradiction. Since Case 1 does lead to a
contradiction, we need to have  as a step in Case 2.B − G




Case 1 2. B − G
 3. ...
 4. ____________
Case 2 5.  B − H
 6. ...
 7. ____________
 8.  (1—7, us. )B C ( 9<
(b)
 1.   B − G 9< C − G
Case 1 2. B − G
 3.  ÞÞÞ
 4. C − H
Case 2 5. ___________
 6.  ÞÞÞ
 7. ___________
 8. ________________ (1—7; us. )9<
(c)
 1. ____________
 2.    (1; def. )B − E 9< B − F b
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(d)
 1. s − E bF
 2. ____________ (1; def. )b
(e)
 1.   B − G 9< B − H
 2. ____________ (1; def. ______)
 (f)
 1. B − E bF
 2. _______________  (1; def. )b
Case 1 3. ____________
 4.  ÞÞÞ
 5. ____________
Case 2 6. ____________
 7.  ÞÞÞ
 8. ____________
 9.  (2—8; us. )B − G 9<
(g)
 1. 6 or y 5B C C
Case 1 2. _____________
 3.  ÞÞÞ
 4.  C − E
Case 2 5. _____________
 6.  ÞÞÞ
 7. _____________
 8. __________________ (1—7; us. )9<
(h)
 1. Let  be arbitraryB − K
 .
 .
 k. B − L bO
 k+1. __________________________ (1—k;____________)




When we define a relation, we make the relation equivalent to its defining condition. The rule for
using equivalence then lets us substitute the defining condition for the relation, and vice versa, in
proof steps. For example, the relation  between  and  is, by definition, equivalent to theN © O N O
logical statement . Thus, we might have either of  the pairs of proof steps09< +66 B − N B − O : 
below.
  1. N © O
  2.  (1; def. )09< +66 B − N B − O © : 
 1. 09< +66 B − N B − O : 
 2.  (1; def. )N © O ©
According to the inference rules we have to date, this is the only way that we can use the
definition of in a proof. We are now at the point of wanting to use defining conditions  ©
implicitly, without actually writing them down in proof steps. In our minds, we identify the relation
N © O 09< +66 B − N B − O N © O with  its defining condition . Thus to use a relation   that we : 
know is true, we use the equivalent  statement. However, we think of this not as using the09< +66
09< +66 N © O statement, but as using the  relation .
Suppose we have proof steps 1 and 2 below.
 1.  + − N
 2. N © O
 To apply the information in Step 2 to Step 1, we apply the defining  condition 09< +66
B − N B − O + − O:  to Step 1 to conclude . However, we think of this as applying the relation
N © O + − O to Step 1 to conclude .
 1. + − N
 2. N © O
 3.  (1 2; def. )+ − O ß ©
The defining condition for  becomes implicit. We use the defining condition, toN © O
write Step 3, but we don't write the defining condition down. Consider again the logic behind Steps
1 through 3 above: We know  . We also know that everything in  is also in . We+ − N N O
therefore know that . This informal logic is perfectly clear, but there are things  that are+ − O
implicit in it. How do we know that everything in  is also in ?  By the definition of . TheN O ©
definition of has been used implicitly.  We now state a rule that formally allows us to use©
definitions in this way.
Inference Rule Implicit definition rule: If the defining condition for some relation is a statement , then to provec
  the relation we prove , without writing  down. To use the relation, we use , without writingc c c
   down.c
If we wish to call attention to the fact that we're using defining conditions implicitly,
according to the rule above, we will write “imp.” after citing the appropriate definition. The
notation “exp.” after the citation means that we are using the former rule.
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Example 1:
 In the exercise below, first fill in the underlined place using the implicit definition rule. Then in
the second, explicit version of the same proof fragment, fill in the “missing ” step with the explicit
defining condition, and get the same conclusion as in the first steps.
 1. E © F
 2. B − E
 3. __________________ (1 2; def. , imp.)ß ©
 1. E © F
 2. B − E
    2 . __________________ (1; def. , exp.)"
#
©
 3. __________________ (2, 2 1/2;___________)
Solution:
 1. E © F
 2. B − E
 3.  (1 2; def. , imp.)B − F ß ©
 1. E © F
 2. B − E
    2 . :  (1; def. , exp.)"
#
09< +66 > − E > − F ©
 3.  (2, 2 1/2; us,  )B − F a
The effect of using the implicit definition rule is to remove from proofs some statements of
a basic logic form, and to leave only more mathematical looking statements.
Example 2:
Recall the proof of Example 1 of Section 5:
Proof:
Assume: O œ ÖB − ± B C #!×!
 N © O
Show:   : 09< +66 + − N + C #!
  1. Let  be arbitrary.+ − N
  2.   :  (hyp.; def. )09< +66 B − N B − O ©
  3.  (1 2; us. )+ − O ß a
  4.  (3; def. )+ C #! O
 5.   :  (1— 4; pr. )09< +66 + − N + C #! a
!
Steps 1, 2, and 3 are needed—if we use the  form of the definition of :explicit ©
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 1. Let  be arbitrary.+ − N
 2.   :  (hyp.; def. )09< +66 B − N B − O ©
 3.   (1 2; us. )+ − O ß a
By using the  definition rule, however, we can use the hypothesis ( ) andimplicit N © O
Step 1 ( ) to infer  immediately—which we now renumber as Step 2:+ − N + − O
Proof:
Assume: O œ ÖB − ± B C #!×!
 N © O
Show:   : 09< +66 + − N + C #!
  1. Let  be arbitrary.+ − N
  2.  (1, hyp.; def. , imp.)+ − O ©
  3.  (2; def. )+ C #! O
 4.   :  (1— 3; pr. )09< +66 + − N + C #! a
!
Using the implicit definition rule tends to focus our attention on the mathematical objects
we're talking about, and not on the logical form of statements about them.  Our logic should
become increasingly implicit (but well understood). Note that our proof style begins with
completely explicit use of definitions, inference rules, and formal statements. We move to implicit
use of the rules after some practice with the explicit use. The correct approach from a pedagogical
viewpoint is to move from the explicit to the implicit—not vice versa.  In any area where
understanding is paramount, shortcuts should not be learned before one gets the lay of the land.
Example 3:
Recall the proof of Example 4 of Section 4:
Proof:
Assume: L œ ÖB − ± B C "!×!
 K œ ÖB − ± B C #!×!
Show: L © K
  1. Let  be arbitrary.B − L
  2.  (1; def. )B C "! L
  3.  (given)"! C #!
  4.  (2 3; Trans. )B C #! ß C
  5.  (4; def. )B − K K
 6.   (1— 5; pr. )09< +66 B − L À B − K a
 7.   (6; def. )L © K ©
!
The defining condition for  (Step 7) is explicitly written down as Step 6. If we wereL © K
to use the implicit definition rule, we would not write the  statement of Step 6 down in the09< +66
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proof. We would go through all the steps necessary to prove this  statement, but we would09< +66
consider these steps as proving the equivalent statement  instead of the o  statement.L © K 0 < +66
The  statement becomes implicit:09< +66
Proof:
Assume: L œ ÖB − ± B C "!×!
 K œ ÖB − ± B C #!×!
Show: L © K
  1. Let  be arbitrary.B − L
  2.  (1; def. )B C "! L
  3.  (given)"! C #!
  4.  (2 3; Trans. )B C #! ß C
  5.  (4; def. )B − K K
 6.   (1—5; def. , imp.)L © K ©
!
The implicit definition rule is involved when we provide counterexamples to statements
about set containment. For example, consider the following statement, which we call a proposition,
since, at this stage, we presumably don't know whether it is true or false.
Proposition If  and  are sets, then .E F E bF © F
The hypotheses and conclusion are:
 Hypotheses:  setsEßF
 Conclusion: E bF © F
In order to exhibit a counterexample, we need to know what it means for  to beE bF © F
false. By definition of containment,  means . The negationE bF © F 09< +66 B − E bF À B − F 
of this is . This tells us what it means for the >2/</ /B3=>= B − E bF =?-2 >2+> B Â F 09< +66   
statement to be false. Finding such an  will show that the  statement is false.  Since weB 09< +66
mentally identify the statement  with the  statement, we consider that to exhibitE bF © F 09< +66
sets  and  and an element  that make the   statement false is to provide aE F B 09< +66
counterexample to the assertion about set containment. For example:
Proposition If  and  are sets, then .E F E bF © F
Counterexample 4:
 Hypotheses:  setsEßF
 Conclusion: E bF © F
Let  and . Then . Also  but , so thatE œ Ö"× F œ Ö#× E b F œ Ö"ß #× " − Ö"ß #× " Â Ö#×
Ö"ß #× © Ö#× is false.
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EXERCISES
1. In each exercise below, first fill in the underlined place using the implicit definition rule. Then in
the second, explicit version of the same proof fragment, fill in the “missing ” step with the explicit
defining condition, and get the same conclusion as in the first steps.
(a)
 1. G © H
 2. B − G
 3. _________________ (1 2; def. , imp.)ß ©
  1. G © H
 2. B − G
    2 . _________________ (1; def. , exp.)"
#
©
 3. _________________  (2 2 ;___________)ß "
#
(b)
 1. X Y©
 2. _________________
 3. Y (1 2; def. , imp.)> − ß ©
 1. X Y©
 2. _________________
    2 . _________________ (1; def. , exp.)"
#
©
 3. Y (2 2 ;___________)> − ß "
#
(c)
 1. Let  be arb.B − E
 2. B − F
 3. __________________ (1—2; def. , imp.)©
 1. Let  be arb.B − E
 2. B − F
    2 . __________________ (1—2; ________)"
#
 3. __________________ (2 ; def. , exp.)"
#
©
2. Rewrite the proof of Theorem 5.1, using the implicit definition rule in as many places as you can.




 1.   B − E 9< C − E
   Case 1 2. Assume B − E
 3.  ÞÞÞ
 4. C − F
   Case 2   5. ___________
 6.  ÞÞÞ
 7. ___________
 8. ________________ (1—7; us. )9<
(b)
 1. s − G bH
 2. ____________ (1; def. , exp.)b
(c)
 1.   > − G 9< > − H
 2. ____________  (1; def. , exp.)b
(d)
 1. B − K bL
 2. _______________ (1; def. , exp.)b
   Case 1 3. ____________
 4.  ÞÞÞ
 5. ____________
   Case 2 6. ____________
 7.  ÞÞÞ
 8. ____________
 9.  (2—8; us. )B C * 9<
(e)
 1. Let  be arbitraryB − E
 .
 .
 k. B − E bF
 k+1. _______________________ (1—k;____________)
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Unions; Proving  StatementsS<
Inference Rule Proving  statements: In order to prove the statement   , either assume  and show ,9< 9< cc d c d
  or assume  and show . Abbreviation: “pr. ”.c 9<d c
There are two possible proof formats for using this rule:
pr. or  
  1. Assume cc
  k-1.d
 k..     1—k-1; pr. )c dor orÐ
pr. or  
  1. Assume cd
  k-1.c
 k..     1—k-1; pr. )c dor orÐ
Example 1:
In the gap indicated by the blank space, write all the steps dictated by the rule for proving 9<
statements that justifies Step k.
 k.    (_____; pr. )B − K 9< B − L 9<
Solution :"
 1. Assume B Â K
 .
 k-1. B − L
 k.    (1—k-1; pr. )B − K 9< B − L 9<
Solution :#
 1. Assume B Â L
 .
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 k-1. B − K
 k.    (1— k-1; pr. )B − K 9< B − L 9<
In any developing proof, the steps dictated by the rule for proving an  statement are put ator
the top and bottom of the gap above the statement.
Since there are two choices available, the rule doesn't dictate a unique pair of statements
needed to prove the statement, as does the rule for proving  statements. In general, you will09< +66
need to consider both possibilities, in order to choose the one that will most likely lead to success.
You may even need to try both possible approaches, to see which works out the best.
Example 2:
 1. Assume > Â E
 .
 3. > − F
 4. _________________ (1—3;__________)
Solution:
 1. Assume > Â E
 .
 3. > − F
 4.    (1—3; pr. )> − E 9< > − F 9<
If , for example, occurs in the  statementB 9<
k.   B − E 9< B − F
as a step in a proof,  would have had to have been already defined, either  in the hypotheses, or inB
a previous proof step. The rule for proving  statements dictates that the Steps i—k-1 be inserted9<
in the gap before Step k:
 i. Assume B Â E
 .
 k-1. B − F
 k.    (i—k-1; pr. )B − E 9< B − F 9<
Step i does not define . It makes an assumption about an element that  must already beB
defined. We use the word “let” to define new symbols, and  the word “assume” to make an
assumption about something that has been  defined already.
Example 3:
 4. Assume > − K
 .
 7. > − L
 8. ________________ (4—7;________)
Solution:
 4. Assume > − K
 .
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 7. > − L
 8. t    (4—7; pr. )Â K 9< > − L 9<
Example 4:
 4. Let  be arbitrary> − K
 .
 7. > − L
 8. ________________ (4—7;________)
Solution:
 4. Let  be arbitrary> − K
 .
 7. > − L
 8.  :  (4—7; pr. )09< +66 > − K > − L a
Suppose we have the following steps in a proof.
 i. B − E
 .
 k.   B − E 9< B − F
That is, suppose we know Step i, and seek to show Step k. The rule for proving  statements9<
dictates steps such as
 i. B − E
 i+1. Assume B Â F
 .
 k-1. B − E
 k.    (i+1—k-1; pr. )B − E 9< B − F 9<
Our job is now to show that Step k-1 is true. But here, Step k-1 is true since it is the same as
Step i. Thus we get the following proof of Step k.
 i. B − E
 i+1. Assume B Â F
 i+2.  (Step i)B − E
 i+3.    (i+1—i+2; pr. )B − E 9< B − F 9<
In general, if we have  as a step in a proof, then we can prove    in the mannerc c d9<
above:
 1. c
 2. Assume cd
 3.  (Step 1)c
 4.    (2—3; pr. )c d9< 9<
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Thus if  is true then    follows by the rule for proving  —without even using thec c d9< 9<
assumption . Of course, in general it will be necessary to use  in order to show . But whenc cd d c
c c d is known to be true, then    must follow. We will interpret the rule for proving 9< 9<
statements so as to allow the following shortened (EZ) version of the steps above
 pr. EZor  
 1. c
 2.   1; pr. EZ)c dor or Ð
pr. EZor  
 1. d
 2.   1; pr. EZ)c dor or Ð
We consider the steps above an extension of the format for proving  statements.9<
If you need to show a statement    in a proof, the first thing to do would be to see ifc d9<
you already know either of  or . If so, then    follows immediately by the EZ form of thec d c d9<
rule for proving  statements. If not, then decide whether it would be better to assume  and9< cc
show , or to assume  and show .d d cc
The shortened format for the rule for proving  statements makes the proof of Theorem 8.19<
easy.
Theorem 8.1 For sets  and :E F
  (a) E © E bF
  (b) F © E bF
Proof: Exercise 3
The EZ forms of the rules for proving  statements eliminate the need to make an9<
obviously unnecessary assumption. The rules we have for using  statements sometimes lead to 9<
making an obviously false assumption. For example, suppose we have Steps 1 and 2, and wish to
show  in Step k below.d
 1. cc
 2. c d9<
 .
 k. d
d  is shown by the rule for using the  statement in Step 2:9<
 1. cc
 2. c d9<
   Case 1 3.  # Step 1c
   Case 2 4. d
 5.     (2—4; us.  )d 9<
Thus  in Step 5 is formally established, since we have shown it in all cases that do notd
lead to a contradiction. The words “lead to” here are not quite appropriate, since the assumption in
Case 1 is itself a contradiction. Also, in Case 2 we assume, in effect, the result we seek. We can
avoid the unnecessary formalism, by the following EZ forms of the rule for using  statements.9<
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us.  EZor
 1.   c dor
 2. cc
 3.  (1 2; us.  EZ)d ß or
us.  EZor
 1.   c dor
 2. cd
 3.  (1 2; us.  EZ)c ß or
Although the standard forms for the rules for proving and using  statements are called for9<
in almost all situations, the EZ forms of the rules are useful in avoiding needless assumptions or
assumptions that contradict known facts.
Theorem 8.2 For sets ,  and , if    then .E F G E © F 9< E © G E © F bG
Proof:
Assume: , ,  setsE F G
    E © F 9< E © G
Show: E © F bG
The hypothesis for this theorem is the single  statement  . The statement9< E © F 9< E © G 
E © F 9< E © F is only part of the  statement, and is not  known to be true; that is,  is not one of
the hypotheses. In order to  use the hypotheses of this theorem we need to employ the rule for
using   statements. The step-discovery procedure first gives us the following  steps:9<
  1. Let  be arbitraryB − E
  .
  .
  k-3.    (        ; pr. )B − F 9< B − G 9<
  k-2.  (k-3; def. , exp.)B − F b G b
 k-1.   (1—k-2; pr. )09< +66 B − E À B − F b G a
 k.  (k-1; def. , exp.)E © F bG ©
The first option in the rule for proving  statements dictates the following steps:9<
  1. Let  be arbitraryB − E
   2. Assume B Â F
   .
   .
   k-4. B − G
  k-3.    (2—k-4; pr. )B − F 9< B − G 9<
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  k-2.  (k-3; def. , exp.)B − F b G b
 k-1.   (1—k-2; pr. )09< +66 B − E À B − F b G a
 k.  (k-1; def. , exp.)E © F bG ©
We are now at the end of the bottom-up/top-down part of the step-discovery procedure, and
need to use the hypotheses. As a matter of exposition, we write the hypothesis in the proof itself as
Step 3—to precede the cases in the rule for using .9<
  1. Let  be arbitraryB − E
   2. Assume B Â F
   3.    (hyp.)E © F 9< E © G
   .
   .
   k-4. B − G
  k-3.    (2—k-4; pr. )B − F 9< B − G 9<
  k-2.  (k-3; def. , exp.)B − F b G b
 k-1.   (1—k-2; pr. )09< +66 B − E À B − F b G a
 k.  (k-1; def. , exp.)E © F bG ©
We now need to use the  statement of Step 3, which means that we have cases.9<
  1. Let  be arbitraryB − E
   2. Assume B Â F
   3.    (hyp.)E © F 9< E © G
  Case 1 4. E © F
   5.   # Step 2 (1 4; def. , imp.)B − Fß ß ©
  Case 2 6. E © G
   7.  (1 6; def. , imp.)B − G ß ©
   8.  (3—7; us. )B − G 9<
  9.    (2—8; pr. )B − F 9< B − G 9<
  10.  (9; def. , exp.)B − F b G b
 11.   (1—10; pr. )09< +66 B − E À B − F b G a
 12.  (11; def. , exp.)E © F bG ©
!
   After Step 5, we have noted the fact that this step contradicts Step 2. The justification for
Step 5 is the reason that it follows from previous steps, regardless of the fact that it is a
contradiction. Step 5 follows from Steps 1 and 4, by the rule for using defining conditions
implicitly. The fact that it contradicts Step 2 says that Case 1 in the proof really doesn't occur,
under the assumptions preceding the  statement.9<
The use of an  statement that we know is true leads to cases. These cases can be used in9<
an informal interpretation of Theorem 8.2 in terms of Venn diagrams. Figure 8.1 shows that the
conclusion of the theorem holds in both cases indicated by the hypothesis:
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                                  Case 1                                 Case 2 E © F E © G




 2.  (1; def. , exp.)B − E bF b
Solution:
 1.   B − E 9< B − F
 2.  (1; def. , exp.)B − E bF b
Example 6:
 1. _______
 2.  (1; def. , imp.)B − E bF b
Solution:
 1. B − E
 2.  (1; def. , imp.)B − E bF b
Example 6 illustrates the use of the implicit definition rule:  By the definition of ,©
B − E bF B − E 9< B − F 9< means . The only way to prove this  statement with a single  
preceding step is to use the short (EZ) format; that is, either  or  must be the precedingB − E B − F
step.  Either of these statements would be satisfactory as Step 1. The intermediate step B − E 9< 
B − F B − E B − E bF in going from  to  is not written down.




  j. ___________
 j+1.  (1—j; def. , imp.)B − E bF b
Solution:
 1. Assume B Â E
 .
 j. B − F
 j+1.  (1—j; def. , imp.)B − E bF b
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Definition Given  , we say  is   (written ) iff   .+ß , − + 6/== >2+8 9< /;?+6 >9 , + Ÿ , + C , 9< + œ ,!
Theorem 8.3 Transitivity of : For   , if  and , then .Ÿ +ß ,ß - − + Ÿ , , Ÿ - + Ÿ -!
Proof: Exercise 4.
The proof of Theorem 8.3 uses the following rule of inference:
Inference Rule Substitution: Any name or expression for a mathematical object can be replaced by another name
or expression for the same object. It is necessary to avoid using the same name for different
objects.
Example 8:
 1. + C ,
 2. , œ -
 3.  (1, 2; substitution)+ C -
In Example 8,  in Step 1 is replaced by  to get Step 3 —  and  being equal by Step 2., - , -
The equal sign in Step 2 means that  and  are two names for exactly the same number. Thus the, -
statement in Step 3 is exactly the same statement as Step 1, except that another name for the
number to the right of the “ ” sign is used. Thus the name “ ” is substituted for the name “ ” inC - ,
this statement. The numbers remain the same. Only the names are changed.
EXERCISES
1. Write all the steps dictated by the rule for proving  statements that show Step k.9<
 k.    (_____; pr. )B − E 9< B − F 9<
2. Fill in the underlined places in the following proof fragments.
(a) 1. Assume C Â N
 .
 3. C − O
 4. _________________ (1—3; ________)
(b) 4. Assume C − N
 .
 7. C − O
 8. ________________ (4—7;________)
(c) 4. Let  be arbitraryB − E
 .
 7. B − F
 8. ________________ (4—7;________)
 (d) 1. ____________
 2.  (1; def. , exp.)B − G bH b
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 (e) 1. _______
 2.  (1; def. , imp.)B − G bH b
 (f) 1. ___________
 .
 5. ___________
 6.  (1—5; def. , imp.)> − \ b ] b
3. (a) Write two proofs of Theorem 8.1a—one using the original, explicit definition rule, and one
using the implicit definition rule.
(b) Same problem as in part (a)—applied to Theorem 8.1b.
4. Prove Theorem 8.3. First, fill in the steps dictated by the conclusion. Next, use one of the
hypotheses. This will introduce cases into the proof. Label these Case 1 and Case 2. Use the
second hypothesis in both Case 1 and Case 2. In Case 1, indent further for the new cases
introduced by the second hypothesis. Call the new cases Case 1a and Case 1b. Similarly, in Case 2,
call the new cases Case 2a and 2b.
In the following problems provide proofs for all true assertions. Provide counterexamples for those
problems where you are asked to prove a false assertion.
 5. Let , , and  be sets. Prove .E F G E bF © E bG
 Let  and  for sets , , , and . Prove .6. E © G F © H E F G H E bF © G bH
 7. Let  for sets , , and . Prove .E bF © E bG E F G F © G
8. If  and  are statements, the informal statement “if , then ” formed from them is called anc d c d
implication. converse (Formal implications will be considered in Section 15.) The  of the
implication “if , then ” is formed by interchanging  and  to obtain “if , then ”. Inc d c d d c
Theorem 8.2 (For sets ,  and , if    then ), if we replace theE F G E © F 9< E © G E © F bG
implication “if    then ” with its converse “if , then E © F 9< E © G E © F bG E © F bG E © F
9< E © G E F G E © F bG E © F 9< E © G ” we get the statement “For sets ,  and , if , then   ”.
Prove this, or find a counterexample.
REVIEW EXERCISES
9. (a) 1. _________________
   Case 1 2. > − E
 3.á
 4. ____________
   Case 2 5. > − F
 6.á
 7. ____________
 8.  (1—7, us. )> C * 9<
(b) 1. ____________
 2.    (1; def. , exp.)B − G 9< B − H b
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(c) 1.   s> C ( 9< % C
   Case 1 2. _____________
 3.  ÞÞÞ
 4. s − X
   Case 2 5. _____________
 6.  ÞÞÞ
 7. _____________
 8. __________________ (1—7; us. )9<
10. In each exercise below, first fill in the underlined place using the implicit definition rule. Then in
the second, explicit version of the same proof fragment, fill in the “missing ” step with the explicit
defining condition, and get the same conclusion as in the first steps.
(a) 1. K © L
 2. > − K
 3. _________________ (1 2; def. , imp.)ß ©
 1. K © L
 2. > − K
    . _________________ (1; def. , exp.)# ©"
#
 3. _________________ (2 ;___________)ß # "
#
(b) 1. K © L
 2. _________________
 3.  (1 2; def. , imp.)B − L ß ©
  1. K © L
 2. _________________
     . _________________ (1; def. , exp.)# ©"
#
 3.  (2 ;___________)B − L ß # "
#
(c) 1. Let  be arb.> − K
 2. > − L
 3. __________________ (1—2; def. , imp.)©
  1. Let  be arb.> − K
 2. > − L
     . __________________ (1—2; ________)# "
#




Definition For any sets  and , the  of  and  is the set  defined byE F E F E dFintersection
    .E dF œ ÖB ± B − E +8. B − F×
The connective  in our formal language has an informal meaning which is identical to+8.
the word “and”. Thus for sets  and , an element is in the intersection  if it is in both E F E dF E
and . From this informal meaning of “ ” we can give examples of the intersection of a fewF +8.
sets:
Example 1:
(a) If  and , then .E œ Ö#ß $ß %× F œ Ö$ß %ß &× E d F œ Ö$ß %×
(b) If  and , then .V œ Ö"ß #ß $× W œ Ö#ß $× V d W œ Ö#ß $×
(c) If  and   , then .G œ Ö#ß %ß 'ß )ß ÞÞÞ× H œ Ö"ß $ß &ß (ß ÞÞÞ× G dH œ g
The set  is represented by the shaded area in the Venn diagram of Figure 9.1:E dF
                          
Figure 9.1
To deal with  statements in a proof, we have two rules—which determine the formal+8.
meaning. Notice that the rules are “logical” if the formal  agrees with our informal idea.+8.
Inference Rule Using  statements: If    is a step in a proof, then  can be written as a step and +8. +8.c d c d
  can be written as a step. Abbreviation: “us. & ”.
Formats:
us. &
 1.   c d+8.
 2.   (1; us. & )d
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us. &
 1.   c d+8.
 2.   (1; us. & )c
Example 2:
 1.   B C " +8. B − E
 2. _____________ (1; us. & )
Solution:
 1.   B C " +8. B − E
 2.   (or 2. ) (1; us. & )B C " B − E
Inference Rule Proving  statements:  In order to show    in a proof, show  and also show .+8. +8.c d c d
  Abbreviation: “pr. & ”.
The proof format for using this rule for proving  statements is:+8.
pr. &  
 j. c
 k-1.d




 3. M  N (1 2; pr. & )B − +8. B − ß
Solution:
 1. MB −
 2. NB −
 3. M  N (1 2; pr. & )B − +8. B − ß
Theorem 9.1 For sets  and :E F
 (a) E dF © E
 (b) E dF © F
Proof: Exercise 3.
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Theorem 9.2 For sets , , and , if  and , then .E F G E © F E © G E © F dG
Proof:  Exercise 4.
For sets  and , we write  to mean that  and  are two names for exactly theE F E œ F E F
same set. We don't formally know what “same set” is, however, since “set” is undefined. If the idea
of set were defined, then to prove  we would show that  and  were exactly the sameE œ F E F
thing under the definition. Since “set” is undefined, in order to prove that two sets are equal, we
must define what we mean by equal sets.
Definition A set  is  to a set  (written ) provided that   .E /;?+6 F E œ F E © F +8. F © E
Example 4:
 1. E œ F
 2. _______________ (1; def. , exp.)œ
 3. _______________ (2; us. & )
 4. _______________ (2; us. & )
Solution:
 1. E œ F
 2.    (1; def. , exp.)E © F +8. F © E œ
 3.  (2; us. & )E © F
 4.  (2; us. & )F © E
Example 5:
 1. E œ F
 2. ______ (1; def. , imp.)œ
 3. ______ (1; def. , imp.)œ
Solution:
 1.  E œ F
 2.   (1; def. , imp.)E © F œ




 3.  (1 2; def. , imp.)E œ F ß œ
Solution:
 1.  E © F
 2.  F © E
 3.   (1 2; def. , imp.)E œ F ß œ
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EXERCISES
1. (a) 1.   B − G +8. B Ÿ (
 2. _____________ (1; us. & )
 (b)  1. _____________
 2. _____________
 3.    (1 2; pr. & )> − E +8. B − E ß
 (c)  1. K œ L
 2. _______________ (1; def. , exp.)œ
 3. _______________ (2; us. & )
 4. _______________ (2; us. & )
(d) 1. K œ L
 2. ______ (1; def. , imp.)œ
 3. ______ (1; def. , imp.)œ
(e) 1. _____
 2. _____
 3.  (1 2; def. , imp.)K œ L ß œ
2. Use the step-discovery procedure to fill in all the proof steps you can leading up to a proof of a
proposition with the following hypothesis and conclusion:
 Assume:  setsKß L
 Show: K œ L
Give a counterexample to show that  is not true for all sets  and .K œ L K L
3. Prove Theorem 9.1.
4. Prove Theorem 9.2, and draw a Venn diagram that illustrates the theorem.
5. Let , , , and  be sets. Prove or disprove the following propositions:E F G H
(a) .E © E dF
(b) If  and , then .E © F G © H E dG © F dH
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REVIEW EXERCISES
6. Write all the steps dictated by the rule for proving  statements that show Step k.9<
 k.    (_____; pr. )B Ÿ * 9< B − G 9<
7. (a) 1. Assume > Â G
 .
 3. > − H
 4. _______________ (1—3; ________)
(b) 4. Let  be arbitrary> − G
 .
 7. > − H
 8. ________________ (4—7;________)
(c) 1. _______




Theorem 10.1 For sets  and ,E F
  (a) E dF œ F dE
  (b) E bF œ F bE
We will use the proof of Theorem 10.1a as motivation for a new inference rule that will
enable us to abbreviate proofs considerably.  The final version of the proof will employ this rule.
You are to employ the same rule to prove part (b). Note that the inference rule you will use to
prove part (b) is stated after Theorem 10.1. In general, you are allowed to use any rule stated in a
section to prove any theorem in the section—regardless of the order in which the rule and theorem
are stated. This won't violate the principle of orderly, logical development, since the rules don't
depend on theorems for their validity.
 Proof:
 Assume: ,  setsE F
 Show: E dF œ F dE
 k-1.     (   ; pr. & )E dF © F dE +8. F d E © E dF
 k.   (k-1; def. , exp.)E dF œ F dE œ
We have written the conclusion as Step k. This step is of the form  , so we use the=/> =/>œ  
definition of equal sets to get Step k-1. Step k-1 is an  statement.  The rule for proving +8. +8.
statements dictates two previous steps—which we write separately, since the two steps will have to
be shown separately.
 Proof:
 Assume: ,  setsE F
 Show: E dF œ F dE
 .
 j.  E dF © F dE
 .
 k-2.  F dE © E dF
 k-1.     (j, k-2 ; pr. & )E dF © F dE +8. F d E © E dF
 k.   (k-1; def. , exp.)E dF œ F dE œ
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Note that the definition of intersection has not entered into the analysis yet.  There are two
steps (j and k-2) to establish. Further analysis leads to the following steps toward establishing
Step j:
  1.  Let  be arbitraryB − E dF
  .
  j-2.  B − F dE
 j-1.     (1—j-2; pr. )09< +66 B − E d F À B − F dE a
 j.   (j-1; def. )E dF © F dE ©
The definition of intersection and the rules for proving and using  statements provide+8.
the missing steps:
  1.  Let  be arbitraryB − E dF
  2.     (1; def. , exp.)B − E +8. B − F d
  3.   (2; us. & )B − E
  4.   (2; us. & )B − F
  5.     (3 4; pr. & )B − F +8. B − E ß
  6.   (5; def. , exp.)B − F dE d
 7.     (1—6; pr. )09< +66 B − E d F À B − F dE a
 8.   (7; def. , exp.)E dF © F dE ©
We have established Step j (now Step 8), the first of the steps needed to prove the +8.
statement in Step k-1.  We now need to establish the second step, k-2: . But noticeF dE © E dF
that Step k-2 is just Step 8 with the roles of  and  reversed.  Steps 9 through 16 are obtained byE F
rewriting Steps 1 through 8 with the roles of  and  reversed:E F
  1.  Let  be arbitraryB − E dF
  2.     (1; def. , exp.)B − E +8. B − F d
  3.   (2; us. & )B − E
  4.   (2; us. & )B − F
  5.     (3 4; pr. & )B − F +8. B − E ß
  6.   (5; def. , exp.)B − F dE d
 7.     (1—6; pr. )09< +66 B − E d F À B − F dE a
 8.   (7; def. , exp.)E dF © F dE ©
  9.  Let  be arbitraryB − F dE
  10.     (9; def. , exp.)B − F +8. B − E d
  11.   (10; us. & )B − F
  12.   (10; us. & )B − E
  13.     (11 12; pr. & )B − E +8. B − F ß
  14.   (13; def. , exp.)B − E dF d
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 15.     (9—14; pr. )09< +66 B − F d E À B − E dF a
 16.   (15; def. , exp.)F dE © E dF ©
The complete proof is therefore:
Proof of (a):
Assume: ,  setsE F
Show: E dF œ F dE
  1.  Let  be arbitraryB − E dF
  2.     (1; def. , exp.)B − E +8. B − F d
  3.   (2; us. & )B − E
  4.   (2; us. & )B − F
  5.     (3 4; pr. & )B − F +8. B − E ß
  6.   (5; def. , exp.)B − F dE d
 7.     (1—6; pr. )09< +66 B − E d F À B − F dE a
 8.   (7; def. , exp.)E dF © F dE ©
  9.  Let  be arbitraryB − F dE
  10.     (9; def. , exp.)B − F +8. B − E d
  11.   (10; us. & )B − F
  12.   (10; us. & )B − E
  13.     (11 12; pr. & )B − E +8. B − F ß
  14.   (13; def. , exp.)B − E dF d
 15.     (9—14; pr. )09< +66 B − F d E À B − E dF a
 16.   (15; def. , exp.)F dE © E dF ©
 17.     (8 16 ; pr. & )E dF © F dE +8. F d E © E dF ß
 18.   (17; def. , exp.)E dF œ F dE œ
!
Since Steps 9 through 16 are identical to Steps 1 through 8, except that the roles of  and E F
have been reversed, it is just a matter of uninformative busy work to write all the repetitive steps
down. We will shortcut the process by replacing Steps 9 through 16 above with Step 9 below:
Proof of (a):
Assume: ,  setsE F
Show: E dF œ F dE
  1.  Let  be arbitraryB − E dF
  2.     (1; def. , exp.)B − E +8. B − F d
  3.   (2; us. & )B − E
  4.   (2; us. & )B − F
  5.     (3 4; pr. & )B − F +8. B − E ß
  6.   (5; def. , exp.)B − F dE d
 7.     (1—6; pr. )09< +66 B − E d F À B − F dE a
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 8.   (7; def. , exp.)E dF © F dE ©
 9.   (1—8; symmetry in  and )F dE © E dF E F
 10.     (8 9 ; pr. & )E dF © F dE +8. F d E © E dF ß
 11.   (10; def. , exp.)E dF œ F dE œ
!
The use of symmetry is formalized with the following rule, which we call an inference rule,
although it would more properly be called a shortcut rule.
Inference Rule Using Symmetry: If a sequence of steps establishes the statement ,  in a proof, and if thedÐE FÑ
sequence of the steps is valid with the roles of  and  reversed, then the statement ,E F ÐF EÑd
(  with  and  reversed) may be written as a proof step. Abbreviation: “sym. & ”.d E F E F
Note that in using symmetry in  and  in going from Step 8 to 9 in the proof above, weE F
are doing this:
  E dF © F dE
   Æ Æ Æ Æ        
  F dE © E dF
not this:
E dF © F dE
F dE © E dF
A statement ,  that we accept as true for the sake of argument is called a cÐE FÑ premise.
Thus the hypotheses that we get by interpreting theorem statements are premises. We also call
assumptions made within a proof premises. Statements valid under the latter kind of premise are
written at the same indentation level as the premise, or as further indentations within that level. The
principle behind the use of symmetry is that if ,  follows from the premise , , thend cÐE FÑ ÐE FÑ
d cÐF EÑ ÐF EÑ E F,  follows from the premise , . The reason is that “ ” and “ ” are just names which
could just as easily be interchanged.
In the proof above, the statement ,  ( ) follows from an empty set ofdÐE FÑ E d F © F dE
premises: the symbols “ ” and “ ” are named in the hypotheses, but there are no assumptionsE F
made about  and . The empty set of premises is symmetric in  and . The first set mentionedE F E F
could be called “ ” just as well as “ ”. The statement ,  ( ) also followsF E ÐF EÑ F d E © E dFd
from the hypotheses, and is at the same, highest indentation level—not dependent on any
additional premises that are not symmetric in  and .E F
When a step justified by symmetry depends on no premises (and is therefore at the highest
indentation level) we list in the justification the symmetric step and the block of steps used to
establish it. For example, the justification (1—8; sym. & ) for Step 9 in the proof above meansE F
that Step 9 is symmetric with Step 8 and that Steps 1 through 7 establish Step 8. More examples of
this situation are given in Section 14.
When a step justified by symmetry depends on symmetric premises, these premises are
referred to in the justification. An example of this situation is given in the proof of Theorem 14.5.
Note that in the proof above of Theorem 10.1a it would not be valid to use symmetry to
interchange  and  in any of the indented steps 2 through 6, since these steps depend on theE F
premise , which is not symmetric in  and  (unless the assertion of the theorem isB − E dF E F
known in advance).
Symmetry can safely be used as an effort saving rule, where you can see the validity of the
steps that you are not writing down. You will never need to use symmetry to do proofs. In fact, if
the use of symmetry is too handy, it should be suspect. Being symmetric with a true statement does
not, in itself, make a statement true.
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Using the implicit definition rule can further shorten the proof. Step 2 gives the defining
condition that is equivalent to the statement of Step 1. Rather than writing this  statement down+8.
as a step, we use it, implicitly, to get Steps 3 and 4. Similarly, Step 6 follows immediately from
Steps 3 and 4, by the implicit use of the condition defining intersection.
Also, if we use the definition of  implicitly as justification for Step 8, the  © 09< +66
statement of Step 7 need not be written as a step. If we use the definition of set equality implicitly
as justification for Step 11, the  statement of Step 10 need not be written as a step. Thus we+8.
have the following, shortened proof:
Proof of (a):
Assume: ,  setsE F
Show: E dF œ F dE
  1.  Let  be arbitraryB − E dF
  2.   (1; def. , imp.)B − E d
  3.   (1; def. , imp.)B − F d
  4.   (2 3; def. , imp.)B − F dE ß d
 5.   (1—4; def. , imp.)E dF © F dE ©
 6.   (1—5; sym.  & )F dE © E dF E F
 7.   (5 6; def. , imp.)E dF œ F dE ß œ
!
Step 1, , means    to us, since we know the definition ofB − E dF B − E +8. B − F
intersection. Therefore, to use  we use the implicit  statement, to infer Steps 2 andB − E dF +8.
3, but we think of this as using Step 1. Similarly, from Steps 2 and 3, we can infer the statement
B − F +8. B − E B − F dE  , but we think of this as inferring Step 4, .
The rule for implicit use of definitions allows us not only to contract what we write down,
but to contract our thought processes. Thus we ignore the obvious, and are better able to focus on
more fruitful things. In the next section, we take up informal, narrative-style proofs where logic is
implicit. The rules for proving and using  statements disappear when we write in paragraph+8.
style. The statement “  and ” in a paragraph proof could correspond to either the oneB − E B − F
step “k.   ” or to the two steps “k. ” and “k+1. ”. Our formal rules forB − E +8. B − F B − E B − F
proving and using  make these two possibilities logically equivalent. While the  rules fade+8. +8.
away, the effects of other rules, although no longer explicit, can still be detected as they provide a
basis for the form of the logical arguments.
EXERCISE
1. Prove Theorem 10.1b. Use symmetry.
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REVIEW EXERCISES
2. (a) 1. Assume > − G
 .
 4. > − H
 5. ________________ (1—4;________)
(b) 1. _____
 2. _____
 3.  (1 2; def. , imp.)G œ H ß œ
(c) 1. ____________
 2.  (1; def. , exp.)> − \ b ] b
(d) 1. G œ H
 2. ______ (1; def. , imp.)œ
 3. ______ (1; def. , imp.)œ
 (e) 1. ___________
 .
 5. ___________
 6.  (1—5; def. , imp.)> − \ b ] b
 (f) 1. G œ H
 2. _______________ (1; def. , exp.)œ
 3. _______________ (2; us. & )
 4. _______________ (2; us. & )
(g) 1. _____________
 2. _____________
 3.    (1 2; pr. & )> C ) +8. > − G ß
 (h) 1.   > − G +8. > Ÿ )
 2. _____________ (1; us. & )
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Narrative Proofs
Proofs in the mathematical literature don't follow the step-by-step form that our proofs have taken
so far. Instead, they are written in narrative form using ordinary sentences and paragraphs. The
primary function of such narrative proofs is to serve as a communication between writer and
reader, whereas the step-by-step proofs we have considered so far are primarily logical
verifications.
In a narrative proof, the writer takes for granted a certain level of sophistication in the
reader. Thus certain details can be left out, since it is presumed that the reader can easily supply
them if they are needed. Generally, the higher the level of the mathematics, the more detail left out.
Our rule for the implicit use of defining conditions produces proofs that are intermediate between
narrative proofs and the step-by-step proofs with explicit logic. Logic is always implicit in
narrative proofs.
We will illustrate the formulation of narrative proofs as abbreviations of step-by-step proofs
with implicit logic.
Example 1:
Consider the shortened version of the proof of Theorem 10.1a that used the implicit definition
rule.
Theorem 10.1 For sets  and ,E F
  (a) E dF œ F dE
  (b) E bF œ F bE
Proof of (a):
Assume: ,  setsE F
Show: E dF œ F dE
  1. Let  be arbitraryB − E dF
  2.  (1; def. , imp.)B − E d
  3.  (1; def. , imp.)B − F d
  4.  (2 3; def. , imp.)B − F dE ß d
 5.  (1—4; def. , imp.)E dF © F dE ©
 6.  (1—5; sym.  & )F dE © E dF E F
 7.   (5 6; def. , imp.)E dF œ F dE ß œ
!
A narrative proof begins with a sentence or two that cover the hypotheses and conclusion.




 We assume that  and  are any sets, and will show that .E F E dF œ F dE
Next, we relate the steps that take us to the conclusion:
Proof of (a):
 We assume that  and  are any sets, and will show that . Let E F E dF œ F dE B − E dF
be arbitrary. Then  and  by the definition of . From this we get .B − E B − F d B − F dE
Therefore   by the definition of .   follows by symmetry,E dF © F dE © F dE © E dF
and from the last two assertions we get , by the definition of set equality.E dF œ F dE
!
In a narrative proof, it isn't necessary to cite the justification for every step taken. Omit the
justification when you think it will be clear to the reader. Don't be too repetitive. You should
always, however, cite the hypotheses where these are used in the proof. The hypotheses are there
because the theorem isn't true without them. It is a good idea therefore, to show where the
hypotheses are needed in the proof.
Example 2:
Rewrite the proof of Theorem 8.2 as a narrative proof.
Theorem 8.2 For sets ,  and , if    then .E F G E © F 9< E © G E © F bG
Proof:
Assume: , ,  setsE F G
   E © F 9< E © G
Show: E © F bG
  1. Let  be arbitraryB − E
   2. Assume B Â F
   3.    (hyp.)E © F 9< E © G
 Case 1 4. Assume E © F
   5.  # Step 2 (1 4; def. , imp.)B − Fß ß ©
 Case 2 6. Assume E © G
   7.  (1 6; def. , imp.)B − G ß ©
   8.  (3—7; us. )B − G 9<
  9.    (2—8; pr. )B − F 9< B − G 9<
  10.  (9; def. , exp.)B − F b G b
 11.   (1—10; pr. )09< +66 B − E À B − F b G a
 12.  (11; def. , exp.)E © F bG ©
!
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Narrative proof:
 Assume that , , and  are sets and that  or . We will show thatE F G E © F E © G
E © F bG .
We have used the informal, English word “or” in the hypotheses of the narrative proof
instead of the formal “ ”. The basic logic statement forms—such as , , , 9< +8. 9< 09< +66 >2/</
/B3=>=—are not used in narrative proofs. They are used exclusively in connection with the formal
rules of inference, and these rules are used to guide the step-discovery procedure. In writing a
narrative proof, you are, so to speak, to put both the formal mathematics and the logic in your own
words. With some words such as  and , the informal equivalents “or” and “there9< >2/</ /B3=>=
exists” are used in exactly the same way as the formal words. An informal “for all”, on the other
hand, is not used at all. Instead, people talk about the arbitrarily chosen element used to prove the
implicit  statement. As we said at the end of the preceding section, the formal  and the09< +66 +8.
rules for proving and using  statements fade from sight in a narrative proof.+8.
Narrative proof:
 Assume that , , and  are sets and that  or . We will show thatE F G E © F E © G
E © F bG B − E B Â F E © F E © G. Let  be arbitrary and assume . By hypothesis,  or . In
the first case, we get  by the definition of subset since . This contradicts ourB − F ß B − E
assumption. In the second case, we get . Therefore . This shows thatB − G B − F b G 14
E © F bG .
!
The exercises at the end of this section ask you to provide narrative proofs for proofs you
have previously done for homework. In future sections, when you are asked to prove a theorem, it
is suggested that you first write a step-by-step proof, and then put this into your own words as a
narrative proof. The criterion for a narrative proof to be valid is that there is a step-by-step proof
for which it is an abbreviation. That is, it must be possible to establish any claim in a narrative
proof by a step-by-step verification.
EXERCISES
Using your proofs done for previous homework as a guide, write paragraph proofs for the
following theorems. In places where one of your proofs used a definition explicitly, you will need
to first abbreviate the proof to use the definition implicitly.




 It would  be helpful if there were many synonyms for the word “therefore”, which tends to want to be over used in
narrative proofs. Sports headlines repeatedly inform us that team  beat team , and the essence of sport headlineE F
writing would seem to be to come up with colorful synonyms for “beat”. While no one wants to go to that extreme in





Theorem 9.1 For sets  and :E F
 (a) E dF © E
 (b) E dF © F
Assuming that you had already proved part (a), a proof of part (b) could proceed
(synthetically—not using the step-discovery procedure) along the following lines:
Proof of (b):
Assume:  setsEßF
Show: E dF © F
 1.  (part (a) already shown)E dF © E
 2.  (1; sym.  & )F dE © F E F
Step 2 was obtained from Step 1 by reversing the roles of  and —by symmetry. Step 2 isE F
almost the conclusion we want, except that in Step 2 we have   where we want  in theF dE E dF
conclusion. Theorem 10.1a, however, states that these two are exactly the same:
Theorem 10.1 For sets  and ,E F
  (a) E dF œ F dE
  (b) E bF œ F bE
The meaning of the equation in Theorem 10.1a is that  and  are two differentE dF F dE
expressions for exactly the same set, or two different ways the same set can be arrived at. An
equation in mathematics always asserts that the left hand side and the right hand side are
expressions for the same mathematical thing (such as the same number, or the same set). Recall the
inference rule for using substitution:
Inference Rule Substitution: Any name or expression for a mathematical object can be replaced by another name
or expression for the same object. It is necessary to avoid using the same name for different
objects.





Show: E dF © F
 1.  (part (a) already shown)E dF © E
 2.  (1; sym.  & )F dE © F E F
 3.  (Theorem 10.1a: For sets : )E dF œ F dE EßF E dF œ F dE
 4.  (2 3; sub.)E dF © F ß
The inference rule that allows us to use theorems in proofs is the following:
Inference Rule Using Theorems (partial version): If the hypotheses of a theorem are true for variables in a proof,
then the conclusion is true and can be written as a proof step.
There are no hypotheses for Theorem 10.1. The theorem is true for any sets  and E F
whatever. Thus the hypotheses are vacuously satisfied, so by our inference rule the conclusion is
true. The conclusion has been written as Step 3 in the proof. The same inference rule allows us to
write the conclusion of part (a) (presumably already proved) as Step 1 in the proof.
Rather than writing out the conclusion of Theorem 10.1a as a proof step (Step 3), it is better
to apply the statement of the conclusion to existing steps—thus using substitution implicitly. Since
E dF œ F dE E dF F dE, we can substitute  for  directly in Step 2, to give us Step 3 below:
 1.  (Theorem 9.1a)E dF © E
 2.  (1; sym.  & )F dE © F E F
 3.  (2; Theorem 10.1a: For sets : )E dF © F EßF E dF œ F dE
We have used Theorem 10.1a to make a  in Step 2 (obtaining Step 3 from Step 2 bychange
substitution), and thus have abbreviated the longer process of writing out the conclusion as a proof
step and then substituting in the next step. In the three-step proof above substitution has been used
implicitly. Here is the final version of our inference rule:
Inference Rule Using Theorems: If the hypotheses of a theorem (or axiom) are true for variables in a proof, then
the conclusion is true and can be written as a proof step, or applied, by substitution, to make
changes in a proof step.
We can apply Theorem 10.1a to the sets we are working with in our new proof of Theorem
9.1b, since Theorem 10.1a is true for all sets  and —including the sets  and B we're workingE F E
with. Technically, we shouldn't use  and  to describe Theorem 10.1a, since  and  are alreadyE F E F
in use. They have been identified in the hypothesis of Theorem 9.1b, and are now fixed for the
duration of the proof. They are constants, as far as the proof is concerned, so we should use
different letters to describe Theorem 10.1a—as in the following:
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 1.  (Theorem 9.1a)E dF © E
 2.  (1; sym.  & )F dE © F E F
 3.  (2; Theorem 10.1a: For sets : )E dF © F \ß ] \ d ] œ ] d\
The situation is the same for Theorems (which are expressed informally) as it is for the
formal  statements, where we can't use a variable already in use. Usually, even if the09< +66
variables in the theorem being used are the same as the variables in the theorem being proved, the
variables play different roles—so that changing to completely different variables can prevent
confusion.
Axioms are informal mathematical statements that have exactly the same form as theorems.
The only difference between a theorem and an axiom is that axioms are assumed true, and
theorems need to be proven. Axioms and theorems are used in the same way in proofs. Recall the
axiom that states the transitivity of the relation :C
Axiom Transitivity of : For , if  and , then .C +ß ,ß - − + C , , C - + C -!
This axiom has the following hypotheses and conclusion:
 Hypotheses:  natural numbers+ß ,ß -
   1. + C ,
   2. , C -
 Conclusion: + C -
The axiom was used in the proof in Example 2 of Section 4:
 Example 3:
Define  and . Prove that .L œ ÖB − ± B C "!× K œ ÖB − ± B C #!× L © K! !
Proof:
Assume: L œ ÖB − ± B C "!×!
 K œ ÖB − ± B C #!×!
Show: L © K
  1. Let  be arbitrary.B − L
  2.  (1; def. )B C "! L
  3.  (given)"! C #!
  4.  (2 3; Trans. )B C #! ß C
  5.  (4; def. )B − K K
 6.   (1— 5; pr. )09< +66 B − L À B − K a
 7.   (6; def. )L © K ©
!
The variable  in the proof is defined in Step 1. We don't know what value  has, but it hasB B
some value that is fixed for the steps 1 through 4. If we assign the value of  to the variable  inB +
the axiom, and if we assign 10 to , then the hypothesis  becomes  This statement is, + C , B C "!Þ
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true by Step 2 of the proof. If we assign 20 to , the hypothesis  becomes . This- , C - "! C #!
statement is true, as Step 3 of the proof asserts. Thus both hypotheses of the axiom are true, so that
we may infer that the conclusion is true and can be written as a proof step—by the inference rule
for using theorems (or axioms). The conclusion, , in the variables of the proof is ,+ C - B C #!
which is written as Step 4.
Theoretically, it isn't necessary to use theorems to do proofs—in any place where some
theorem might be useful, one could “merely” put in all the steps needed to prove the theorem. Thus
the use of theorems in proofs can be viewed as proof abbreviation. The point is that proofs that
follow from definitions are more basic than proofs that use theorems.
EXERCISES
1. (a)
 1. E © F bG
 2. _________ (1; Theorem: For sets : )\ß] \ b ] œ ] b\
(b)
 1. E © F bG
 2. F bG © H
 3. _________ (1,2; Theorem 5.1: For sets : if  and , then\ß] ß ^ \ © ] ] © ^
          )\ © ^
(Note that the variables in which Theorem 5.1 is expressed on page 0 are , , and , but theseE F G
don't play the same role as the and  of the theorem.EßFß G
2. Let , , and  be sets. Prove in two ways that if , then (1) directly fromE F G E © F dG E © F À
definitions, without using theorems to justify proof steps, and (2) using Theorems 5.1 and 9.1.
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Axioms for Addition and Multiplication
In mathematics, everything is just what its definition says it is. A proof that something has some
property is a demonstration that the property follows logically from the definition. Not everything
can be defined in terms of previously defined things, of course. There must be some undefined
things that can be used as a starting point. Since the properties of these undefined things can't be
shown by definition, we must assume these properties—which are called axioms.
The set  of natural numbers has been considered as a source for! œ Ö"ß #ß $ß %ß ÞÞÞ×
examples of sets. We assumed, as an axiom, that there was a relation on  that satisfied theC !
transitive property. We are now going to dig a little deeper, and will assume, instead, that there are
the two operations of addition and multiplication on . The relation  will be defined later, and! C
the transitive property will be proved as a theorem. Addition and multiplication are not defined,
but are assumed to have axiomatic properties. The first axioms are the following:
Axiom  Closure under addition: If , then .+ß , − + T , −! !
Axiom  Commutativity of addition: If , then .+ß , − + T , œ , T +!
Axiom  Associativity of addition: If , then .+ß ,ß - − + T Ð, T -Ñ œ Ð+ T ,Ñ T -!
Axiom  Closure under multiplication: If , then .+ß , − + † , −! !
Axiom  Commutativity of multiplication: If , then .+ß , − + † , œ , † +!
Axiom  Associativity of multiplication: If , then .+ß ,ß - − + † Ð, † -Ñ œ Ð+ † ,Ñ † -!
Axiom  Distributivity: If , then .+ß ,ß - − + † Ð, T -Ñ œ + † , T + † -!
Example 1:
Suppose  and we have Step 1 below. Then Steps 2 and 3 follow.B − !
 1. B T "! œ $#
 2.  (Axiom: If , then )B T "! œ "! T B +ß , − + T , œ , T +!
 3.         (1,2; substitution)"! T B œ $#
The reasoning behind Example 1 is as follows: The equation in Step 1 means that B T "!
and  are two different expressions or names for exactly the same natural number. The axiom on$#
commutativity states that if  and  are natural numbers, then . Since + , + T , œ , T + + T , œ , T +
is true for all natural numbers  and , it is true for  and . Thus . The equal+ , B "! B T "! œ "! T B 
sign here means that  and  are two different names for the same natural number. StepB T "! "! T B 
3 comes from Step 1 by substituting for —these being equal by Step 2.  "! T B B T "!
Step 2 follows from our rule for using theorems—which also applies to using axioms. The
rule states that if the hypotheses of the theorem (or axiom) hold for some variables in a proof, then
the conclusion is true and can be written as a proof step, or applied by substitution to change
existing proof steps. The hypotheses and conclusion of the axiom are:
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Hypotheses:  natural numbers+ß ,
Conclusion: + T , œ , T +
Rather than writing out the commutative property itself as a proof step (as in Step 2), it is
better to apply the property to existing steps (thus using substitution implicitly). Example 2 below
does just this, in contracting the steps of Example 1.
Example 2:
Suppose  and we have Step 1 below. Then Step 2 follows.B − !
 1. B T "! œ $#
 2.  (1; Axiom: For  )"! T B œ $# +ß , − ß + T , œ , T +!
Thus we will almost always use the axioms above as reasons for making   steps in achanges to
proof—as in Example 2.
Example 3:
 1. B T & œ + † ( T + † $
 2. _______________   (1; Ax.: For , )+ß ,ß - − + † Ð, T -Ñ œ + † , T + † -!
Solution:
 1. B T & œ + † ( T + † $
 2.   (1; Ax.: For , )B T & œ + † Ð( T $Ñ +ß ,ß - − + † Ð, T -Ñ œ + † , T + † -!
Instead of writing out an axiom used as justification for a proof step, we may use the name
of the property as an abbreviation. Using this abbreviation in Example 3 gives:
Example 3:
 1. B T & œ + † ( T + † $
 2.   (1; Ax.: distributivity)B T & œ + † Ð( T $Ñ
Example 4 below illustrates a form for exercises in this section.
Example 4:
In the exercise below, fill in Step 2 by making a change to Step 1 using the axiom indicated.
Then get the same result the long way: (1) write the formal statement in the axiom, (2) assign the
variables , , and  to variables in the steps, (3) write the formal statement in the axiom (with+ , -
the variables in the proof) as Step 1 , and (4) use substitution to get Step 2."
#
 1. B T C œ "# T ÐB T DÑ
 2. ________________      (1; Ax.: Associativity of )T
formal statement: ________________________
assign variables in the axiom to variables in the steps:




 1. B T C œ "# T ÐB T DÑ
    1 . ________________  (Ax.: Associativity of )"
#
T
 2. ________________ (1,1 ; sub.)"
#
Solution:
 1. B T C œ "# T ÐB T DÑ
 2.  (1; Ax.: Associativity of )B T C œ Ð"# T BÑ T D T
formal statement: + T Ð, T -Ñ œ Ð+ T ,Ñ T -




 1. B T C œ "# T ÐB T DÑ
     1 .  (Ax.: Associativity of )"
#
"# T ÐB T DÑ œ Ð"# T BÑ T D T
 2.  (1,1 ; sub.)B T C œ Ð"# T BÑ T D "
#
Example 4 illustrates two ways to think about using an axiom in proof steps: (1) implicitly,
to make a change in a proof step, and (2) by writing the axiom itself explicitly as a proof step, and
then using substitution—again, explicitly. It is almost always much clearer in mathematics to use
substitution implicitly—taking a kind of mathematical shortcut. In future sections, we always use
substitution implicitly when using one of the axioms above.
The axioms above for the natural numbers are all given informally, in terms of statements
that have hypotheses and conclusions. They are applied to proof steps with our rule for using
theorems or axioms. It is possible to give these axioms formally in terms of  statements09< +66
involving two or three variables:
Axiom  Closure under addition:   .J9< +66 +ß , − À + T , −! !
Axiom  Commutativity of addition:   .J9< +66 +ß , − À + T , œ , T +!
Axiom  Associativity of addition:   .J9< +66 +ß ,ß - − À + T Ð, T -Ñ œ Ð+ T ,Ñ T -!
Axiom  Closure under multiplication:   .J9< +66 +ß , − À + † , −! !
Axiom  Commutativity of multiplication:   .J9< +66 +ß , − À + † , œ , † +!
Axiom  Associativity of multiplication:   .J9< +66 +ß ,ß - − À + † Ð, † -Ñ œ Ð+ † ,Ñ † -!
Axiom  Distributivity:   .J9< +66 +ß ,ß - − À + † Ð, T -Ñ œ + † , T + † -!
The rules for using and proving  statements are extended to apply to more than one09< +66
variable. For example, the following are the formats for proving and using statements with09< +66
two variables:
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pr. a  
  1. Let  and  be arbitraryB − E C − F
  k-1.cÐBß CÑ
 k. ,    1—k-1; pr. 09< +66 B − E C − F À ÐBß CÑ Ð a Ñc
us. a
 1. 09< +66 B − Eß C − F À ÐBß CÑc
 2. > − E
 3. = − F
 4.        (1 2 ; us.  )cÐ>ß =Ñ ß ß $ a
We won't proceed in this direction of formalizing things we can handle informally. In fact,
we will always maintain our trend from the formal to the informal. Formality is used only to make
things explicit. After things have been made explicit and understood, we proceed to informal,
abbreviated expressions of the same ideas.
There is one thing that can be learned from the formal expression of the axioms, however.
Recall, for example, that the variable  in the statement  is called a B 09< +66 B − E À B − F local
variable. The statement  is not about . It is about the sets  and . In fact09< +66 B − E À B − F B E F
it is the defining condition for the relation . From the statement , weE © F 09< +66 B − E À B − F
don't learn anything about . We learn something about the sets  and .B E F
In the same way, the statement  is not about the letters 09< +66 +ß , − À + T , œ , T + +!
and . They are local variables.  is a statement about the operation, J9< +66 +ß , − À + T , œ , T +!
T  on the set . That is why the axiom is named the “commutativity of addition”. Thus all the!
axioms are statements about the operations of addition and multiplication on the set of natural
numbers—not about natural numbers themselves. This is true whether the axioms are given
formally or informally.
EXERCISES
In the exercises below, fill in Step 2 by making a change to Step 1 using the axiom indicated. Then
get the same result the long way: (1) write the formal statement in the axiom, (2) assign the
variables , , (and perhaps ) to variables or constants (numbers) in the steps, (3) write the formal+ , -




 1. B T * œ "#
 2. ____________      (1; Ax.: Commutativity of )T
   formal statement: _____________________
   assign variables in the axiom to variables or constants in the steps:
   ____+ œ
   ____, œ
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 1. B T * œ "#
           1 . ___________     (Ax.: Commutativity of )"
#
T
 2. ___________      (1,1 ; sub.)"
#
2. 
 1. B † C œ "# † ÐB † DÑ
 2. ______________      (1; Ax.: Associativity of )†
   formal statement: ____________________
   assign variables in the axiom to variables or constants in the steps:
   ____+ œ
   ____, œ
   ____- œ
  1. B † C œ "# † ÐB † DÑ
            1 . ______________     (Ax.: Associativity of )"
#
†
 2. ______________     (1,1 ; sub.)"
#
3. 
 1. $ † B œ # † ÐB T "!Ñ
 2. ______________      (1; Ax.: Distributivity)
   formal statement: ____________________
   assign variables in the axiom to variables or constants in the steps:
   ____+ œ
   ____, œ
   ____- œ
  1. $ † B œ # † ÐB T "!Ñ
            1 . ______________    (Ax.: Distributivity)"
#
 2. ______________      (1,1 ; sub.)"
#
 4. 
 1. B † C œ C T "!
 2. ___________    (1; Ax.: Commutativity of )†
   formal statement: ____________________
   assign variables in the axiom to variables or constants in the steps:
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   ____+ œ
   ____, œ
 1. B † C œ C T "!
            1 . ___________         (Ax.: Commutativity of )"
#
†
 2. ___________         (1,1 ; sub.)"
#
5. 
 1. B † C œ C T "!
 2. ___________         (1; Ax.: Commutativity of )T
   formal statement: __________________
   assign variables in the axiom to variables or constants in the steps:
   ____+ œ
   ____, œ
 1. B † C œ C T "!
            1 . ___________        (Ax.: Commutativity of )"
#
T
 2. ___________         (1,1 ; sub.)"
#
6. 
 1. Ð$ † B T "#Ñ T #& œ "
 2. __________________    (1; Ax.: Associativity of )T
   formal statement: ___________________
   assign variables in the axiom to variables or constants in the steps:
   ____+ œ
   ____, œ
   ____- œ
 1. Ð$ † B T "#Ñ T #& œ "
            1 . __________________    (Ax.: Associativity of )"
#
T
 2. __________________    (1,1 ; sub.)"
#
7.  In the following problem provide the indicated justification:
 1. B T C œ %#
 2.       (1; _______________________)C T B œ %#
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Implications; Equivalence
For statements  and , the formal statement  ,   is called an  or -c d c d30 30>2/8 >2/8implication
statement . It is the next basic type we want to consider. For example,  ,   and30 B − E B C (>2/8
30 E F d G E © H 30 30 ,   are such -  statements. Informally, the statement  , œ >2/8 >2/8 >2/8c
d d c c d means that  is true whenever  is true; that is, if  is true, then  is also true.
The statement  in the implication  is called the  of the formalc c d30 ß >2/8 hypothesis
implication, and  is called the . Our informal statements of theorems that have hadd conclusion
hypotheses-conclusion interpretations have been proved by assuming the hypotheses to be true and
showing the conclusion is therefore true. The same thing is done formally, in order to prove formal
implications:
Inference Rule Proving -  statements: In order to prove the statement  ,  , assume  and show30 >2/8 30 >2/8c d c
  . Abbreviation: “pr. ”.d Ê
Format:
pr. Ê
  1. Assume c
  k-1.d





 5.  ,      (1—4; pr. )30 B C "! >2/8 B − E Ê
Solution:
 1. Assume B C "!
 .
 4. B − E






 5.  ,   (1—4; pr. )30 B − G >2/8 B − H Ê
Solution:
 1. Assume B − G
 .
 4. B − H





 5.    (1—4; pr. )09< +66 B − G À B − H a
Solution:
 1. Let  be arbitraryB − G
 .
 4. B − H
 5.    (1—4; pr. )09< +66 B − G À B − H a
In Step 1 of Example 2, we make an assumption about , which would have had to haveB
been already defined (say, in the hypotheses). In Step 1 of Example 3, we define the , in order toB
prove the   statement of Step 5.09< +66
Example 4:
 1. Assume P> −
 .
 4. Q> −
5. __________________ (1—4; ________ )
Solution:
 1. Assume P> −
 .
 4. Q> −
 5.  P,  Q (1—4; pr. )30 > − >2/8 > − Ê
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Example 5:
 1. Let P be arbitrary> −
 .
 4. Q> −
 5. __________________ (1—4; ________ )
Solution:
       1. Let P be arbitrary> −
 .
 4. Q> −
 5.   P: Q (1—4; pr. )09< +66 > − > − a
Our rule for using theorems in proofs states that if the hypotheses of a proven theorem have
been shown to be true in the proof steps, then the conclusion is true and can be written as a proof
step. The rule for using formal -  statements is analogous:30 >2/8
Inference Rule Using -  statements: If both  and  ,   are established, then we may infer .30 >2/8 30 >2/8c c d d
  Abbreviation: “us. ”Ê
Format:
us. Ê
 i. 30 ß >2/8c d
 j. c
 k.     (i, j; us. )d Ê
Example 6:
 3. + C "!
 .
 5.  ,  30 + C "! >2/8 + − G
 6. __________________ (3 5; us. )ß Ê
Solution:
 3. + C "!
 .
 5.  ,  30 + C "! >2/8 + − G
 6.  (3 5; us. )+ − G ß Ê
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Example 7:
 2. B Ÿ &
 .
 5. ___________________
 6.  (3 5; us. )C Ÿ & ß Ê
Solution:
 2. B Ÿ &
 .
 5.  ,  30 B Ÿ & >2/8 C Ÿ &
 6.  (3 5; us. )C Ÿ & ß Ê
The following theorem involves the equivalence of a formal -  statement and a formal30 >2/8
9< statement:
Theorem 14.1 The statement    is logically equivalent to  ,  .c d c d9< 30 c >2/8
The rule for  equivalence, that a statement can be substituted for an equivalent one, hasusing
allowed us to make use of axioms involving equivalence, and has allowed us to infer a relationship
from its defining condition, and vice versa. We now get to the rule for  statementsproving
equivalent—which is needed to prove the theorem.
Inference Rule Proving equivalence: In order to prove that statements  and  are equivalent, first assume c d c
  and show , then assume  and show  (or, the other way around). Abbreviation: “pr. eq.”d d c
If a proof that two statements are equivalent depends only on definitions, inference rules,
and logical axioms, but no axioms of a particular mathematical system such as the natural numbers,
we say that the two statements are “logically” equivalent.
An assertion, such as Theorem 14.1, that two statements are equivalent does not lend itself
to interpretation by our informal hypotheses-conclusion model. In order to prove the assertion that
the two statements  and  are equivalent, there are two things to do: we need first to assume c d c
and show , and then to assume  and show . Thus each of the two parts of the proof isd d c
interpreted by the hypotheses-conclusion model. We now add, to the hypotheses-conclusion format
we have been using, a format for proving such two-part assertions. We introduce each part by a
sentence that indicates hypotheses and conclusion, and conclude with a statement that the assertion
follows since the two required parts have been shown.
The proof of Theorem 14.1 is written according to this new format. Notice that the first
sentence identifies  ,   as the hypothesis, and    as the conclusion, for the first30 c 9<c d c d>2/8
part of the proof.  The assumption in Step 1 is dictated by the rule for proving  statements, used9<
to justify Step 3.
Proof:
We first assume  ,   and show   .30 c >2/8 9<c d c d
  1. Assume cc
  2.   (hyp., 1; us. )d Ê
 3.     (1—2; pr. )c d9< 9<
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We now assume    and show  ,  .c d c d9< 30 c >2/8
  1. Assume cc
  2.    (hyp.)c d9<
  5.   (1, 2; us. , EZ)d 9<
 6.  ,   (1—5; pr. )30 c >2/8 Êc d
By the two parts above,    and  ,   are equivalent.c d c d9< 30 c >2/8
! 
Note that steps are renumbered in each part of the proof.
Example 1:
 1. Assume cc
 .
 3. d
 4.  ,   (1—3; pr. )30 c >2/8 Êc d
Example 2:
 1. Assume cc
 .
 3. d
 4.    (1—3; pr. )c d9< 9<
In Examples 1 and 2, exactly the same steps (1 through 3) can establish either  ,30 cc
>2/8  or   . This is reasonable, since the two statements are logically equivalent.d c d9<
A proposition that follows readily from a theorem is called a  to the theorem. Thecorollary
next proposition is a corollary to Theorem 14.1.
Corollary 14.2 The statement    is logically equivalent to .30 ß >2/8 c 9<c d c d
Proof: Exercise 2.
Theorem 14.3 The statements    and    are logically equivalent.c d d c9< 9<
Proof:
We first assume    and show   .c d d c9< 9<
  1. Assume cc
  2.  ,   (hyp.; Thm. 14.1:      ,  ).30 c >2/8 9< Í 30 c >2/8c d c d c d
  3.   (1,2; us. )d Ê
 4.     (1—3; pr. )d c9< 9<
If we assume   , we show    by an argument symmetric (in  and ) to the firstd c c d c d9< 9<
part of the proof. Thus    is equivalent to   .c d d c9< 9<
!
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Theorem 14.4 The statements    and    are logically equivalent.c d d c+8. +8.
Proof: Exercise 3.
The rule for using equivalence is used in the following examples.
Example 3:
 1.   B − G 9< B − H
 2.    is equivalent to  ,   (Thm. 14.1:   B − G 9< B − H 30 B Â G >2/8 B − H 9< Í 30c d
  ,  )c >2/8c d
 3. ______________ (1 2: us. eq.)ß
Solution:
 1.   B − G 9< B − H
 2.    is equivalent to  ,   (Thm. 14.1:   B − G 9< B − H 30 B Â G >2/8 B − H 9< Í 30c d
  ,  )c >2/8c d
 3.  ,   (1 2: us. eq.)30 B Â G B − H ß>2/8
  In example 3, first the assertion of Theorem 14.1 is given in Step 2, with  being ,B − G c
and  being . (The symbol “ ” stands for equivalence in justifications.) Then Step 3 isB − H d Í
obtained by replacing the statement of Step 1 with the equivalent statement, according to the rule
for using equivalence.
We will not use the rule for using equivalence explicitly as in Example 3. Instead, the rule
will be used implicitly to make a change, exactly as the substitution rule of inference has been
used. Examples 3a through 5 show how this will be done.
 Example 3a:
 1.   B − G 9< B − H
 2. __________________ (1; Thm. 14.1:      ,  )c d c d9< Í 30 c >2/8
Solution:
 1.   B − G 9< B − H
 2.  ,   (1; Thm. 14.1:      ,  )30 B Â G >2/8 B − H 9< Í 30 c >2/8c d c d
Example 4:
 1.   ,  30 B − G >2/8 B − H
 2.  __________________ (1; Thm. 14.1:      ,  )c d c d9< Í 30 c >2/8
Solution:
 1.   ,  30 B − G >2/8 B − H
 2.     (1; Thm. 14.1:      ,  )B Â G 9< B − H 9< Í 30 c >2/8c d c d
Example 5:
 1.     09< +66 B − E À ÐB − F 9< B C *Ñ
 2. ____________________________ (1; Thm. 14.1:      )c d c d9< Í 30 c ß >2/8
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Solution:
 1.     09< +66 B − E À ÐB − F 9< B C *Ñ
 2.    ,   (1; Thm. 14.1:      )09< +66 B − E À 30 B Â F B C * 9< Í 30 c ß >2/8>2/8 c d c d
Theorem 14.4 can be used to write another proof of Theorem 10.1a:
Theorem 10.1 For sets  and ,E F
  (a) E dF œ F dE
  (b) E bF œ F bE
Proof of (b): Exercise 4.
 Proof of (a):
We assume  and  are sets, and show .E F E dF œ F dE
 k.  (     ; def. , imp.)E dF œ F dE œ
The step-discovery procedure dictates Steps j and k-1:
 Proof of (a):
We assume  and  are sets, and show .E F E dF œ F dE
  .
 j. E dF © F dE
 .
 k-1. F dE © E dF
 k.  (j, k-1; def. , imp.)E dF œ F dE œ
Analyzing Step j gives Steps 1 and j-1:
    1. Let  be arbitraryB − E dF
  .
  j-1. B − F dE
 j.  (1—j-1; def. , imp.)E dF © F dE ©
 .
 k-1. F dE © E dF
 k.  (j k-1; def. , imp.)E dF œ F dE ß œ
Using the definition of  (explicitly) gives us Steps 2 and j-2:d
  1. Let  be arbitraryB − E dF
  2.    (1; def. , imp.)B − E +8. B − F d
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  .
  j-2.   B − F +8. B − E
  j-1.  (j-2; def. , imp.)B − F dE d
 j.  (1—j-1; def. , imp.)E dF © F dE ©
 .
 k-1. F dE © E dF
 k.  (j, k-1; def. , imp.)E dF œ F dE œ
Step j-2 follows immediately from Step 2, by Theorem 14.4. We have a complete proof:
Proof of (a):
 We assume  and  are sets, and show .E F E dF œ F dE
  1. Let  be arbitraryB − E dF
  2.    (1; def. , imp.)B − E +8. B − F d
  3.    (2; Thm. 14.4:       )B − F +8. B − E +8. Í +8.c d d c
  4.  (3; def. , imp.)B − F dE d
 5.  (1—4; def. , imp.)E dF © F dE ©
 6.  (1—5: sym. & )F dE © E dF E F
 7.  (5 6; def. , imp.)E dF œ F dE ß œ
!
The use of explicit definitions and theorems on logical equivalence makes proofs look more
like logic exercises than mathematics. The proof above is no shorter than the proof in Section 10,
and it does suffer from looking a little more like a logic exercise. However, it is certainly valid,
and in some cases using theorems on logical equivalence can shorten a proof.
The next theorem is a technical necessity—which we now get out of the way.
Theorem 14.5 The statements      and      are logically equivalent.Ð 9< Ñ 9< 9< Ð 9< Ñc d e c d e
Proof:
First assume      and show     .Ð 9< Ñ 9< 9< Ð 9< Ñc d e c d e
  1. Assume cc
  .
  j-1.   d e9<
 j.      (1—j-1; pr. )c d e9< Ð 9< Ñ 9<
Working back from Step j, the conclusion, we have the steps above. Now, working back
from Step j-1 gives:
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Proof:
First assume      and show     .Ð 9< Ñ 9< 9< Ð 9< Ñc d e c d e
  1. Assume cc
   2. Assume cd
   .
   j-2. e
  j-1.    (2—j-2; pr. )d e9< 9<
 j.      (1—j-1; pr. )c d e9< Ð 9< Ñ 9<
Since we get no more steps from analyzing the conclusion, it is time to use the hypothesis.
  1. Assume cc
   2. Assume cd
   3.      (hyp.)Ð 9< Ñ 9<c d e
  Case 1 4. Assume   Ð 9< Ñc d
    .
    j-4. e
  Case 2 j-3. Assume e
   j-2.    (3—j-3; us. )e 9<
  j-1.      (2—j-2; pr. )d e9< 9<
 j.        (1—j-1; pr. )c d e9< Ð 9< Ñ 9<
The steps above are dictated, since we want to use Step 3 to get Step j-2. In order to use
Step 4, we need more cases:
  1. Assume cc
   2. Assume cd
   3.      (hyp.)Ð 9< Ñ 9<c d e
  Case 1 4. Assume   Ð 9< Ñc d
   Case 1a 5. Assume  # Step 1c
   Case 1b 6. Assume  # Step 2d
  Case 2 7. Assume e
   8.    (3—7; us. )e 9<
  9.      (2—8; pr. )d e9< 9<
 10.        (1—9; pr. )c d e9< Ð 9< Ñ 9<
Since Case 1a and 1b are both contradictions, Case 1 itself leads to a contradiction. Thus we
get  from Case 2, as needed. This establishes the first part of the proof. In order to establish thee
second part, we seek to use symmetry.
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Proof:
 First assume      and show     .Ð 9< Ñ 9< 9< Ð 9< Ñc d e c d e
  1. Assume cc
   2. Assume cd
   3.      (hyp.)Ð 9< Ñ 9<c d e
  Case 1 4. Assume   Ð 9< Ñc d
   Case 1a 5. Assume  # Step 1c
   Case 1b 6. Assume  # Step 2d
  Case 2 7. Assume e
   8.    (3—7; us. )e 9<
  9.      (2—8; pr. )d e9< 9<
 10.        (1—9; pr. )c d e9< Ð 9< Ñ 9<
Next, we assume      and show     c d e c d e9< Ð 9< Ñ Ð 9< Ñ 9<
 1.     ) (hyp.)c d e9< Ð 9<
 2.      (1; Thm. 14.3:       )Ð 9< Ñ 9< 9< Í 9<d e c f g g f
 3.      (2; Thm. 14.3:       )Ð 9< Ñ 9< 9< Í 9<e d c f g g f
 4.      (3, first part; sym. & )e d c c e9< Ð 9< Ñ
 5.      (4; Thm. 14.3:       )Ð 9< Ñ 9< 9< Í 9<d c e f g g f
 6.      (5; Thm. 14.3:       )Ð 9< Ñ 9< 9< Í 9<c d e f g g f
!
In the first part of the proof, Steps 1 through 10 conclude      from the premisec d e9< Ð 9< Ñ
Ð 9< Ñ 9<c d e c e    . Also, Step 3 of the second part is symmetric (in  and ) to the premise of the
first part, so Step 3 acts as a premise under which we can conclude Step 4. To put it another way,
we could insert the entire block of steps from part one, with  and  interchanged, between Stepsc e
3 and 4 of the second part. This would prove Step 4 without using symmetry. The use of symmetry
eliminates the need to repeat the block of steps.
If the proof of Theorem 14.5 seems excessively involved—to prove something that may be
intuitively obvious, we can only respond that it is a price we need to pay, at the moment, for our
formal approach. Everything has its price. The benefit of the formal approach is that the explicit
rules of inference are able to guide in the step-discovery procedure. This benefit, for students
beginning in deductive mathematics, outweighs all the disadvantages. To provide proofs only for
statements that do not appear intuitively obvious is legitimate—once the intuition has become
reliable.
The general rule for using  statements involved a statement of the form     9< 9< 9< ÞÞÞ 9<c c" # 
c8. In order to be consistent, we need a rule for proving statements of the same form. We do this
by defining     to be the same as     and repeating this as needed toc c c c c c" # $ " # $9< 9< Ð 9< Ñ 9<  
define       . We want the meaning of      to be independent of the c c c c c c" # 8 " # $9< 9< ÞÞÞ 9< 9< 9<
way the constituent statements are grouped. This follows from Theorem 14.5.
It follows that to prove     , we can assume    and show , orc c c c c c" # $ # $ "9< 9< cÐ 9< Ñ
assume  and show   , or assume    and show , or assume  and showc 9< cÐ 9< Ñ cc c c c c c c" # $ " # $ $
c c" #  .9<
Corollary 14 6 Þ For sets , , and , .E F G ÐE b FÑ b G œ E b ÐF b GÑ
Proof: Exercise 4.
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Theorem 14.7 The statements      and      are logically equivalent.Ð +8. Ñ +8. +8. Ð +8. Ñc d e c d e
Proof: Exercise 5.
Corollary 14.8 For sets , , and , .E F G ÐE d FÑ d G œ E d ÐF d GÑ
Proof: Exercise 6.
Theorem 14.9 The statements     and      are logically equivalent.30 ß >2/8 30 c ß >2/8 cc d d c
Proof:
 We first assume     and show   .30 ß >2/8 30c ß >2/8 cc d d c
 1.    (hyp.)30 ß >2/8c d
 2.   (1; Cor. 14.2)c 9<c d
 3.   (2; Thm. 14.3)d c9<c
 4.  (3; Axiom: )cÐc Ñ 9<c Í cÐc Ñd c e e
 5.  (4; Cor. 14.2)30c ß >2/8cd c
 We now assume     and show   .30c ß >2/8 c 30 ß >2/8d c c d
 1.  (hyp.)30c ß >2/8cd c
 2.  (1; Cor. 14.2)cÐc Ñ 9<cd c
 3.   (2; Axiom: )d c e e9<c Í cÐc Ñ
 4.   (3; Thm. 14.3)c 9<c d
 5.   (1; Cor. 14.2)30 ß >2/8c d
!
The second set of steps in the proof above is merely the first set reversed. In both sets, each
step was obtained from the previous step by substituting an equivalent statement—implicitly using
the rule for using equivalence. Such a chain of equivalences is better written in the following
format:
  c1
   (reason that )Í Íc c c2 1 2
   (reason that )Í Íc c c3 2 3
   (reason that )Í Íc c c4 3 4
   (reason that )Í Íc c c5 4 5
Thus  is equivalent to , since successive substitution in  produces .c c c c c c1 5 1 2 1 5Í Í
Substitution shows that equivalence is a transitive relation. Using this enables us to write a shorter




  30 ß >2/8c d
  ( Cor. 14.2)Í c 9<c d
  ( Thm. 14.3)Í 9<cd c
  ( Axiom: )Í cÐc Ñ 9<c Í cÐc Ñd c e e
  ( Cor. 14.2)Í 30c ß >2/8cd c
!
The statement  is called the  of the statement .30 c ß >2/8c 30 ß >2/8d c c dcontrapositive
Theorem 14.9 asserts that an implication and its contrapositive are logically equivalent.
The statement   is called the  of the statement . The30 ß >2/8 30 ß >2/8d c c dconverse
converse of a true statement may be, but is not necessarily, true—so that a statement and its
converse are not logically equivalent. Examples are given in the next section, where we consider in
more detail what it means for an implication to be true or false.
EXERCISES












 5.   :  (1—4; pr. )09< +66 > − K > − L a
(d) 1. Assume > − E
 .
 4. > − F
 5. __________________ (1—4; ________ )
(e) 1. Let  be arbitrary> − E
 .
 4. > − F
 5. __________________ (1—4; ________ )
(f) 3. + C '
            .
         5.  ,  30 + C ' >2/8 + − F
         6. ___________________ (3 5; us. )ß Ê
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(g) 2. + Ÿ '
 .
 5. ___________________
 6.  (2 5; us. ), Ÿ ' ß Ê
(h) 1. __________________
 2.  ,  30 > − K >2/8 > − L
 3.  (1 2; us. )> − L ß Ê
(i) 1. K © L
 2. __________________
 3.  (1 2; us. )L © N ß Ê
(j)  1. _____________
  2. _____________
 3.  ,   (1 2; pr. )30 E © F >2/8 E © G ß Ê
(k) 1.   c d+8.
 2.  ,  30 >2/8c e
 3. ____________ (___________)
 4.  (___________)e
(l) 1. ___________________
 2. ___________________ (1; pr. __________)
 3.  ,   (2; Thm. 14.1:      ,  )30 B − F >2/8 E © F 9< Í 30 c >2/8c d c d
(m) 1. _____________
 2.    (1; Thm. 14.1:      ,  ) .B C & 9< E © F 9< Í 30 c >2/8c d c d
2. Prove Corollary 14.2
3. Prove Theorem 14.4.
4. Give a proof of Theorem 10.1b (For sets  and , ) using Theorem 14.3, the ruleE F E bF F bEœ
for using equivalence (implicitly), and symmetry.
5. Prove Corollary 14.6.
6. Prove Theorem 14.7.
7. Prove Corollary 14.8.
8.  Suppose that , , , and are formal language statements.c d e f 
  Assume: 1.   c d9<
  2.  ,  30 c e>2/8
  3.  ,  30 d f>2/8




When mathematicians want to prove some statement , they frequently assume the negation of ,c c
and show that this leads to a contradiction. Such a proof by contradiction depends on the following
axiom of logic, which formalizes the fact that a statement is either true or false—by definition.
   For any statement ,    is true.Axiom c c c9< c
Suppose that we knew a sequence of steps that lead to a contradiction from the premise .cc
For example, suppose that we know that , and can show that  follows from . TheB − G B Â G cc
statement  is then proved as follows:c
 1. B − G
 2.     (Ax.:   )c c c c9< c 9< c
 Case 1 3. c
 Case 2 4. cc
  .
  6.  # Step 1B Â G
 7.    (2—6; us. )c 9<
The statement  follows, since it is true in all cases that don't lead to a contradiction.  Inc
practice, the  statement    is used implicitly.  The steps above are abbreviated as:9< 9< cc c
 1. B − G
  2. Assume  to get #cc
  .
  4.  # Step 1B Â G
 5.    (2—4; #)c
A proof done according to this second format is called a “proof by contradiction”. Such
proofs are useful when dealing with top-level negations ( statements).89> 
Example 1:
Prove that for sets  and  and an element  (of the universal set), if , then  G H B B Â G dH B Â G 9<
B Â H.
 Proof:
 Assume:  setsGßH
   elementB
  B Â G dH
 Show:   B Â G 9< B Â H
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The step-discovery procedure dictates:
 Proof:
 Assume:  setsGßH
   elementB
  B Â G dH
 Show:   B Â G 9< B Â H
   1. Assume B − G
  .
  k-1. B Â H
 k.    (1—k-1; pr. )B Â G 9< B Â H 9<
The way to show Step k-1  is to assume the contrary, and get a contradiction. ThisB Â H
will have the following form:
   1. Assume B − G
   2. Assume  to get #B − H
   k-2. need # here
  k-1.  (2—k-2; #)B Â H
 k.    (1—k-1; pr. )B Â G 9< B Â H 9<
From Steps 1 and 2 we get , which contradicts the hypothesis:B − G dH
 Proof:
 Assume: ,  setsG H
   elementB
  B Â G dH
 Show:   B Â G 9< B Â H
   1. Assume B − G
   2. Assume  to get #B − H
   3. , # hyp. (1 2; def. , imp.)B − G dH ß d
  4.  (2—3; #)B Â H
 5.    (1—4; pr. )B Â G 9< B Â H 9<
!
Notice that the justification for Step 3 shows why Step 3 is true (based, of course, on the
assumptions). It does not say what Step 3 contradicts, or why it contradicts anything. The fact that
Step 3 contradicts the hypothesis is given after the comma after Step 3.
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Example 2:
Prove that for sets  and  and an element , if , then .G H B B Â G bH B Â G
 Proof:
 Assume: ,  setsG H
   elementB
  B Â G bH
 Show: B Â G
The step-discovery procedure dictates:
 Proof:
 Assume: ,  setsG H
   elementB
  B Â G bH
 Show: B Â G
 
 k. B Â G
The step-discovery procedure asks us to consider ways of proving the top-level 89>
statement of Step k. (Recall that  is just shorthand for ). If the set  were defined,B Â G cÐB − GÑ G
then to show , we could show  satisfies the negation of the defining property. Since  isB Â G B G
just any set, and has not been defined, there is only one way to show this  statement—by89>
contradiction.
  1. Assume  to get #B − G
  .
  k-1. need # here
 k.   (1—k-1; #)B Â G
From Step 1, we can conclude , which contradicts the hypothesis.B − G bH
Proof:
Assume: ,  setsG H
  elementB
 B Â G bH
Show: B Â G
  1. Assume  to get #B − G
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  2. ,  # hyp. (1; def. , imp.)B − G bH b
 3.   (1—2; #)B Â G
!
Example 3:
Prove that for sets  and  and an element , if , then .G H B B Â G 9< B Â H B Â G dH
 Proof:
 Assume: ,  setsG H
   elementB
  B Â G 9< B Â H
 Show: B Â G dH
  1. Assume  to get #B − G dH
  .
  k-1. need # here
 k.  (1—k-1; #)B Â G dH
We introduce the hypothesis as Step 2. This introduces cases:
  1. Assume D to get #B − G d
  2.  (hyp.)B Â G 9< B Â H
 Case 1 3. B Â G
   4. , # Step 3 (1; def. )B − G d
 Case 2 5. B Â H
   6. , # Step 5 (1; def. )B − H d
 7.  (1—6; #, us. )B Â G dH 9<
In using the  statement in Step 2, all cases lead to a contradiction. The inference rule on9<
page 41 allows us to infer the negation of Step 1 (which leads the block of steps that includes the
9< statement in Step 2). To justify Step 7, we note both that this is a proof by contradiction, and
that we are using the inference rule.
Theorem 15.1 The statements    and    are equivalent.cÐ +8. Ñ c 9< cc d c d
Proof: Exercise 5.
Theorem 15.2 The statements    and    are equivalent.cÐ 9< Ñ c +8. cc d c d
Proof: Exercise 6.
Theorem 15.3 The statement  ,   is equivalent to the statement   .cÐ30 >2/8 Ñ +8. cc d c d
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Proof:
   ,  cÐ30 >2/8 Ñc d
   (Cor. 14.2: )Í cÐc 9< Ñ 30 ß >2/8 Í c 9<c d c d c d
  (Thm. 15.2:      )Í ÐcÐc ÑÑ +8. c cÐ 9< Ñ Í c +8. cc d e d e d
  (Axiom: )Í +8. c Í cÐc Ñc d c c
!
There is a situation where the inference rule for proving  statements may lookif-then
strange. For example, suppose that  has been established in a proof, and, further, that there isB Â E
a need to establish  The rule for proving  statements dictates Steps 230 B − Eß >2/8 B C (Þ if-then
through k-1 below.
 1. B Â E
  2. Assume B − E
  .
  k-1. B C (
 k.  (2—k-1; pr. )30 B − Eß >2/8 B C ( Ê
In this case, the rule dictates that we assume something ( ) contrary to a known fact.B − E
While the logic of this can be defended , it is probably bad public relations to assume something15
that is obviously false: “These mathematicians assume things that are contrary to known facts—
and they think they are being logical.” To avoid the appearance of being illogical, we can show
that  follows logically from  as follows:30 ß >2/8 cc d c
 1. cc
 2.   (1; pr. or EZ)c 9<c d
 3.  (2; Cor. 14.2:   )30 ß >2/8 30 ß >2/8 Í c 9<c d c d c d
Similarly,  follows from  as follows:30 ß >2/8c d d
 1. d
 2.   (1; pr. or EZ)c 9<c d
 3.  (2; Cor. 14.2:   )30 ß >2/8 30 ß >2/8 Í c 9<c d c d c d
By Theorem 15.3 ( ) we see that the only way that cÐ30 ß >2/8 Ñ Í +8. c 30 ßc d c d c
>2/8 c 30 ßd c d c c can be false is if  is true  is false. If  is true, then this doesn't happen—so and 
>2/8 30 ß >2/8d d c d is true. If  is true, then this doesn't happen—so  is true. Thus the two short




 k.  (1; pr. EZ)30 ß >2/8 Êc d
15
 One can prove anything at all, including , under the assumption , since in a system [indented steps]B C ( B − E




 k.  1; pr. EZ)30 ß >2/8 Ð Êc d
If when applying the step-discovery procedure, you need to prove a statement of the form 30
c d c d c dß >2/8 c, the thing to do is to assume  and show —unless  or  happens to be a
previously known step. In that case, merely conclude  by the EZ form of the rule.30 ß >2/8c d
This will avoid the need to assume something contrary to a known step.
In mathematics, you may assume anything you like, without violating logic, since
mathematics knows how to contain the results of such an assumption, without it infecting an entire
argument. But this may make some people uncomfortable. In following the step-discovery
procedure, you should only make those assumptions that are dictated by the analysis.
Example 4:
Let  be the statement , and  the statement Then  is true, so by the EZ form ofc d c) C ( ' C (Þ c
the rule for proving -30 >2/8 statements,  is true. The converse, , is the30 ß >2/8 30 ß >2/8c d d c
statement     — and this statement is evidently false. It illustrates the only way30 ' C (ß >2/8 ) C (
for an implication to be false: namely, for the hypothesis to be true,  the conclusion false (seeand
Theorem 15.3). Such is not the case for the statement  ,   — which is therefore a30 ) C ( >2/8 ' C (
true statement. Such implications, with a false hypothesis, are called Theorem 15.3vacuously true. 
and the arguments leading to the EZ forms of the rule for proving implications show why
mathematicians accept such statements. Some people are quite uncomfortable with vacuously true
statements—probably because the precise, mathematical meaning of an  statement does30 >2/8-
not exactly agree with their informal usage of “ ”30 >2/8- .
Example 5:
Consider the statement  . It is evidently true—with anyone's30 B − Ö"ß #×ß >2/8 B − Ö"ß #ß $×
interpretation of - . The converse is the statement  . Most30 >2/8 30 B − Ö"ß #ß $×ß >2/8 B − Ö"ß #×
users of informal mathematical language would consider this converse as false. What they mean by
the statement is that “if  is an arbitrarily chosen element from the set , then  is in the setB Ö"ß #ß $× B
Ö"ß #× B”. In such a construction,  is called a . We have not yet touched on freefree variable
variables, and we would need to capture the same meaning with the formal statement 09< +66
B − À 30 B − Ö"ß #ß $×ß >2/8 B − Ö"ß #×!  — and this formal statement is certainly false. For us, at
this point, the statement  could not be made unless  were30 B − Ö"ß #ß $×ß >2/8 B − Ö"ß #× B
previously defined. And the truth of  would depend on the value30 B − Ö"ß #ß $×ß >2/8 B − Ö"ß #×
of the previously defined : if  were , the implication would be false; if  were any other numberB B $ B
(say, , , or ), the implication would be true." # "(
Dealing with  negations (  statements) when using the step-discovery procedure89>
There is no inference rule for either using or proving top-level negations. In order to deal
with such statements we use either a proof by contradiction or axioms and theorems that involve
equivalent statements.
Example 6:
Let  and  be any sets. Use the step-discovery procedure to find steps leading to a proof ofE F
cÐE © FÑ.
Solution 1:
  1. Assume  to get #E © F
  2.  (1; def. )09< +66 B − E À B − F ©
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  .
  k-1. get # here
 k.  (1—k-1; # )cÐE © FÑ





 k-2   (______; pr.  )Þ >2/</ /B3=>= B − E =?-2 >2+> B Â F b
 k-1.  (k-2; Axiom: neg. )cÐ09< +66 B − E À B − FÑ a
 k.  (k-1; def. )cÐE © FÑ ©
By definition of ,  is equivalent to . By the axiom on page 22: if © E © F 09< +66 B − E À B − F c
is equivalent to , then  is equivalent to . We therefore find Step k-1 by substitutingd c dc c 16
cÐ09< +66 B − E À B − FÑ cÐE © FÑ for . In the justification for Step k, we make explicit reference
to the equivalence of the relation and its defining condition.  The axiom stating the equivalence of
the negations is used implicitly. We find Step k-2 by substituting a  statement for the>2/</ /B3=>=
negation of a  statement—these being equivalent by the axiom on page 15. It now remains09< +66
necessary to prove the formal  statement of Step k-2. The rule for doing this is>2/</ /B3=>=
introduced in Section 18.
A proof by contradiction can be employed to use the negation of an element's being in a set.
For example, suppose . If we knew  and , we would like to beF œ ÖB − ± B C "!× > − > Â F! !
able to infer that  was false.> C "!
One proof that from  and  we can infer  is as follows:> − > Â F cÐ> C "!Ñ!
 1. > Â F
  2. Assume  to get #> C "!
  3. , # Step 1 (2; def.  )> − F F
 4.  (2—3; # )cÐ> C "!Ñ
 
Equivalently,  is equivalent to , since  is equivalent to  — by> Â F cÐ> C "!Ñ > − F > C "!
substitution, or by the axiom on page 22.
Summary Using set definitions: Suppose  and  is any element of the universal set. FromE œ ÖB ± ÐBÑ× >c
> − E Ð>Ñ Ð>Ñ > − EÞ > Â E we may infer , and, conversely, from  we may infer  Also from  wec c
may infer  and from  we may infer .cÐ Ð>ÑÑ cÐ Ð>ÑÑ > Â Ec c
Example 7:
Define . The definition of  tells us why Step 2 below follows from Step 1,H œ ÖB − ± B C %× H!
and why Step 4 follows from Step 3.
 1. + Â H
 2.  (1; def.  )cÐ+ C %Ñ H
 3. cÐ, C %Ñ
 4.  (3; def.  ), Â H H
16
 At our present stage, we could establish this axiom as an easy theorem obtained by substitution and our rule for
proving equivalence.
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From our experience with the system of natural numbers, we know that  iscÐ+ C %Ñ
equivalent to . This fact depends on an axiom (trichotomy) for the natural numbers that we% Ÿ +
will consider later.
Solution 2 to Example 5 illustrates the following summarizing convention:
Summary Using the definition of a relation: Suppose some relation has been defined. Then, if the relation
holds, the defining condition may be inferred. Conversely, if the defining condition holds, then the
relation may be inferred. Also, if the negation of the relation holds, then the negation of the
defining condition may be inferred, and conversely.
Example 8:
 1. cÐW © XÑ
 2.  (1; def. )c09< +66 B − W À B − X ©
Example 9:
 1. B Â E dF
 2.  (1; def. )cÐB − E+8. B − FÑ d
EXERCISES
1. (a)
 1. G œ ÖB − ± B C (×!
 2. C Â G
 3. _________________ (1 2; def.  )ß G
(b)
 1. H œ ÖB ± ÐBÑ×c
 2. C Â H
 3. ___________ (1 2; ________)ß
 4. D − H
 5. ___________ (1 4; ________)ß
(c)
 1. E © F
 2. ____________ (1; __________)
(d)
 1. cÐE © FÑ
 2. ____________ (1; __________)
(e)
 1. B Â E bF
 2. ____________ (1; __________)
2. Prove that for any sets  and , and any element , if , then  .E F B B Â E B Â E dF
3. Prove that for any sets  and , and any element , if  and , then .E F B B − E B Â E dF B Â F
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4. Prove that for any sets  and , and any element , if   , then .E F B B Â E 9< B Â F B Â E dF
5. Prove Theorem 15.1.
6. Prove Theorem 15.2.
REVIEW EXERCISES
8. (a)
  1. _____________
  .
  4. _____________
 5.  ,   (1—4; pr. )30 D − E >2/8 D − F Ê
(b)
  1. Assume D − K
  .
  4. D − L
 5. __________________ (1—4; ________ )
(c)
  1. Let  be arbitraryD − K
  .
  4. D − L
 5. __________________ (1—4; ________ )
(d)
 2. + k '
 .
 5. ___________________
 6.   (2 5; us. ), k ' ß Ê
(e)
 1. F © G
 2. __________________
 3.   (1 2; us. )G © H ß Ê
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Investigation: Discovering Set Identities
The axioms given in Section 13 presented the commutative and associative properties of addition
and multiplication of the natural numbers. These properties also hold for the set operations of
union and intersection—as was stated in Theorem 9.1 and Corollaries 14.6 and 14.8:
Theorem 9.1 For sets  and ,E F
  (a) E dF œ F dE
  (b) E bF œ F bE
Corollary 15.6 For sets , , and , .E F G ÐE b FÑ b G œ E b ÐF b GÑ
Corollary 15.8 For sets , , and , .E F G ÐE d FÑ d G œ E d ÐF d GÑ
The distributive property “if , then ” relates the two+ß ,ß - − + † Ð, T -Ñ œ + † , T + † -!
operations of addition and multiplication. It says in which way we can either multiply first and then
add, or add first and then multiply. In this section we want to discover in what ways the set
operations of intersection and union are related. In fact, we will also consider a third set operation,
that of set .difference
Definition For sets  and , the  of  in  (also called the ) is the set E F F E ElFcomplement difference
  (read “  minus ”) defined by:   .E F ElF œ ÖB l B − E +8. B Â F×
Example 1:
(a)  If  and , then .E œ Ö#ß $ß %ß &× F œ Ö%ß &ß 'ß (× ElF œ Ö#ß $×
(b) ÖB − l B C "!× l ÖB − l B C '× œ Ö'ß (ß )ß *×! !
The set  is pictured as the shaded area in the Venn diagram of Figure 16.1.E F*
 Figure 16.1
Before we seek relationships between set difference and the other set operations, union and
intersection, we first ask if the commutative and associative properties hold for difference. In order
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to answer this question, we first consider whether  holds, forEl ÐF l GÑ œ ÐE l FÑ l G
example, for the sets in the following Venn diagram:
Figure 16.2
The validity of  for the sets  above is checked as inEl ÐF l GÑ œ ÐE l FÑ l G EßFßG
the following example:
Example 2:
       
?E l ÐFlGÑ œ ÐE l FÑ l G
       
?l œ l
   œ
Since the shaded area representing  is exactly the same as the shaded areaEl ÐF l GÑ
representing , we conclude that  for the sets above.ÐE l FÑ l G E l ÐF l GÑ œ ÐE l FÑ l G
Notice, however, that there is a relationship that holds between the sets  and  in the VennEßFß G
diagram, namely, that .G © F lE
Sets  and  such that  are called  and ,E F E dF œ g E d G œ g F d G œ gdisjoint. If also 
then the three sets and  are called EßFß G mutually disjointÞ Three mutually disjoint sets andEßFß
G  are pictured in the following Venn diagram:
Figure 16.3
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The validity of  for the sets  above is checked in theEl ÐF l GÑ œ ÐE l FÑ l G EßFßG
following example.
Example 3:
       
?E l ÐFlGÑ œ ÐE l FÑ l G
       
?l œ l
   œ
Here again we see that El ÐF l GÑ œ ÐE l FÑ l G  — this time under the condition that
the sets and  are mutually disjoint. If we wish to see whether EßFß G E l ÐF l GÑ œ
ÐE l FÑ l G  is true for  sets, then we need to consider a Venn diagram in which there are noall
relations between that sets and . In such a diagram, the sets are said to be in EßFß G general
position. The following diagram exhibits EßFß Gand  in general position.
Figure 16.%
 The validity of  for the sets  above is checked in theEl ÐF l GÑ œ ÐE l FÑ l G EßFßG
following example.
Example 4:
       
?E l ÐFlGÑ œ ÐE l FÑ l G
       
?l œ l
   Á
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From the diagrams above, we see that  is El ÐF l GÑ œ ÐE l FÑ l G not true for all sets
EßFß Gand . In particular, it is not true for those sets pictured in Example 4 .Thus the sets in
Example 4 serve as a counterexample to the assertion: “For all sets and ,EßFß G
E l ÐF l GÑ œ ÐE l FÑ l G .” As an exercise, you can find sets of natural numbers that also
serve as a counterexample. Example 2 leads us to believe that El ÐF l GÑ œ ÐE l FÑ l G
might be true for all sets that satisfy the hypothesis . Thus we have the followingE © F lG
conjecture: “For sets and , if , then .” We alsoEßFß G E © F l G El ÐF l GÑ œ ÐE l FÑ l G
suspect the following conjecture: “For mutually disjoint sets and , EßFß G E l ÐF l GÑ œ
ÐE l FÑ l G .”
Investigation 1: Draw sets  and  in what you would consider to be general position. Using this diagram, showE F
that  is not true for all sets  and . Thus, both the commutative and associativeElF œ F lE E F
properties fail for the operation of set difference. Can you find some hypothesis under which
ElF œ F lE is true? How many different conditions can you find that will insure that
ElF œ F lE is true? (See the investigations in Section 20.)
The set equations  and , for example, are trueE bF œ F bE ÐE d FÑ d G œ E d ÐF d GÑ
for all sets EßFß Gand . Such equations, true for all values of the variables, are called identities.
The purpose of this section is to discover (and prove) set identities that relate the set operations of
union, intersection, and difference—just as the distributive property for multiplication over
addition relates these two operations on the natural numbers. Identities that you find to be true as a
result of your investigations in this section can be labeled Theorem 16.1, 16.2, and so on.
Investigation 2: By shading a diagram for sets  (Figure 16.4), obtain the VennEßFß Gand  in general position
diagrams that represent the following sets—sets that are unions, intersections, and differences.
   UNIONS INTERSECTIONS DIFFERENCES
   E E E
   F F F
   G G G
   E bF E dF ElF
   E bG E d G El G
   F bG F d G F l G
   F lE
   G lE
   G lF
Now find the sketches of the intersections of all the unions you have that involve all three sets
EßFß G E d ÐF b GÑand . (For example, sketch , because it is an intersection of unions, and
because it involves and ). Don't repeat symmetric situations. (For example, havingEßFß G
sketched , don't bother to sketch —which is merely symmetric in  andE d ÐF b GÑ F d ÐE b GÑ E
FÑ. Label the diagrams with the sets that they represent. Use parentheses to remove ambiguities in
your expressions. Then do the same thing to sketch the intersections of  the differences. Then find
the sketches of all the unions of the intersections and differences. Finally, sketch the differences of
the intersections and unions.
Example 5:
You should have obtained the sketch shown in Figure 16.5 as an intersection of differences:
ÐElFÑ d ÐElGÑ—or something symmetric to this expression.
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 Figure 16.5
Investigation 3: Look through your sketches to find where the same shaded region is described by two or more set
expressions. For each such region, make a list of the different ways the region can be described. In
mathematics, to say  always means that  and  are two names, or two representations, or two+ , + ,œ
descriptions for exactly the same thing. If the same region of the Venn diagram can be described in
two different ways, these two representations must be equal for the sets in the diagram. Set your
two expressions for the shaded area equal to each other, to get a set equation. Since each of the two
ways represents the same set in the Venn diagram, the equation must be true for the sets in the
diagram.  Conjecture that the equation is true for all sets , , and . Prove this conjecture, orE F G
find a counterexample. Repeat the process for other regions. Proven conjectures can be called
theorems. Some theorems that you can discover in this way are more important than the theorems
in the text.
The point of these investigations is to discover relationships between the operations of set
union, intersection, and difference. For example, to find a relationship between union and
intersection, look for a region that can be described as a union at the top-level, and also as an
intersection at the top level. To find other relationships between the same two operations, look for
other regions that can be so described.
Example 6:
The Venn diagrams for the sets  and    are symmetric:ÐE b FÑ l G ÐE l FÑ b ÐG l FÑ
    
  ÐE b FÑ l G ÐE l FÑ b ÐG l FÑ
If we interchange the roles of  and  in the right-hand expression and Venn diagram we get aF G
Venn diagram that is exactly the same as the left hand diagram:
    
  ÐE b FÑ l G ÐE l GÑ b ÐF l GÑ
We therefore conjecture that for all sets and .EßFß Gß ÐE b FÑ l G œ ÐE l GÑ b ÐF l GÑ
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Axiom for Existence; Uniqueness
The axioms of Section 13 don't give us any elements of , they merely assert what must be true!
about any elements that there may be in . The following axiom gives us an element in , in terms! !
of which all the elements of  can be defined. It is called an identity for multiplication.!
Axiom Existence of identity for multiplication: X2/</ /B3=>= D − =?-2 >2+> Ð09< +66 + − À D † + œ +Ñ! !
The identity for multiplication is, of course, the number “one”. Before we give it its usual
name, however, we prove, , that there can't be more than one such identity. It isfrom the axioms
very important in mathematics not to use a single symbol to represent two different things. We
want to use the symbol “1” to stand for the identity for multiplication, so we must show there is
only one such identity. In this case, we say that the identity is . We have the followingunique
formal rule for proving uniqueness:
Inference Rule Proving uniqueness: To prove that an element with property  is , assume two differentc unique
  names, say  and , for an element or elements with property , and then show .B B B œ B" # " #c
  Abbreviation: “pr. ”x
Format:
pr. !
 Assume:   (read “  has property ” or “  holds for ”)c c cÐB Ñ B B" " "
  cÐB Ñ#
  Show: B œ B" #
In mathematics we always use the word “unique” in relation to some property: we say that
an element is unique such that the property holds. By this we mean that there is only one element
for which the property holds. For an identity  for multiplication, the property  is:D ÐDÑc
09< +66 + − D † + œ + : !
Theorem 17.1 There exists a unique  such that  :  D − Ð09< +66 + − D † + œ +Ñ! !
The phrase “there exists a unique” in Theorem 17.1 comprises two separate parts: existence
and uniqueness. The statement of Theorem 17.1 is equivalent to the two assertions:
  (1)    >2/</ /B3=>= D − =?-2 >2+> Ð09< +66 + − D † + +Ñ! ! : œ
 and (2) the element whose existence is given in (1) is unique.
In order to prove statements like the one in Theorem 17.1, we therefore need to do two
things: (1) prove the existence statement, and (2) prove uniqueness. For Theorem 17.1, the




 The existence part, there exists  such that  : , is a restatementD − Ð09< +66 + − D † + œ +Ñ! !
of the axiom we assume. To prove the uniqueness part we have:
Assume: ,  integersD D" #
 1.  :  09< +66 + − D † + œ +! "
 2.  :  09< +66 + − D † + œ +! #
Show: D œ D" #
 1.  (hyp. 1; us. )D † D œ D a" # #
 2.  (hyp. 2; us. )D † D œ D a# " "
 3.  (2; comm. )D † D œ D †" # "
 4.   (1,3; sub.)D œ D" #
!
Step 3 comes from Step 2 by reversing  and  in the product , by the axiom thatD D D † D" # # "
gives the commutativity of multiplication.
The steps in the proof of Theorem 17.1 can be written in terms of a more natural (less
formal) proof style that involves a chain of equalities: , usually written+ œ + œ + œ ÞÞÞ œ +" # $ 8
vertically in proofs:
    +"
    (reason that  )œ + + œ +# " #
    (reason that  )œ + + œ +$ # $
   .
   .
    (reason that  )œ + + œ +8 8 8l"
If we used such a chain, the steps in the preceding proof would be:
 D"
  (  is identity)œ D † D D †# " 2
  (comm. )œ D † D †" #
  (  is identity)œ D D †# 1
!
We now know that there is only one multiplicative identity, and we give it its usual name
“1”. The property asserting existence of an identity can then be rewritten using the symbol “1” and
the commutative property:
Axiom  Property of identity:   † 09< +66 + − À " † + œ + œ + † "!
It is very important, at this point, to distinguish between our imaginative idea of addition
and the properties of addition given by the axioms. Through experiences with counting — one,
two, three, four, five, ... — we learn to use numbers as adjectives, and to come to conclusions
involving this use. For example, we see that 2 apples plus 3 apples gives 5 apples, 2 pears plus 3
pears gives 5 pears, and so on. From this experience with using numbers as adjectives, we come to
an abstract understanding of numbers as nouns. We realize that  is a true statement about# T $ œ &
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numbers, that is, about the nouns. All civilizations with written languages have had symbols (called
numerals) for the numbers one, two, three, four, and so on. This understanding of the natural
numbers as nouns is the most basic idea in mathematics. It is even more basic than the idea of
proof. Nevertheless, it is important to remain faithful also to the idea of proof—where everything
must follow either from definitions or from axioms relating undefined terms.
We need to use statements such as  in proof steps. Justification of such an# T $ œ &
equation must follow from the definitions of the terms involved and the axioms relating undefined
terms. It is not legitimate, in a proof step, to bring in an appeal to some physical situation—to
claim, for example, that two apples “plus” three apples gives five apples. To do this would be to
import an imaginative idea of addition that is not completely captured in the axioms.
The natural numbers  and so on, are defined in terms of the identity of#ß $ß %ß &
multiplication, , given by our axiom. Define the number  as The number 3 is defined as" # " T "Þ
# T " % œ $ T "ß & œ % T "ß ' œ & T "ß. Similarly, define  and so on. By the closure axiom,
#ß $ß %ß and so on, are all natural numbers. The formal definitions agree exactly with our intuition.
From the definitions of the natural numbers, come all the facts about them. For example, the
following facts, used to create multiplication and addition tables, derive from the definitions:
 # T #
   (def. )œ # T Ð" T "Ñ #
    (assoc. )œ Ð# T "Ñ T " T
     (def. )œ $ T " $
    (def. )œ % %
  $ T #
   (def. )œ $ T Ð" T "Ñ #
   (assoc. )œ Ð$ T "Ñ T " T
   (def. )œ % T " %
    (def. )œ & &
  $ T $
   (def. )œ $ T Ð# T "Ñ $
   (assoc. )œ Ð$ T #Ñ T "Ñ T
   (previously shown add. fact: )œ & T " $ T # œ &
    (def. )œ ' '
  # † #
   (def. )œ # † Ð" T "Ñ #
   (distr.)œ # † " T # † "
   (mult. id.)œ # T #
    (previously shown add. fact: )œ % # T # œ %
  # † $
   (def. )œ Ð" T "Ñ † $ #
   (dist.)œ " † $ T " † $
   (mult. id.)œ $ T $
    (previously shown add. fact: )œ ' $ T $ œ '
We will allow such facts about the natural numbers, given in the addition and multiplication
tables, (or more extensive computations for large numbers) to be used as proof steps. For example,
the statement  can be inserted in a proof with the justification “addition fact”. ( T $ œ "!
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Example 1:
 1. B T & œ + † ( T + † $
 2.   (1; Ax.: For ,  B T & œ + † Ð( T $Ñ +ß ,ß - − + † Ð, T -Ñ œ + † , T + † -Ñ™
 3.             (addition fact)( T $ œ "!
  4.           (2 3; sub.)B T & œ + † "! ß
Addition facts will frequently be used implicitly—as in the following example:
Example 2:
 1. B T & œ + † ( T + † $
 2.   (1; Ax.: For ,  B T & œ + † Ð( T $Ñ +ß ,ß - − + † Ð, T -Ñ œ + † , T + † -Ñ™
  3.           (2; sub.)B T & œ + † "!
EXERCISE
1. Define the numbers , , and .' ( )
(a) Show that .$ T % œ (
(b) Show that .# † % œ )
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X2/</IB3=>= Statements; Order
We now get to the formal inference rules for using and proving  statements. These>2/</ /B3=>=
were introduced informally on page 15 to explain the logic behind vacuously true statements, and
on page 22 to introduce counterexamples. Recall the axioms on page 15 giving the negations of
09< +66 >2/</ /B3=>= and  statements:
Axiom  negation:    is equivalent to   J9< +66 cÐ09< +66 B − E À ÐBÑÑ >2/</ /B3=>= B − E =?-2 >2+>c
 .c ÐBÑc
Axiom  negation:     is equivalent to   :X2/</ /B3=>= cÐ>2/</ /B3=>= B − E =?-2 >2+> ÐBÑÑ 09< +66 B − Ec
 .c ÐBÑc
Example 1:
For sets  and , the relation  is equivalent to the statement ,  byE F E © F 09< +66 B − E À B − F
definition Thus is equivalent to  by the axiom on page 22. InÞ cÐE © FÑ cÐ09< +66 B − E À B − FÑ
turn,  is equivalent to  by the axiomcÐ09< +66 B − E À B − FÑ >2/</ /B3=>= B − E =?-2 >2+> B Â F
above. Therefore, to find a counterexample to the assertion , we informally showed thisE © F
>2/</ /B3=>= B E statement; that is, we defined an element , showed that it was in , and that it was
not in .F
We now formalize this as the basis for proving  statements in proofs.>2/</ /B3=>=
Inference Rule Proving  statements: In order to prove the statement >2/</ /B3=>= >2/</ /B3=>= B − E =?-2 >2+>
c cÐBÑ B B − E ÐBÑ B, define  in the proof steps. Then prove both  and  for your . Abbreviation:
 “pr.  ”.b
Format:
pr.   b
 i. <define  here>B
 j.B − E
 k-1.cÐBÑ
 k.  (i, j, k-1; pr.  )>2/</ /B3=>= B − E =?-2 >2+> ÐBÑ bc
Inference Rule Using  statements: From the statement  we may>2/</ /B3=>= >2/</ /B3=>= B − E =?-2 >2+> ÐBÑc




 i. >2/</ /B3=>= B − E =?-2 >2+> ÐBÑc
 .
 j.      (i; us.  )B − E b
 .
 k.      (i; us.  )cÐBÑ b
A  statement (such as in Step i) is considered to define the symbol , so that we>2/</ /B3=>= B
may refer to it later in the proof (for example, in Steps j and k).
In the first sections, we considered an order relation on the set  as given, so that weC !
could use it in numerical examples of sets. The transitive property of was taken as an axiom,C
which applied the examples, but not to any of the theoretical development. It wasn't used to prove
any of the theorems about sets. We now give a formal definition of the relation , and prove theC
transitive property from its definition and the axioms for addition and multiplication.
Definition For , define  (written ) iff    .+ß , − + + C , >2/</ /B3=>= B − =?-2 >2+> , œ + T B! !is less than b
The proof of the following theorem depends on the rules for proving and using >2/</ /B3=>=
statements:
Theorem 18.1 Transitivity of : For natural numbers and , if    and  ,  then  .C +ß ,ß - + C , , C - + C -
Proof:
Assume: +ß ,ß - − ™
 1. + C ,
 2. , C -
Show: + C -
 .
 Þ
 k-1. >2/</ /B3=>= B − =?-2 >2+> - œ + T B!
 k.   (k-1; def. )+ C - C
We now need to prove the  statement of Step k-1. Steps i, j, and k-2 are>2/</ /B3=>=
dictated by the rule for proving such statements.
 .
 i. <define  here>B
 .
 j. B − !
 Þ
 k-2. - œ + T B
 k-1. >2/</ /B3=>= B − =?-2 >2+> - œ + T B!
 k.   (k-1; def. )+ C - C
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The bottom-up analysis of the step-discovery procedure has identified just what we need to
do: define , and show that  and  are true about the  we define. We can continueB B − - œ + T B B!
no further from the bottom up, so we use one of the hypotheses:
 1.  ( hyp. 1: )>2/</ /B3=>= B − =?-2 >2+> , œ + T B + C ,!
 .
 i. <define  here>B
 .
 j. B − !
 Þ
 k-2. - œ + T B
 k-1. >2/</ /B3=>= B − =?-2 >2+> - œ + T B!
 k.   (k-1; def. )+ C - C
The  that we are given in Step 1 might not be the same as the  we need to define in Step i,B B
so we need to use another letter as the variable in Step 1. The steps we have above are all correct
and logical, but if we continue from the development above, we can't define  in Step i, because itB
has already been defined by the  statement of Step 1. So we use a letter other than  in>2/</ /B3=>= B
Step 1.
 1. y ( hyp. 1: )>2/</ /B3=>= C − =?-2 >2+> , œ + T + C ,!
 .
 i. <define  here>B
 .
 j. B − !
 Þ
 k-2. - œ + T B
 k-1. >2/</ /B3=>= B − =?-2 >2+> - œ + T B!
 k.   (k-1; def. )+ C - C
The rule for using  statements gives us Steps 2 and 3:>2/</ /B3=>=
 1. y ( hyp. 1: )>2/</ /B3=>= C − =?-2 >2+> , œ + T + C ,!
 2.   (1; us.  )C − b!
 3. y  (1; us.  ), œ + T b
 .
 i. <define  here>B
 .
 j. B − !
 Þ
 k-2. - œ + T B
 k-1. >2/</ /B3=>= B − =?-2 >2+> - œ + T B!
 k.   (k-1; def. )+ C - C
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From the second hypothesis we get Steps 4, 5, and 6:
 1.  ( hyp. 1: )>2/</ /B3=>= C − =?-2 >2+> , œ + T C + C ,!
 2.   (1; us.  )C − b!
 3.   (1; us.  ), œ + T C b
 4.  ( hyp. 2: )>2/</ /B3=>= D − =?-2 >2+> - œ , T D , C -!
 5.   (4; us.  )D − b!
 6.   (4; us.  )- œ , T D b
 .
 i. <define  here>B
 .
 j. B − !
 Þ
 k-2. - œ + T B
 k-1. >2/</ /B3=>= B − =?-2 >2+> - œ + T B!
 k.   (k-1; def. )+ C - C
The step-discovery procedure has left us with (1) a clear definition of our task: define  andB
show  and  for our , and (2) the things we have to work with to define : andB − - œ + T B B B +ß ,ß!
- C D from the hypotheses, and  and , which have been defined in the proof steps.
Since  and , we can substitute  for  in the first equation to get:- œ , T D , œ + T C + T C ,
-
œ , T D
œ Ð+ T CÑ T D
œ + T ÐC T DÑ
We can define  to be . This is done with the statement “Let ”. We will use theB C T D B œ C T D
word “let” in formal proofs in only this way; that is, to define a new symbol in terms of previously
defined symbols (analogous to an assignment statement in computer science).
 1.  ( hyp. 1: )>2/</ /B3=>= C − =?-2 >2+> , œ + T C + C ,!
 2.   (1; us.  )C − b!
 3.   (1; us.  ), œ + T C b
 4.  ( hyp. 2: )>2/</ /B3=>= D − =?-2 >2+> - œ , T D , C -!
 5.   (4; us.  )D − b!
 6.   (4; us.  )- œ , T D b
 7. Let B œ C T D
 8.   (2, 5, 7; ax.: If then )B − :ß ; − ß : T ; −! ! !
 9.  (3, 6; sub.)- œ Ð+ T CÑ T D
 10.  (9; assoc. )- œ + T ÐC T DÑ T
 11.  (7, 10; sub.)- œ + T B
 12.  (7, 8, 11; pr.  )>2/</ /B3=>= B − =?-2 >2+> - œ + T B b!
 13.  (12; def. )+ C - C
!
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The proof can be shortened with the following rule:
Inference Rule Using  implicitly: We may refer to either of the statements  or  within a>2/</ /B3=>= B − E ÐBÑc
proof statement  that is known to be true. That is, we need not>2/</ /B3=>= B − E =?-2 >2+> ÐBÑc
rewrite these as proof steps.
Using this rule allows us to use the formal statements  and  within the C − , œ + T C >2/</!
/B3=>= D − statement of Step 1 — without rewriting these down as proof steps. Similarly,  and!
- œ , T D can be used right from within Step 4. This allows us to contract the proof:
 1.  ( hyp. 1: )>2/</ /B3=>= C − =?-2 >2+> , œ + T C + C ,!
 2.  ( hyp. 2: )>2/</ /B3=>= D − =?-2 >2+> - œ , T D , C -!
 3. Let B œ C T D
 4.   (1, 2, 3; ax.: If then )B − :ß ; − ß : T ; −! ! !
 5.  (1, 2; sub.)- œ Ð+ T CÑ T D
 6.  (5; assoc. )- œ + T ÐC T DÑ T
 7.  (3, 6; sub.)- œ + T B
 8.  (3, 4, 7; pr.  )>2/</ /B3=>= B − =?-2 >2+> - œ + T B b!
 9.   (8; def. )+ C - C
!
Note that the rule for implicit use of  statements allows us to work from inside>2/</ /B3=>=
a  statement, and not only at the top level. It is therefore an exception to the way we>2/</ /B3=>=
work with statements. In effect, we are able to interpret the  statement informally.>2/</ /B3=>=
The  statement of Step 8 need not be written as a proof step, if we use the>2/</ /B3=>=
definition of implicitly:C
 1.  ( hyp. 1: )>2/</ /B3=>= C − =?-2 >2+> , œ + T C + C ,!
 2.  ( hyp. 2: )>2/</ /B3=>= D − =?-2 >2+> - œ , T D , C -!
 3. Let B œ C T D
 4.   (1, 2, 3; ax.:  closed under )B − T! !
 5.  (1, 2; sub.)- œ Ð+ T CÑ T D
 6.  (5; assoc. )- œ + T ÐC T DÑ T
 7.  (3, 6; sub.)- œ + T B
 8.   (3, 4, 7; def. )+ C - C
!
To justify Step 8, we need to refer to all the steps needed to prove the implicit >2/</ /B3=>=
statement: Step 3, where  is defined, and Steps 4 and 7 which state the needed properties of .B B
We can't use the definition of implicitly in using the hypotheses, since the C >2/</ /B3=>=
statements of Steps 1 and 2 are needed to define the elements  and  for subsequent use in theC D
proof. We can, however, abbreviate the proof further by writing it as a narrative proof:
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Narrative proof:
 Assume  and  for . We will show  Since , there exists+ C , , C - +ß ,ß - − + C -Þ + C ,!
C − , œ + T C , C - D − - œ , T DÞ! ! such that , and since , there exists  such that  Then
- œ , T D œ Ð+ T CÑ T D œ + T ÐC T DÑ B œ C T D B −. Let . Then , since  is closed! !
under . Also , so that  by definition of .T - œ + T B + C - C
 !
Definition For integers  and , define  (which is read “  is less than or equal to ”) iff .+ , + Ÿ , + , + C , 9< + œ ,
Theorem 18.2 Transitivity of : For , if  and , then .Ÿ +ß ,ß - − + Ÿ , , Ÿ - + Ÿ -™
Proof: Exercise 3.
Facts such as    were considered as “given” for use in the first sections. Here these$ C '
facts about the natural numbers and the relation can be shown from the definition of andC C
previously shown addition facts, which follow from the definition of the elements in .!
Example 1:
In order to show  , we need to prove   Define$ C ' >2/</ /B3=>= B − =?-2 >2+> ' œ $ T BÞ!
B œ $ ' œ $ T B œ $ T $. Then  , by one of the previously shown addition facts.
From now on, we will follow statements such as    in proofs with the abbreviated$ C '
justification “(def. )”. We will no longer assume that these are “given”. They follow (easily)C
from the definition of — as in Example 1.C
For natural numbers  and , we define the relation , read “  is greater than ”, to+ , + k , + ,
mean the same as . We use “  is greater than ” rather than “  is less than ” if we wish , C + + , , + +
rather than  to be the subject of our sentence. Mathematically,  and  mean exactly the, + k , , C +
same thing. In order that we need not refer to informal ideas in a formal proof, we need the
following formal definition:
Definition For integers  and , define  iff .+ , + k , , C +
Theorem 18.3 Transitivity of : For , if  and , then .k Bß Cß D − B k C C k D B k D!
Proof: Exercises 4 and 5.
EXERCISES
1. Write all the steps dictated by the rule for proving  statements.>2/</ /B3=>=
(a)
 k.   >2/</ /B3=>= > − W =?-2 >2+> > C ")
(b)
 k. >2/</ /B3=>= B − E dF
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2. The following proof fragments use the explicit version of the rule for using  >2/</ /B3=>=
statements. Rewrite abbreviated versions of these proof fragments that use the inference rule for
using  statements implicitly.>2/</ /B3=>=
(a)
 1. >2/</ /B3=>= B − E =?-2 >2+> B C (
 2.      (1; us.  )B − E b
 3.      (hyp.)E © G
 4.      (2 3; def. , imp.)B − G ß ©
(b)
 1. >2/</ /B3=>= B − E =?-2 >2+> B − F
 2.      (1; us.  )B − E b
 3.      (1; us.  )B − F b
 4.     (2 3; def. , imp.)B − E dF ß d
3. Prove Theorem 18.2.
4. Follow the step-discovery procedure to prove Theorem 18.3.
5. Use Theorem 18.1 to prove Theorem 18.3. Note that using previously shown theorems in a proof
abbreviates the proof, since it makes those steps unnecessary that were used to show the previous
theorem. Note also that using previously shown theorems can do no more than this. Anything that
can be proved using a theorem can be proved by a direct appeal to definitions and axioms—
although the latter process may be so lengthy as to be impractical. By using theorems, it is also not
necessary to repeat any creative processes use in the discovery of their proofs; that is, by using




It might seem that the axioms we have so far would be enough to tell us everything we need to
know about . This is not the case. In fact, we can't even prove that  is not equal to  from these! " #
axioms. The way that mathematicians show that such a proof is impossible is to find or invent a
system in which all the axioms are true, but where . The system need not be intuitive; it only" œ #
needs to be logically consistent. (In fact, if  in the system, it will probably be counter-" œ #
intuitive to most people.)
Before we give an example in which , we give a familiar example of a set on which we" œ #
can define the operation of addition.
Example 1:
Suppose  is the set . Define addition on this set by the way youG Ö"ß #ß $ß %ß &ß 'ß (ß )ß *ß "!ß ""ß "#×
would add hours on the face of a clock. That is,  hours past  o'clock is  o'clock: we add   and* ) & *
) "( "# & * T ) œ & to get , and then subtract  to get . Thus . In Exercise 6, you are asked  to pick
examples of numbers in  to illustrate the commutative and associative properties of addition.G
Example 2:
Suppose  is the set . Define addition and multiplication on this set by the rulesR Ö"×
    " T " œ "
    " † " œ "
The set  together with the operations defined above satisfies all the axioms for  that we haveÖ"× !
so far; that is, if we replace  with  in all the axioms  the axioms can be shown to be true! R ß
statements. The properties all reduce to the equation  (Exercise 7)." œ "
If the number  were defined as  for the system  of Example 2  (just as it is# " T " œ # R
for ), then since  in , we would have . It similarly follows that , and! " T " œ " R " œ # # œ $ œ %
so on. Also, the equation  shows that . This" T " œ " >2/</ /B3=>= B − R =?-2 >2+> " œ " T B
means that . Of course  also, because ." C " " C # # œ "
The following axiom for the natural numbers prevents  and  from both being" C # " œ #
true in  — as they are in  of Example 2.! R
Axiom  Trichotomy: For any , exactly one of the following holds:+ß , − !
(a) + C ,
(b) + œ ,
(c) , C +
The informal phrase “exactly one of the following holds” in the trichotomy axiom means:
(1) the formal statement  holds, andÐ+ C ,Ñ 9< Ð+ œ ,Ñ 9< Ð, C +Ñ
(2) if any of (a), (b), or (c) is taken as a hypothesis, then the negation of either of the others can
      be taken as a conclusion.
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The equation  in the natural numbers  shows that " T " œ # >2/</ /B3=>= B − =?-2 >2+>! !
# œ " T B " C # " œ #. This means that . By the trichotomy axiom above, then, we can't have .
Also, since  in  . This means that . By# T " œ $ ß >2/</ /B3=>= B − =?-2 >2+> $ œ # T B # C $! !
trichotomy, then, . From  and , we get , by transitivity—and therefore# Á $ " C # # C $ " C $
" Á $, by trichotomy.
Continuing in this manner, we see that each newly defined natural number is greater than
and distinct from all the previously defined natural numbers. This gives us the well-known
ordering of the natural numbers:
" C # C $ C % C & C ÞÞÞ
Further, no number in this list is equal to any other number in the list. You knew this by counting.
We wanted to show that it follows from the axioms.
Not much can be done with equations in the natural numbers. Being able to work with and
solve equations is the major reason for the creation of the larger number systems. There are a few
operations with equations that can be illustrated in the natural numbers. One of these is the fact that
we can add the same number to each side of an equation—as in the following example:
Example 3:
Suppose that  and that we know that    is a true statement (equation) about .B − $B T # œ "( B!
Then the fact that we can add  to each side of this equation is justified as in the following steps:%
 1.   (hyp.)$B T # œ "(
 2.   (identity)"( T % œ "( T %
 3. (  (1, 2; sub.)$B T #Ñ T % œ "( T %
Step 2 is an identity and needs no real justification. It will be acceptable to merely note the
fact. The net effect of these steps is to add the number  to each side of the equation in Step 1. We%
don't wish to go through this complex procedure and its logic—which involves writing down an
identity—every time we want to add the same number to each side of an equation. Consequently,
we'll make up a theorem that allows us to merely add the same number to each side of an equation.
The proof of the theorem will be the same as the derivation of Step 3 from Steps 1 and 2 above.
That is, the theorem will merely be a generalization of the steps above.
Theorem 19.1 If    is an equation between natural numbers  and , and  is any natural number, then+ œ , + , -
(a)  + T - œ , T -
(b)  + † - œ , † -
Proof of part (a):
Assume: +ß ,ß - − !
 + œ ,
Show: + T - œ , T -
 1.  (identity)+ T - œ + T -
 2.  (1, hyp.; sub.)+ T - œ , T -
!
Proof of part (b): Exercise 1.
In applying this theorem, we don't quote the theorem or the theorem number. We merely
state what number was added to each side of the equation:
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Example 4:
6. % T B œ # † B
7.  (6; add  )Ð% T BÑ T $ œ Ð# † BÑ T $ $
Example 5:
6. % T B œ # † B
7.  (6; mult. by  )Ð% T BÑ † & œ Ð# † BÑ † & &
Theorem 19.2 If   for , and if , thenB C C Bß C − D −! !
(a)  B T D C C T D
(b)  B † D C C † D
Proof: Exercise 2.
Theorem 19.1 has a converse that can be proved using the trichotomy axiom:
Theorem 19.3 Suppose  .+ß ,ß - − !
(a)  If , then .+ T - œ , T - + œ ,
(b)  If , then .+ † - œ , † - + œ ,
Proof of part (a):
Assume: +ß ,ß - − !
 + T - œ , T -
Show: + œ ,
 1.  (axiom: trichotomy)Ð+ C ,Ñ 9< Ð+ œ ,Ñ 9< Ð, C +Ñ
Case 1 2. + C ,Þ
  3.   (2; Thm. 19.2a)+ T - C , T -
  4.  # hyp. (3; trichotomy)cÐ+ T - œ , T -Ñ
Case 2 5. + œ ,
Case 3 6. , C +
  7.  # hyp. (2—4; sym.)cÐ, T - œ + T -Ñ
 8.     (1—7; us. )  + œ , 9<
!
Proof of part (b): Exercise 3.
Theorem 19.4 Suppose  .+ß ,ß - − !
(a)  If , then .+ T - C , T - + C ,
(b)  If , then .+ † - C , † - + C ,
Proof: Exercise 4.
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Corollary 19.5 Suppose  .+ß ,ß - − !
(a)    iff  + T - Ÿ , T - + Ÿ ,
(b)    iff  + † - Ÿ , † - + Ÿ ,
Proof: Exercise 5.
Theorem 19.6 For , if , then there exists a unique  such that .+ß , − , C + B − + œ , T B! !
Proof:
 The existence of  such that  follows from the definition of . In order toB − + œ , T B C!
show uniqueness, assume  and  for . Then  follows+ œ , T B + œ , T B B ß B − B œ B" # " # " #!
from   by Theorem 19.3a., T B œ , T B" #
!
Definition Subtraction: For  such that , define    (written ) to be the unique+ß , − , C + + 738?= , +l ,!
integer  such that . Thus   iff  .B + œ , T B + œ , T B B œ + l ,
Example 6:
By the definition of subtraction, each addition fact about the natural numbers corresponds to a
subtraction fact:
 addition fact    corresponding subtraction fact= =
     and  # T $ œ $ T # œ & & l # œ $ & l $ œ #
     and  # T % œ % T # œ ' ' l # œ % ' l % œ #
     and  " T # œ # T " œ $ $ l " œ # $ l # œ "
Such subtraction facts may be used as justification for proof steps—as addition facts are used.
EXERCISES
1. Prove Theorem 191b.
2. Prove Theorem 19.2 parts (a) and (b). Don't try to copy the proof of theorem 19.1. Use the step-
discovery procedure.
3. Prove Theorem 19.3b.
4. Prove Theorem 19.4.
5. Prove Corollary 19.5.
6. Pick examples of the numbers  through  to illustrate that the operation of clock addition of" "#
Example 1 satisfies the commutative and associative properties.
7. Show that all axioms we have so far for the operations  and  on  are satisfied by theT † !
operations of  and  defined on the set   of Example 2.T † R
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Divisibility; Formal statementsiff 
If  and  are natural numbers, then  is said to   if there is a natural number  such that+ , , + -divide
+ ,-œ .
Example 1:
$ "# "# œ $ † % divides  since .
We now give a formal definition of .divides
Definition For , , we say    iff    .+ , − , + >2/</ /B3=>= - − =?-2 >2+> + œ ,-! !divides
The customary notation for saying  divides  is . The statement  is also expressed, + , ± + , ± +
by saying “  is a factor of ” or “  is a multiple of ”. The formal statement, + + ,
>2/</ /B3=>= - − =?-2 >2+> + œ ,-   !
of the definition above can also be phrased
+ œ ,- 09< =97/ - −   !
Statements of either form may be called either  statements or  statements.>2/</ /B3=>= 09< =97/
Example 2:
 1. $ ± +
 2.     (1; definition of “divides”)+ œ $- 09< =97/ - − !
By the definition of divides,  is equivalent to    . Thus the statement of$ ± + + œ $- 09< =97/ - − !
the relationship  in Step 1 can be replaced by its defining condition    ,$ ± + + œ $- 09< =97/ - − !
giving Step 2.
Example 3:
 1.    + œ *- 09< =97/ - − !
 2.  (1; definition of “divides”)* ± +
By the definition of divides,  is equivalent to    . Thus the statement of* ± + + œ *- 09< =97/ - − !
the defining condition     in Step 1 can be replaced by the defined relation+ œ *- 09< =97/ - − !
* ± +, to get Step 2.
“Definition of ” in justifications is abbreviated “def. ”.divides ±
Example 4:
 1. ____________
 2.      (1; def. )>2/</ /B3=>= D − =?-2 >2+> B œ CD ±!
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Solution:
 1. C ± B
 2.      (1; def. )>2/</ /B3=>= D − =?-2 >2+> B œ CD ±!
Theorem 20.1 Let , , . If  and  then .+ , - − , ± + , ± - , ± Ð+ T -Ñ!
Proof: Exercise 1.
Theorem 20.2 Let , , . If , then .+ , - − , ± + , ± +-!
Proof: Exercise 2
Theorem 20.3 Let , , . If  and , then .+ , - − + ± , , ± - + ± -!
Proof: Exercise 3.
A   statement can be used to give a formal definition of the empty set. Let  be>2/</ /B3=>= ”
the universal set; that is, all sets that we consider will have elements from . Then we have the”
following definition:
Definition A set  is (written iff .W /7:>C W œ gÑ cÐ>2/</ /B3=>= B − =?-2 >2+> B − WÑ”
We have used the formal phrase  in this definition,>2/</ /B3=>= B − =?-2 >2+> B − W”
since it is in the general form . From a statement >2/</ /B3=>= B − E =?-2 >2+> ÐBÑ >2/</ /B3=>=c
B − =?-2 >2+> B − W B − B − W” ” in some proof, we could infer both  and , by the rule above.
All elements must come from our universal set, however, so there is no need to clutter proof steps
with assertions like —or to worry about it at all. For this reason, we will use the abbreviatedB − ”
statement ,  instead of the statement .>2/</ /B3=>= B − W >2/</ /B3=>= B − =?-2 >2+> B − W17 ”
The rules for proving and using the abbreviated statement are exactly the same as the rules for
proving and using the longer version, except that we omit explicitly mentioning that elements are
in the universal set. With this convention we have the following restatement if the definition:
Definition A set  is (written iff .W /7:>C W œ gÑ cÐ>2/</ /B3=>= B − WÑ
A proof of the following theorem illustrates the rules or proving and using >2/</ /B3=>=
statements, as they apply to the shortened statements.
Theorem 20.4 For sets , , and , if , and , then E F G E © F F dG œ g E d G œ g
17
 The negation of the statement  is the statement . That is, when we form>2/</ /B3=>= B − W 09< +66 B − À B Â W”
the negation of , we must realize that it is an abbreviation of >2/</ /B3=>= B − W >2/</ /B3=>= B − =?-2 >2+>”
B − W.
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Proof:
Assume: , ,  setsE F G
 E © F
 F dG œ g
Show: E dG œ g
 k-1. ( ) c >2/</ /B3=>= B − E d G
 k.    (    ; def. )E dG œ g g
In order to establish Step k-1, we assume the contrary:
Proof:
Assume: , ,  setsE F G
 E © F
 F dG œ g
Show: E dG œ g
  1. Assume  to get #>2/</ /B3=>= B − E d G
  2.  (1; us.  )B − E d G b
  3.  (2; def. )B − E d
  4.  (3, hyp.; def. )B − F ©
  5.  (2; def. )B − G d
  6.  (4 5; def. )B − F d G ß d
  7.  (1 6; pr.  )>2/</ /B3=>= B − F d G ß b
  8. ( ) # 7. (hyp.; def. )c >2/</ /B3=>= B − F d G g
 9. ( ) (1—8;  # )c >2/</ /B3=>= B − E d G
 10.  (9; def. )E dG œ g g
!
The  statement of Step 1 defines the symbol , and the rule for using >2/</ /B3=>= B >2/</
/B3=>= B − E d G B statements allows us to infer  about this . We can omit Step 2 by using the rule
implicitly.
In general, the rule for proving the statement   states that>2/</ /B3=>= B − E =?-2 >2+> ÐBÑc
we must define  and show both that  is in  and that  is true about . Thus to prove Step 7,B B E ÐBÑ Bc
>2/</ /B3=>= B − F d G B B − F d G, we need to define  and show . Step 7 is justified by
(1,6; pr.  ), since  is defined in Step 1 (by the  statement) and shown to be in b B >2/</ /B3=>= F d G
in Step 6.
If we use the definition of the empty set implicitly, we need not write down Step 9. That is,
assuming (Step 1) that there is something in , and then obtaining a contradiction proves  thatE dG
E d G  is empty—by the definition of the empty set:
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  1. Assume  to get #>2/</ /B3=>= B − E d G
  2.  (1; def. )B − E d
  3.  (2, hyp.; def. )B − F ©
  4.  (1; def. )B − G d
  5.  (3 4; def. )B − F d G ß d
  6.  (1 5; pr.  )>2/</ /B3=>= B − F d G ß b
  7. ( ),  # 6. (hyp.; def. )c >2/</ /B3=>= B − F d G g
 8.  (1—7; def. )E dG œ g g
We can remove the step (6) with justification “pr.   ” by considering the statement b >2/</
/B3=>= B − F d G F d G Á g to be the defining condition for  —which is the negation of one
hypothesis. That is, we know that a statement and its defining condition are equivalent, so by the
axiom “If , then  ” we have that the negation of the statement is equivalent toc d c dÍ c Í c
the negation of the defining condition. By the extension of our implicit definition rule to apply to
the negations of defining conditions, we can use the definition of the empty set implicitly to get a
contradiction in the block of steps 1 through 7. That is, we think of  as the>2/</ /B3=>= B − F d G
condition defining . To prove , therefore, we prove its defining conditionF dG Á g F d G Á g
>2/</ /B3=>= B − F d G , but we don't write the defining condition down:
  1. Assume  to get #>2/</ /B3=>= B − E d G
  2.  (1; def. )B − E d
  3.  (2, hyp.; def. )B − F ©
  4.  (3; def. )B − G d
  5.  (3 4; def. )B − F d G ß d
  6. ,  # hyp. (1 5; def. )F dG Á g ß g
 7.  (1—6; def. )E dG œ g g
!
It's not possible to remove the formal  statement of Step 1 from the proof, since>2/</ /B3=>=
this statement serves to define .B
The proof of Theorem 20.4 illustrates how to handle expressions involving the empty set. In
general, the way to prove  for some set , is to show that  satisfies the property defining\ œ g \ \
the empty set. Then  by definition of the empty set. Similarly, in order to use the information\ œ g
from a known equation , use the fact that  has the property defining the empty set; that is,] œ g ]
]  is empty.
The equation  has the form , so, by definition of set equality, it is\ œ g =/> œ =/>
equivalent to . Each of these expressions of set containment is equivalent to a\ © g+8. g © \
09< +66 09< +66 statement. The  statements will be , and to prove such a statement wevacuously true
avoid using the rule for proving  statements, which involves the assumption of a set being09< +66
nonempty. (See the discussion on page 15.) Our proofs will not be effective communications if
they contain vacuously true statements and assumptions that are contrary to known facts.
Consequently, we use the definition of the empty set, to prove or use equations of the type .\ œ g
The abbreviated proof, which uses implicit logic, can be rewritten as a narrative proof:
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Narrative Proof:
 Assume for sets and  that  and that . We show that EßFß G E © F F dG œ g E d G œ gÞ
Thus assume there exists  in order to get a contradiction. Then  by theB − E d G B − E
definition of intersection, so that by hypothesis . Also,  by the definition ofB − F B − G
intersection, from which we get —which contradicts the hypothesis. Consequently,B − F d G
E d G œ gÞ
!
Consider The Venn diagram of Figure 20.1, which represents the hypotheses of Theorem
20.4.
Figure 20.1
In the diagram, we have drawn  and . (Recall that such sets  and  areE © F F dG œ g F G
called .) It is easy to see from he diagram that  and  must also be disjoint. While it isdisjoint E G
safe to infer set relationships from appropriately drawn Venn diagrams, it is not  safe toalways
draw inferences from diagrams. The rule is that a diagram can be considered as part of a proof,
provided that inferences drawn from the diagram can be confirmed, if necessary, by a step-by-step
verification. With this understanding about the validity of using diagrams, proofs that depend on
diagrams can be considered as a further step in the process of writing increasingly informal proofs.
We have seen the following four types of proof, in order of increasing sophistication: (1) step-by-
step proofs with explicit logic (formal inference rules explicitly expressed), (2) step-by-step proofs
with implicit logic, (3) narrative-style proofs, and (4) proofs using inferences drawn from
diagrams.
Investigation 4: In Section 16, we conjectured that El ÐF l GÑ œ ÐE l FÑ l G  is true under either the
hypothesis  or the hypothesis that and  are mutually disjoint. Verify both ofE © F lG EßFß G
these conjectures. In Section 16, you found conjectures about set identities by considering Venn
diagrams for sets drawn in general position. Repeat Investigations 2 and 3 of Section 16—now,
however, with some Venn diagrams for sets EßFß Gand  that exhibit some relationship; that is, are
not in general position. This will lead to conjectures about set relationships that hold under certain
hypotheses.
The six types of basic, formal mathematical statements— ->2/</ /B3=>=ß 09< +66ß 30 >2/8ß
+8.ß 9<ß 89>and —make up the language in which mathematics is expressed. Formal “ ”iff
statements are defined in terms of -  and  statements.  statements provide a formal30 >2/8 +8. Iff
analog to informal statements of equivalence. Recall that the informal idea of equivalence is used
in definitions.
Example 5:
The relation of “subset” was defined as follows:
For sets  and ,  iff  .E F E © F 09< +66 B − E À B − F
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The relationship  between  and  is equivalent, by definition, to the defining conditionE © F E F
09< +66 B − E À B − F .
Definition The statement       is defined to be the same as  ,     ,c d c d d30 +8. 986C 30 Ð30 >2/8 Ñ +8. Ð30
    . “    ” is also written “ ”.>2/8 Ñ M0 +8. 986C 30c iff
In order to prove a statement    we would prove  ,    ,  .c d c d d ciff Ð30 Ñ +8. Ð30 Ñ>2/8 >2/8 
This top-level  statement is proved in two parts, first we prove  ,  , and then we+8. 30 c d>2/8
prove  ,  . These two parts are exactly what we do to show that  is equivalent to .30 d c c d>2/8
It is possible to speak informally about formal statements; that is, informal statements may
contain formal statements. The reverse is not possible, however; that is, formal statements cannot
contain informal ones. The formal  is needed to get the idea of equivalence inside formaliff
statements.
Theorem 20.5 For sets  and ,  if and only if  :   .E F E œ F 09< +66 B − B − E B − F” iff
Proof: Exercise 6.
Theorem 20.6 For sets  and :E F
  (a)   E © F E dF œ Eiff
  (b)   E © F E bF œ Fiff
Proof: Exercise 7.
Investigation 5: The statement “if , then ” can be expressed by saying that  is a condition for  —c d c dsufficient 
or that  is a  condition for . The statement “  iff ” can be expressed by saying thatd c cnecessary  d
c d is a necessary and sufficient  for . In Investigation 1, you were asked if you could find some
hypothesis under which  was true—that is, could you find a sufficient conditionElF œ F lE
on  and  for  to be true? Is your sufficient condition also necessary? That is,E F ElF œ F lE
have you found a necessary and sufficient condition for  ? Which of yourElF œ F lE
hypotheses (sufficient conditions) from Investigation 4 are also necessary?
EXERCISES
1. Prove Theorem 20.1.
2. Prove Theorem 20.2.
3. Prove Theorem 20.3.
4. Prove that the statements  and  are>2/</ /B3=>= B − E =?-2 >2+> B − F >2/</ /B3=>= B − E dF
equivalent.
5. Suppose that and  are sets, that , and that . Prove that B .EßFß G E © F E dG Á g d G Á g
6. Prove Theorem 20.5.
7. Prove Theorem 20.6.
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The Integers
In order to provide instructive examples of the functions in the following sections, we need to
extend the system  of natural numbers to include zero and negative numbers. The extended!
number system is called the set of integers and is denoted by . The fact that  contains all the™ ™
natural numbers already defined is recorded as our first axiom for the integers:
Axiom  ! ™© .
The following axioms are the same as axioms that hold for . Since these axioms hold for!
all elements in , they must hold for elements in the subset  of . It is therefore no longer™ ! ™
necessary to retain these separately as axioms for . We say that these properties of elements in ! !
are now inherited from properties in .™
Axiom  Commutativity of addition: If , then .+ß , − + T , œ , T +™
Axiom  Associativity of addition: If , then .+ß ,ß - − + T Ð, T -Ñ œ Ð+ T ,Ñ T -™
Axiom  Commutativity of multiplication: If , then .+ß , − + † , œ , † +™
Axiom  Associativity of multiplication: If , then .+ß ,ß - − + † Ð, † -Ñ œ Ð+ † ,Ñ † -™
Axiom  Distributivity: If , then .+ß ,ß - − + † Ð, T -Ñ œ + † , T + † -™
The following axioms for  are analogous to those for :™ !
Axiom  Closure under addition: If , then .+ß , − + T , −™ ™
Axiom  Closure under multiplication: If , then .+ß , − + † , −™ ™
If we add two natural numbers, the result is another natural number. This fact doesn't follow
from the axiom above, which tells us only that the sum will be some integer. That is, the fact that
the natural numbers are closed under addition is not inherited from the axioms above for . We™
must therefore list it in addition to the axioms above. Thus we need to carry forward the following
axioms for :!
Axiom  Closure of the subset  under addition: If , then .! ! !+ß , − + T , −
Axiom  Closure of the subset under multiplication: If , then .! ! !+ß , − + † , −
Since the element  that acts as an identity of multiplication for  is a member of the set ," ! !
and since , we have that  is an integer. The next axiom asserts that  acts as an identity of! ™© " "
multiplication for all of —not only for the subset .™ !
Axiom  Identity for multiplication:   .J9< +66 + − À " † + œ + † " œ +™
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The next axiom for  asserts the existence of an identity for addition—something which ™ !
lacks, but which is included in the larger system .™
Axiom  Identity for addition:  X2/</ /B3=>= D − =?-2 >2+> ÐD T + œ + T D œ + 09< +66 + − ÑÞ™ ™
The identity for addition can be shown to be unique—exactly as the identity for
multiplication was shown to be unique in Section 17. We can therefore give it its usual name ,!
and reword the axiom above:
Axiom  Identity for addition:  ! T + œ + T ! œ + 09< +66 + − Þ™
Theorem 21.1 ! Â Þ!
Proof:
 , so if , then  by definition of  — which would contradict! T ! œ ! ! − ! C ! C!
trichotomy in . Therefore .! !! Â
!
The point of enlarging  is to include additive inverses. For example, the additive inverse!
of  is denoted by - . The integer -  has the property that when we add it to  we get  (the( ( ( ( !
additive identity). The next axiom asserts that every integer has an additive inverse:
Axiom  Existence of an additive inverse: For each :   + − >2/</ /B3=>= , − =?-2 >2+>™ ™
+ T , œ , T + œ !.18
Theorem 21.2 For each , there exists a unique  such that + − , − + T , œ !Þ™ ™
Proof: Exercise 1.
The unique element  such that  (given by Theorem , + T , œ ! 21.2) is called “negative ”+
and is denoted by “- ”. Thus - , and, by commutativity, - . The operation of+ + T + œ ! + T + œ !
subtraction can be defined for elements of  in terms of additive inverses.™
Definition For integers  and , define the integer + , +minus , (written ) to be  plus the negative of .+ l , + ,
That is, - .+ l , œ + T ,
The definition above defines subtraction for all integers, including the natural numbers.
However, we already have a definition of subtraction for natural numbers, given on page 132. We
must therefore show that the two definitions are equivalent. This follows from the next theorem.
Theorem 21.3 For any integers  and ,  -   iff  .+ , + T , œ B + œ , T B
Proof: Exercise 2.
18
 The axiom is given informally—with hypotheses , and conclusion + − ™ >2/</ /B3=>= , − =?-2 >2+>  ™
+ T , œ , T + œ ! 09< +66. There is nothing to be gained by giving this axiom formally as a top-level  statement. The
reason for our formality is to guide in the step-discovery procedure, but an axiom doesn't need to be proved.
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Investigation 6 Find theorems for the integers that are analogous to Theorems 19.1 and 19.3. If some statements
that you get by replacing “natural number” with “integer” are not true, provide counterexamples. In
the sequel, we will freely use these (true) theorems extended to the integers.
Part (a) of the next theorem asserts that for any integer , the inverse of the inverse of  is + + +
itself; that is, - - . The proof uses Theorem 21.2, which asserts the uniqueness of an inverse,Ð +Ñ œ +
and the following inference rule for using uniqueness:
Inference Rule Using uniqueness: If we know that there is a unique element with property , then from the factsc
   and  we can infer . Abbreviation: “ us. ”.c cÐB Ñ ÐB Ñ B œ B x" # " #
Example 1:
 1. + T B œ !
 2. + T C œ !
 3. there exists a unique  such that  (Thm. 21.2), − + T , œ !™
 4.   (1, 2, 3; us. ! )B œ C
By using the rule above implicitly, we need not cite it as justification for a step. Instead, we
cite the theorem that asserts uniqueness, as in Example 2:
Example 2:
 1. + T B œ !
 2. + T C œ !
 3.  (1, 2; Thm. 21.2: For each , there exists a unique  such thatB œ C + − , −™ ™
 )+ T , œ !
Theorem 21.4 For each :+ß , − ™
(a)  - - .Ð +Ñ œ +
(b)  ! † + œ !
(c)  - -Ð "Ñ † + œ +
(d)  - - -+ T , œ Ð+ T ,Ñ
The proof of part (a) depends on the fact that - -  is (by definition) the inverse of - , and Ð +Ñ + +
is also an inverse of - :+
Proof of (a):
Assume:  an integer+
Show: - -Ð +Ñ œ +
 1. -  (def. inverse)+ T + œ !
 2. -  (1; comm. )+ T + œ ! T
 3. - - -  (def. inverse)+ T Ð +Ñ œ !
 4. - -  (2, 3; Thm. 21.2: For each , there exists a unique + œ Ð +Ñ - − , −™ ™




Assume:  an integer+
Show: ! † + œ !
 1.  (identity)! † + œ ! † +
 2.  (1; sub.  is identity)Ð! T !Ñ † + œ ! † + !
 3.  (2; dist.)! † + T ! † + œ ! † +
 4. - -  (3; add - )Ò! † + T ! † +Ó T Ð! † +Ñ œ ! † + T Ð! † +Ñ Ð! † +Ñ
 5. - -  (4; assoc. )! † + T Ò! † + T Ð! † +ÑÓ œ ! † + T Ð! † +Ñ T
 6.  (5; inv. )! † + T ! œ ! T
 7.   (6; identity)! † + œ ! T
!
Proof of (c) and (d): Exercises 2 and 3.
It is a simple matter to extend the definition of order from  to all of :! ™
Definition For ,   is said to be +ß , − +™ less than , (written ) iff  + C , , œ + T B 09< =97/ B − Þ!
Thus the integer  is less than the integer  iff we can add some natural number to  to+ , ,
obtain . This definition clearly extends and does not conflict with the definition of order on + !
already given on page 122.
The condition   is logically equivalent to the>2/</ /B3=>= B − =?-2 >2+> , + T B  ! œ
condition , as the following steps show:, + −* !
 1.    >2/</ /B3=>= B − =?-2 >2+> , œ + T B!
 2.   (1; us. )B − b!
 3.   (1: us. ), œ + T B b
 4. - -  (3; add -  )+ T , œ + T Ð+ T BÑ +
 5. - -  (4; comm. & assoc. + ), T + œ Ð + T +Ñ T B
 6.  (5; def. sub. & inv.), l + œ ! T B
 7.   (6;  is id.), l + œ B ! T
 8.   (2 7; sub.), l + − ß!
By reversing Steps 1 through 8 above and adjusting the justifications somewhat, we can
prove that if we assume , then we can show  ., + − >2/</ /B3=>= B − =?-2 >2+> , + T B* œ! !  
The two conditions are therefore equivalent. This result is not important enough for us to call it a
theorem, so we merely offer it as an alternate form for the definition of “ ”:C
Definition For , define  iff .+ß , − + C , , l+ −™ !
Either form of the definition can be used to prove the parts of the following theorem.
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Theorem 21.5 For all :+ß , − ™
  (a)   iff ! C + + − !
  (b)  -  iff + C ! + − !
  (c)   iff -+ C ! + − !
  (d)   iff - -+ C , , C +
Proof: Exercise 5.
Elements  such that  are called integers By Theorem 21.5, a positiveD − D k !™ positive . 
integer is just a natural number. Elements  such that  are called integersD − D C !™ negative 
Axiom  Trichotomy for : For any , exactly one of the following holds:™ ™+ß , −
(a) + C ,
(b) + œ ,
(c) , C +
The trichotomy axiom for , given on page 129, is clearly a consequence of this axiom. ! If
we take  in the axiom to be zero, we see that every nonzero integer is either positive or negative,
and that no integer can be both positive and negative.
 Theorem 21.5 is therefore the basis for the ordering of the integers:
ÞÞÞ % C $ C # C " C ! C " C # C $ C % ÞÞÞ- - - -
Example 3:
$ C ' C ' C $  (def. ), so - -   (Thm. 21.5d)
Theorem 21.6 For any , exactly one of the following holds:+ − ™
(a) + − !
(b) + œ !
(c) -+ − !
Proof: Exercise 6.
Rules for adding, subtracting, and multiplying negative integers are based on theorems that
we  now consider.
Theorem 21.7 For all :+ß , − ™
(a)  - - -Ð +Ñ † , œ + † Ð ,Ñ œ Ð+ † ,Ñ
(b)  - -Ð +Ñ † Ð ,Ñ œ + † ,
Consider the statement - -  which is part of (a).  -  is, by definition, theÐ +Ñ , Ð+ ,Ñ Ð+ ,Ñ† œ † †
inverse of . In order to show - - , we show that -  is also an inverse of ,+ , Ð +Ñ , Ð+ ,Ñ Ð +Ñ , + ,† † œ † † †
and then use the uniqueness of an additive inverse to conclude - - . In order toÐ +Ñ , Ð+ ,Ñ† œ †
simplify our notation, we will write the product  as , that is, either the dot “ ” (with+ , +,† †
numerals) or juxtaposition (with letters) will be used to denote a product.
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Proof of part of (a):
 We assume ,  and show - - .+ , − Ð +Ñ, œ +,™
 1. - -  (dist.)+, T Ð +Ñ, œ Ð+ T +Ñ,
 2. -  (1;  inv.)+, T Ð +Ñ, œ ! † , T
 3. -  (2; Thm. 21.4b: For each 0)+, T Ð +Ñ, œ ! - − À ! † - œ™
 4. -  is an inverse of  (3; def. inv.)Ð +Ñ, +,
 5. -  is an inverse of  (notation for inv.)+, +,
 6. - -  (4,5; Thm.  21.0: uniqueness of inverse)Ð +Ñ, œ +, T
!
The remaining part of (a), - - , and part (b) are exercises.+Ð ,Ñ +,œ
Theorem 21.7 is true for any integers  and , not necessarily positive integers. If we take + , +
and  to be positive integers, however, then -  and -  are negative integers, and part (b) of the, + ,
theorem states the fact, familiar from school computation, that a negative times a negative is
positive: (neg.) (neg.) (pos.).  It is difficult to justify the rule  (neg.) (neg.) (pos.)  to† œ † œ
students acquainted only with descriptive mathematics and rules for computation. From our
viewpoint, however, we see that the rule is a logical consequence of the axioms. If every integer
has an additive inverse, and if the commutative, associative, and other axiomatic properties of the
integers are to hold, then  (neg.) (neg.) (pos.)  must hold also. From part (a) of this theorem, we† œ
get the rules (pos.) (neg.) (neg.) and (neg.) (pos.) (neg.). Of course, the rule† œ † œ
(pos.) (pos.) (pos.)  comes from the closure of  under multiplication.† œ !
Example 1:
1. - - ____ (mult. fact)Ð &Ñ † Ð %Ñ œ
Solution:
1. - -  (mult. fact)Ð &Ñ † Ð %Ñ œ #!
Theorem 21.7b and the previously accepted multiplication fact    give us the& † % œ #!
solution to Example 1. We will use Theorem 21.7b implicitly when justifying facts such as the one
in Example 1—thus enlarging our multiplication facts to include multiplication by positive and
negative integers.
Theorem 21.8 For all :+ß , − ™
(a)  - -+ T , œ Ð, l +Ñ
(b)  -, T + œ , l +
Proof:
 Part (b) is merely a restatement of the definition of subtraction. In order to prove part (a),
assume that  and  are arbitrary integers. Then+ ,
  -Ð, l +Ñ
  - -  (def. subtr.)œ Ð, T +Ñ
  -  (Thm. 21.4c )œ Ð "Ñ † Ð, T l +Ñ
  - -  (dist.)œ Ð "Ñ † , T Ð "Ñ † Ð l +Ñ
  - -  (Thm. 21.4c )œ , T Ð "Ñ † Ð l +Ñ
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  -  (Thm. 21.7b )œ , T " † +
  -  (mult. id.)œ , T +
  -  (comm. )œ + T , T
!
Theorem 21.8 applies to any integers  and  whatever—not only to natural numbers. If we+ ,
apply the theorem to natural numbers  and , however, with , we get the following rule for+ , + C ,
adding integers of opposite sign. (Positive integers are said to have “positive sign”, and negative
integers to have “negative sign”.)
In order to add two integers of opposite sign, subtract the smaller from the
larger, ignoring the signs of the integers. Then take the sign of the larger.
Example 2:
To add  and - , ignore the signs of the numbers and observe Subtract the smaller from( "! ( C "!Þ
the larger: , using the subtraction facts for the natural numbers. Then assign the"! l ( œ $
remainder  a negative sign: - - . Equivalently, by Theorem 21.8a:  - - .$ ( T "! œ $ ( T "! œ Ð"! l (Ñ
Example 3:
To add  and - , ignore the signs of the numbers and observe Subtract the smaller from the( & & C (Þ
larger: , using the subtraction facts for the natural numbers. Then assign the remainder ( l & œ # #
a positive sign: - . Equivalently, by Theorem 21.8b:  - .( T & œ # ( T & œ Ð( l &Ñ
Since a positive integer is just a natural number, to add two integers of positive sign, we use
the addition facts (see page 119) for the natural numbers—which follow from the definitions of the
numbers. To add two integers of negative sign, we use Theorem 21.4d: for : - -+ß , − + T , œ™
- .Ð+ T ,Ñ
Example 4:
- - - - .( T & œ Ð( T &Ñ œ "#
Subtraction of integers reduces to some kind of addition, by the rule that subtracting an
integer is equivalent to adding the inverse of the integer.
Example 5:
The expression - -  involves subtracting a negative 5 from a negative 7. This is equivalent to( l &
adding the inverse of -  to the negative 7. Since, by Theorem 21.4a (- - ), the inverse of -  is& Ð +Ñ œ + &
& ( l & ( T & ( T & œ Ð( l &Ñ œ #Þ, we see that - -  is equivalent to - , which by Theorem 21.8a is  - - -
Symbolically: - - - - - - - - .( l & œ ( T Ð &Ñ œ ( T & œ Ð( l &Ñ œ #
The following theorems provide a basis for the operations of adding, subtracting, or
multiplying both sides of an inequality by the same number—in order to solve the inequality.
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Theorem 21.9 For all :+ß ,ß - − ™
  (a)  if , then + C , + T - C , T -
  (b)  if  and , then + C , - k ! +- C ,-
  (c)  if  and , then + C , - C ! +- k ,-
Proof: Exercise 10.
Corollary 21.10 For all :+ß ,ß - − ™
  (a)  if , then + Ÿ , + T - Ÿ , T -
  (b)  if  and , then + Ÿ , - k ! +- Ÿ ,-
  (c) if  and , then  (where  is defined by )+ Ÿ , - C ! +- ,- +- ,- +- k ,- 9< +- œ ,-k k
Proof: Exercise 11.
EXERCISES
1. Prove Theorem 21.2.
2. Prove Theorem 21.3.
3. Prove Theorem 21.4c. Since -  is the inverse of , the equation here asserts that - is the+ + Ð "Ñ † +
inverse of . This can be shown by adding -  to  to get  , and then using the uniqueness of+ Ð "Ñ † + + !
the additive inverse. By  Theorem 21.4b and distributivity, we have
 - - - .! œ ! † + œ Ð" T "Ñ † + œ " † + T Ð "Ñ † + œ + T Ð "Ñ † +
Write this out as a formal step-by-step proof.
4. Prove Theorem 21.4d. Show that - -  is an inverse of  by adding it to  to get , and+ T , + T , + T , !
then use the uniqueness of the inverse.
5. Prove Theorem 21.5.
6. Prove Theorem 21.6.
7. Prove the following lemma: if  or  is true for any integers  and , then .B T + œ + + T B œ + B + B œ !
If  is true for all , then  must be an identity for addition, and so must be zero byB T + + + − Bœ ™
the uniqueness of such an identity. The content of the assertion you are to prove is that in order to
have , we need not know  for all  — only for one . This  may be B ! B T + + + − + − + Bœ œ ™ ™
itself. Thus, by the lemma we may conclude  from . Use this lemma to write aB ! B T B Bœ œ
proof of Theorem 21.4b that is shorter than the proof in the text.
8. Prove for all integers  and , - -  (the remaining part of Theorem 21.7a).+ , +Ð ,Ñ œ +,
9. Prove Theorem 21.7b.
10. Prove Theorem 21.9.
11. Prove Corollary 21.10.
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Functions; Composition
We have considered the mathematical idea of a . Although this term was not formally defined, aset
particular set could be defined by our giving a rule (itself an undefined term) for deciding which
elements are in the particular set and which are not. Another fundamental idea in mathematics is
the idea of a . Informally, a function is a rule of correspondence between two sets: afunction
function  from a nonempty set  to a set  is a rule that associates to each element  of  a0 E F B E
uniquely determined element, denoted , of .  is called the image of  under . You can0ÐBÑ F 0ÐBÑ B 0
think of f as “sending” or “mapping”  in  to  in . Thus to know a particular function B E 0ÐBÑ F 0
from  to , you must know a rule for getting  in  given any  in . The set  is called theE F 0ÐBÑ F B E E
domain codomain of , and  is called the  of . The fact that  is a function from  to  is0 F 0 0 E F
written .0ÀE Ä F
Our format for defining a specific function will be to give (1) the function name together
with the domain and codomain, (2) the rule that specifies what the function does to each element in
the domain, and (3) a “for all elements in the domain” clause. A formal, set-theoretic definition of
function is given in Section 25.
Example 1:
Define  by   . Then, for example, ,0À Ä 0ÐBÑ œ B T $ 09< +66 B − 0Ð"Ñ œ " T $ œ %™ ! ™# #
0Ð#Ñ œ ( 0Ð!Ñ œ $ 0Ð "Ñ œ %, , - , and so on.
Example 2:
Define  by 1  . Then, for example, 1 , and so on.1À Ä 1ÐBÑ œ 09< +66 B − 1Ð"Ñ œ ß 1Ð#Ñ œ "! ! !
Example 3:
Define  by   . Then, for example, , ,2À Ä 2ÐBÑ œ B T " 09< +66 B − 2Ð"Ñ œ Ð#Ñ 2Ð#Ñ œ $! ! !
2Ð$Ñ œ %, and so on.
Example 4:




Then, for example, , , , , and so on.5Ð"Ñ œ " 5Ð#Ñ œ # 5Ð$Ñ œ " 5Ð%Ñ œ #
Example 5:
Define  by . Then, for example, , , - - , and so on.0À Ä 0ÐBÑ œ B 0Ð"Ñ œ " 0Ð#Ñ œ # 0Ð "Ñ œ "™ ™
Note that the rules in Examples 1, 2, 3, and 5 for specifying the function are given by
formulas but that the rule in Example 4 also specifies a function. Such a function is sometimes
called . In all definitions, the  quantification is optional since it isconditionally defined 09< +66
implied when the domain is specified. To use information in the definition of a function, use the
(perhaps implicit)  statement. The rule that defines a function is sometimes given by listing09< +66
the images of the elements in the domain.
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Example 6:
Let  and . Define  by , , , andE œ Ö+ß ,ß -ß . × F œ Ö"ß #ß $ × 0 ÀE Ä F 0Ð+Ñ œ " 0Ð,Ñ œ $ 0Ð-Ñ œ $
0Ð.Ñ œ " + Ä " , Ä $ - Ä $. (Sometimes arrows are used to give the same information: , , ,
. Ä ".)
It is sometimes helpful to diagram a function with its domain and codomain. For example,
0ÀE Ä F is pictured as in Figure 1.
 
Figure 1
Definition Let . Define the set   .  is called the0ÀE Ä F 0ÐEÑ œ Ö, − F l , œ 0ÐBÑ 09< =97/ B − E× 0ÐEÑ
range of .0
Example 7:
Let  be given by the rule .0À Ä 0ÐBÑ œ $B T "! !
0Ð"Ñ œ %
0Ð#Ñ œ (
0Ð Ñ œ Ö%ß (ß "!ß "$ß "'ß ×! ...
 The range of  is diagrammed in Figure 2.0ÀE Ä F
Figure 2
Definition   Let , . Define  by   .0ÀE Ä F 1ÀF Ä G 1 ‰0ÀE Ä G 1 ‰0Ð+Ñ œ 1Ð0Ð+ÑÑ 09< +66 + − E
1 ‰0 1 0 is a new function, called the  of  with , that has the effect of firstcomposition
applying  to an element in  and then applying  to the result. Note that for this to make sense,0 E 1
the range of  must be contained in the domain of . For simplicity, we take the codomain of  to0 1 0
be the domain of .1
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Example 8:
Let  be given by  and  be given by . Then0À Ä 0ÐBÑ œ B l " 1À Ä 1ÐCÑ œ C T #™ ™ ™ ™ #
1 ‰0 À Ä 1 ‰0ÐBÑ œ 1Ð0ÐBÑÑ œ 1ÐB l "Ñ œ ÐB l "Ñ T # 0‰ 1À Ä™ ™ ™ ™ is given by . Also  is#
given by    .0‰ 1ÐCÑ œ 0Ð1ÐCÑÑ œ 0ÐC T #Ñ œ ÐC T #Ñ l " œ C T "# # #
 Composition of functions  and  is diagrammed in Figure 3.0ÀE Ä F 1ÀF Ä G
Figure 3
In Example 8 we used the variable  describing  to also describe , since in  weB 0 1 ‰0 1 ‰0
first apply . Similarly,  describes both  and . Although this was done to illustrate the way in0 C 1 0‰1
which functions are composed, it is important to understand functions as rules. Composition of
functions should therefore be viewed as a rule and not merely as the substitution of variables. The
variables are only local variables needed to describe the rules. In the following example, doing
without the aid of using different variables to describe  and  forces us to think of the functions as0 1
rules.
Example 9:
Let  be given by    and  be given by0À Ä 0ÐBÑ œ B l & 09< +66 B − 1À Ä™ ™ ™ ™ ™#
1ÐBÑ œ $B T # 09< +66 B −  .™
(a) 1 ‰0ÐBÑ œ
(b) 0‰ 1ÐBÑ œ
Solution:
(a)   1 ‰0ÐBÑ œ $ÐB l &Ñ T # 09< +66 B −# ™
(b)   0‰ 1ÐBÑ œ Ð$B T #Ñ l & 09< +66 B −# ™
Example 10:
Let  be given by , , , .0À Ö"ß #ß $ß %× Ä Ö+ß ,ß -× " Ä + # Ä , $ Ä , % Ä -
Let , ,  be defined by , , .1À Ö+ß ,ß -× Ä ÖB C D× + Ä B , Ä C - Ä D
Then , , , , , z  is defined by , , , .1 ‰0À Ö" # $ %× Ä ÖB C × " Ä B # Ä C $ Ä C % Ä D
There is no function  defined, since the domain of  is not the codomain of .0‰ 1 0 119
19
 In defining  we have used the usual definition of composition, where the domain of  is equal to the codomain1‰0 1
of . This definition will keep notation simple in future theorems, with no real loss of generality. Alternate0
definitions sometimes require only that the range of  be a subset of the domain of . The codomain of any such 0 1 0
can easily be redefined to be the domain of .1
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Our next theorem asserts the associativity of composition, but first we need the idea of equal
functions.
Definition Two functions  and  are said to be equal (written ) provided that 0ÀE Ä F 1ÀE Ä F 0 œ 1 09< +66
B − E À 0ÐBÑ œ 1ÐBÑ .
Note that for  and  to be equal they must have the same domain and codomain (the0 1
context for definition). The definition just given states that functions are equal if the rules defining
them yield the same value when applied to each element of their domain. The idea of equality
asserts that the expressions on the left and right of the equal sign are just two names for exactly the
same object. The reason we need definitions for equal sets and equal functions is that the ideas of
set and function are themselves undefined. Therefore “sameness” needs to be defined in these
cases.
Theorem 22.1: Let , , and . Then .0ÀE Ä F 1ÀF Ä G 2ÀG Ä H Ð2‰1Ñ‰0 œ 2‰Ð1‰0Ñ
Note that at the top level, the conclusion is the statement that two functions are equal:
Ð2‰1Ñ‰0 œ 2‰Ð1‰0Ñ. By the definition of equality, we need to show two things in order to prove
the theorem:
 (1)  and  have the same domain & codomainÐ2‰1Ñ‰0 2‰Ð1‰0Ñ
 (2) [ ] [ ]   Ð2‰1Ñ‰0 ÐBÑ œ 2‰Ð1‰0Ñ ÐBÑ 09< +66 B − E
These two things give us the points of the two paragraphs of the proof.
Proof:
 First observe that  so that . Also,  , so that2‰1ÀF Ä H Ð2‰1Ñ‰0ÀE Ä H 1‰0ÀE Ä G
2‰Ð1‰0ÑÀ E Ä H Ð2‰1Ñ‰0 2‰Ð1‰0Ñ E H. Therefore  and   both have domain  and codomain  by
definition of composition.
 We now show that [ ] [ ]   :Ð2‰1Ñ‰0 ÐBÑ œ 2‰Ð1‰0Ñ ÐBÑ 09< +66 B − E
  1. Let .B − E
  .
  .
  k. Ð2‰1Ñ‰0ÐBÑ œ 2‰Ð1‰0ÑÐBÑ
 k+1.    (1—k; pr. )Ð2‰1Ñ‰0ÐBÑ œ 2‰Ð1‰0ÑÐBÑ 09< +66 B − E a
Therefore  by definition of equal functions.Ð2‰1Ñ‰0 œ 2‰Ð1‰0Ñ
Step k states that  and  do exactly the same thing to . What theseÐ2‰1Ñ‰0 2‰Ð1‰0Ñ B
functions do to  is given by their definition. By definition, [ ]  is  andB Ð2‰1Ñ‰0 ÐBÑ Ð2‰1ÑÐ0ÐBÑÑ
[ ]  is . Applying the definition again,  is  and2‰Ð1‰0Ñ ÐBÑ 2Ð1‰0ÐBÑÑ Ð2‰1ÑÐ0ÐBÑÑ 2Ð1Ð0ÐBÑÑÑ
2Ð1‰0ÐBÑÑ 2Ð1Ð0ÐBÑÑÑ is . The left and right sides of Step k are therefore the same. In order to
establish Step k, we therefore start with this same thing as a step in our proof:
  2.  (identity)2Ð1Ð0ÐBÑÑÑ œ 2Ð1Ð0ÐBÑÑÑ
Such steps (obvious identities) need no justification in parentheses. We now have the
following proof:
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Proof:
 First observe that  so that . Also,  , so that2‰1ÀF Ä H Ð2‰1Ñ‰0ÀE Ä H 1‰0ÀE Ä G
2‰Ð1‰0ÑÀ E Ä H Ð2‰1Ñ‰0 2‰Ð1‰0Ñ E H. Therefore  and   both have domain  and codomain  by
definition of composition.
 We next show that [ ] [ ]   :Ð2‰1Ñ‰0 ÐBÑ œ 2‰Ð1‰0Ñ ÐBÑ 09< +66 B − E
  1. Let .B − E
  2.  (identity)2Ð1Ð0ÐBÑÑÑ œ 2Ð1Ð0ÐBÑÑÑ
  3.  (2; def. )2‰1Ð0ÐBÑÑ œ 2Ð1‰0ÐBÑÑ ‰
   4.  (3; def. )Ð2‰1Ñ‰0ÐBÑ œ 2‰Ð1‰0ÑÐBÑ ‰
k+1.    (1—4; pr. )Ð2‰1Ñ‰0ÐBÑ œ 2‰Ð1‰0ÑÐBÑ 09< +66 B − E a
Therefore  by definition of equal functions.Ð2‰1Ñ‰0 œ 2‰Ð1‰0Ñ
!
The fact that the domain and codomain of  and  are the same is needed for2‰Ð1‰0Ñ Ð2‰1Ñ‰0
equality. It is the context in which the definition is made. We “observed” this fact in the first few
lines of our proof. In general, we will use the word “observe” in asserting, in a proof, the
appropriate context for a theorem or definition. It is customary to omit such observations in proofs
if they are obvious.
Steps like Step 2 above, which appear in proofs seemingly out of a clear blue sky, are
almost always determined by thinking backward from a desired result. They seem mysterious only
to those who imagine steps are discovered in the same order in which they appear in the proof.
People who memorize proofs (a wholly worthless activity) may memorize steps in this order.
People who  proofs never think in this order. This is why, when reading a mathematicsthink about
text, it is not informative to merely see why each step follows logically from the preceding steps.
Instead, try analyzing the proofs yourself and use the text only if you get stuck. Such a do-it-
yourself approach will reveal not only that the theorems are true (false theorems are rarely printed
in texts) but  they are true.why
The form of the preceding proof, with Step 2 appearing out of the blue and with different
but simultaneous manipulations of each side of the equations, is awkward. A chain of equalities
(page 118) is more natural:
Let .B − E
Ð2‰1Ñ‰0ÐBÑ
œ Ð2‰1ÑÐ0ÐBÑÑ ‰ (def. )
œ 2Ð1Ð0ÐBÑÑÑ ‰ (def. )
œ 2ÐÐ1‰0ÐBÑÑÑ ‰ (def. )
œ 2‰Ð1‰0ÑÐBÑ ‰ (def. )
  (def. fcns., imp.)Ð2‰1Ñ‰0 œ 2‰Ð1‰0Ñ œ
Definition For any set , define the function  by  for each .  is called theE 3 ÀE Ä E 3 Ð+Ñ œ + + − E 3E E E
3./8>3>C 0?8->398 E on .
Example 11:
3 À Ä 3 Ð+Ñ œ + + − 3 Ð"Ñ œ " 3 Ð#Ñ œ #! ! ! !! ! ! is given by  for all , so, for example, , , and so on.
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Theorem 22.2 For any :0ÀE Ä F
(a) 0‰3 œ 0E
(b) 3 ‰0 œ 0F
Proof of (a):
 Observe first that  and  both have domain  and codomain .0‰3 0 E FE
  1. Let  be arbitrary.B − E
  2.  (def. )0‰3 ÐBÑ œ 0Ð3 ÐBÑÑ ‰E E
  3.  (def. )3 ÐBÑ œ B 3E E
  4.  (2,3; sub.)0‰3 ÐBÑ œ 0ÐBÑE
 5.    (1—4; pr. )0‰3 ÐBÑ œ 0ÐBÑ 09< +66 B − E aE
 6.  (5; def. fcns.)0‰3 œ 0 œE
 !
Proof of (b): Exercise 5.
In the proof of Theorem 22.2a, we used the substitution rule of inference. The definition of
composition asserts that the element to which  maps  is the element . Thus 0‰3 B 0Ð3 ÐBÑÑ 0‰3 ÐBÑE E E
and  are the same thing by definition. In Step 2 the equal sign denotes that we have two0Ð3 ÐBÑÑE
different names or representations for the same thing, and the same is true in Step 3. Step 4 was
obtained by replacing  with  in Step 2, these things being equal by Step 3. It is better to use3 ÐBÑ BE
substitution implicitly. The following steps do this for Theorem  22.2a:
  1. Let .B − E
  2.  (def. )0‰3 ÐBÑ œ 0Ð3 ÐBÑÑ ‰E E
  3.  (2; def. )0‰3 ÐBÑ œ 0ÐBÑ 3E E
 4.    (1—3; pr. )0‰3 ÐBÑ œ 0ÐBÑ 09< +66 B − E aE
In these steps the definition of  was used as a reason for changing Step 2 to Step 3. In3E
doing this, substitution need not be stated explicitly.
In the first proof of Theorem 22.2a, information from the appropriate definitions was put
down first. (Note that in this proof, Steps 2 and 3 do not depend on previous steps.) Then this
information was organized in Step 4. It is generally better to organize your thoughts on scrap paper
(analyzing and changing steps by definition) than to put the contents of definitions down as steps in
a proof and then organize things in later proof steps. A proof step with the following justification
would be indicative of a poorly organized proof that was difficult to read (see also Exercise 9):
 22.  ...   (Steps 2,4,7,18,21; sub.)
The most natural proof of Theorem 22.2a, and the easiest to read, involves a chain of
equalities.
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 Let .B − E
0‰3 ÐBÑE
   (def.  )œ 0Ð3 ÐBÑÑ ‰E
    (def. )œ 0ÐBÑ 3E
0‰3 œ 0 œE   (def. fcns., imp.)
!
 Example 12:
Let  and  be functions. Define the function +  by the rule0À Ä 1À Ä 0 1À Ä! ! ! ! ! !
0 1ÐBÑ œ 0ÐBÑ T 1ÐBÑ B −+  for all . Prove or find a counterexample to!
(a) For all functions : + + .2À Ä Ð0 1Ñ‰2 œ Ð0‰2Ñ Ð1‰2Ñ! !
(b) For all functions : + + .2À Ä 2‰Ð0 1Ñ œ Ð2‰0Ñ Ð2‰1Ñ! !
Proof of (a):
Let  be arbitrary.B − !
Ð0 1Ñ‰2ÐBÑ+
œ Ð0 1ÑÐ2ÐBÑÑ ‰+  (def. )
œ 0Ð2ÐBÑÑ T 1Ð2ÐBÑÑ T (def.  of fcns.)
œ 0‰2ÐBÑ T 1‰2ÐBÑ ‰ (def. )
œ 0‰2 T 1‰2 ÐBÑ T[ ]  (def.  of fcns.)
Therefore + . (def. fcns.)Ð0 1Ñ‰2 œ 0‰2 T 1‰2 œ
 !
Counterexample to (b):
Let , , and .2ÐBÑ œ B 0ÐBÑ œ B 1ÐBÑ œ B#
Then
2‰Ð0 1ÑÐBÑ œ 2Ð0 1ÐBÑÑ œ 2Ð0ÐBÑ T 1ÐBÑÑ œ 2ÐB T BÑ œ 2Ð#BÑ œ Ð#BÑ œ %B+ + .# #
But
2‰0 2‰1ÐBÑ œ 2‰0ÐBÑ T 2‰1ÐBÑ œ 2Ð0ÐBÑÑ T 2Ð1ÐBÑÑ œ 2ÐBÑ T 2ÐBÑ œ B T B œ #B+ # # #
EXERCISES
1. Define a function  where0ÀE Ä F
(a)  has two elements and  has four.E F
(b)  has two elements and  has four.F E





3. Let  be defined by  and  be defined by . Define:2À Ä 2ÐDÑ œ D T D 5À Ä 5ÐDÑ œ D T #! ! ! !$ #
(a) 2‰5
(b) 5‰2
 4. Let  be defined by  , , , . Let0À Ö"ß #ß $ß %ß &× Ä Ö+ß ,ß -ß .ß /× " Ä +ß # Ä + $ Ä , % Ä , & Ä -
1À Ö+ , - . /× Ä Ö" # $ % &× + Ä & , Ä % - Ä % . Ä $ / Ä #, , , , , , , ,  be defined by , , , , . Define
(a) 0‰1
(b) 1‰0
5. Prove Theorem 22.2b.
6. Prove or find a counterexample to the following “cancellation laws” for function composition:
(a) Let , , and .0ÀE Ä F 1ÀE Ä F 2ÀF Ä G
 If , then .2‰0 œ 2‰1 0 œ 1
(b) Let , , and .0ÀE Ä F 1ÀE Ä F 2ÀG Ä E
 If , then .0‰2 œ 1‰2 0 œ 1
7. Let  and  be functions. Define the function  by the rule0À Ä 1À Ä 0 † 1À Ä! ! ! ! ! !
0 † 1ÐBÑ œ 0ÐBÑ † 1ÐBÑ B − for all . Prove or find a counterexample to:!
(a) For all functions : .2 À Ä Ð0 † 1Ñ‰2 œ Ð0‰2Ñ † Ð1‰2Ñ! !
(b) For all functions : .2 À Ä 2‰Ð0 † 1Ñ œ Ð2‰0Ñ † Ð2‰1Ñ! !
 Prove or find a counterexample to the following:8. 
(a) For all functions , , and  : + + .0À Ä 1À Ä 2 À Ä Ð0 1Ñ † 2 œ Ð0 † 2Ñ Ð1 † 2Ñ! ! ! ! ! !
(b) For all functions , , and  : + + + .0À Ä 1À Ä 2 À Ä Ð0 † 1Ñ 2 œ Ð0 2Ñ † Ð1 2Ñ! ! ! ! ! !
9. Comment on the following universal proof scheme. Suppose we are given a theorem . To provec
c c, write down all the definitions (as steps) of the terms in  plus the definitions of the terms in
those definitions, and so on until only undefined terms (such as set and function) remain. Call these
definitions Steps 1 through Step k. For Step k+1, write down  and give “substitution” as a reason.c
(Regardless of what your opinion may be as to the validity of this, you should avoid making your
proofs look like this.)
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One-to-One Functions
The function  defined by  has the property that  2 , and - . Such0À Ä 0ÐBÑ œ B 0Ð Ñ œ % 0Ð #Ñ œ %™ ™ #
a function is called  since there is an element, , in the range of  with at least twomany-to-one % 0
different elements mapping to it. Functions with only one element in their domain mapping to each
element in the range are called  (abbreviated “1-1”). We seek a wording for a definition.one-to-one
This wording should be in terms of our standard phrases: ;  ...,  ...; ; ; and so09< +66 30 >2/8 +8. 9<
on. Think for a minute of what you could give for a condition on a function  that would0ÀE Ä F
ensure that  was one-to-one. Here is how we will do it:0
Definition A function  is called - -  iff  ,   , 0ÀE Ä F 98/ >9 98/ 09< +66 + + − E À 30 0Ð+ Ñ œ 0Ð+ Ñ >2/8" # " #
+ œ +" #.
The idea in the definition is that we pick two different names  and , for objects in .+ + E" #
The condition  states that  sends the object named by  to the same place it sends0Ð+ Ñ œ 0Ð+ Ñ 0 +" # "
the object named by . Under these conditions, if  is to be a one-to-one function, it must be the+ 0#
case that  and  are two different names for the same object. Hence .+ + + œ +" # " #
One-to-one functions have the property that, for each element in their range there is a
unique element in their domain mapping to it. The approach above is generally used to prove
uniqueness: pick two different names for an object or objects with a property, then show both
names are names for the same object. There is therefore only one object with the property.
Suppose we wish to prove that a function f  is one-to-one. Our inference rulesÀ E Ä F
dictate the following:
  1. Let , .+ + − E" #
   2. Assume 0Ð+ Ñ œ 0Ð+ Ñ" #
   .
   .
   k. + œ +" #
  k+1.  ,   (2—k; pr. )30 0Ð+ Ñ œ 0Ð+ Ñ >2/8 + œ + Ê" # " #
 k+2.  ,   ,   (1—k+1; pr. )09< +66 + + − E À 30 0Ð+ Ñ œ 0Ð+ Ñ >2/8 + œ + a" # " # " #
 k+3.  is one-to-one. (k+2; def. 1-1)0
By our implicit definition rule, we may omit Step k+2 since the property , whichc
establishes that f is one-to-one, is just that given in Step k+2. Our implicit definition rule does not
completely remove the strictly logical assertions from the proof, however, since Step k+1 serves to
express a part of the defining condition . It seems inappropriate that we would need to state a partc
of  but not  itself.c c
Our next step in proof abbreviation will involve combining Steps 1 and 2 above and
eliminating Step k+1. That is, we give a single rule for proving statements of the form 09< +66
B C − E À 30 ÐB CÑ >2/8 ÐB CÑ,   , ,  , . Note that in the proof fragment above, we prove Step k+2 byc d
first choosing arbitrary  and , then assuming  for these, and finally proving+ + 0Ð+ Ñ œ 0Ð+ Ñ" # " #
+ œ +" #.
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Inference Rule Proving - - -  statements: In order to prove a statement of the form   09< +66 30 >2/8 09< +66 B − E À 30
c d cÐBÑ >2/8 ÐBÑ B E ÐBÑ B B − E,  , choose an arbitrary  in  and assume  is true for this . (Either of 
or  may then be used in future steps.) Then prove that  is true. Analogous rules hold forc dÐBÑ ÐBÑ
more than one variable. (Abbreviation: pr. )a Ê
Format:
pr.a Ê
  i. Let  and B − E ÐBÑc
  (or “Let  and assume ”B − E ÐBÑc
  or “Suppose  and ”B − E ÐBÑc
  or “Assume  for ”).cÐBÑ B − E 20
  j. dÐBÑ
 j+1.    ,   (i—j; pr. )09< +66 B − E À 30 ÐBÑ >2/8 ÐBÑ a Êc d
The extension of the preceding rule to two variables is used in the following example:
Example 1:
Let  be defined by  for all . Prove that  is one-to-one.0À Ä 0ÐBÑ œ #B T % B − 0! ! !
Proof:
  1. Let  and Bß C − 0ÐBÑ œ 0ÐCÑ!
  2.  (1; def )#B T % œ #C T % 0
  3.  (2; Thm. 19.3)#B œ #C
  4.  (3; Thm. 19.3)B œ C
 5.    ,   (1—4; pr. )09< +66 Bß C − À 30 0ÐBÑ œ 0ÐCÑ >2/8 B œ C a Ê!
 6.  is one-to-one (5; def. 1-1, exp.)0
!
Step 5 could be omitted by using the definition of one-to-one implicitly in Step 6.
Example 2:
The proof of Example 1 in paragraph form might be:
Proof:
 Let ,  and . Then  by definition of . Hence , soB C − 0ÐBÑ œ 0ÐCÑ #B T % œ #C T % 0 B œ C!
that  is one-to-one by definition.0
!
20
 You will see many other wordings that mean the same thing. It is not the words that count. Readers who know the
conclusion you are after will automatically interpret any reasonable words so that their meaning is consistent with
obtaining this conclusion. This is the way it is with informal language; the ideas carry us through what would
otherwise be ambiguous wordings. Words and phrases are interpreted in context.
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Theorem 23.1 Let  and  be one-to-one functions. Then  is one-to-one.0ÀE Ä F 1ÀF Ä G 1‰0
Proof: Exercise 3.
Conjecture 23.2 Let  and  be functions.0ÀE Ä F 1ÀF Ä G
(a) If  is one-to-one, then  is one-to-one.1‰0 0
(b) If  is one-to-one, then  is one-to-one.1‰0 1
Attempted Proof of (a):
Assume:  is 1-11‰0
Show:  is 1-10
  1. Let ,  and + + − E 0Ð+ Ñ œ 0Ð+ Ñ" # " #
  .
  .
  k. + œ +" #
k+1.  is one-to-one. (1—k; def. 1-1, imp.)0
Further analysis at this time yields nothing: if we ask what it means for , we learn+ œ +" #
nothing. It means only that  and  name the same thing. There is no way to break this down+ +" #
further by definition. So, as usual, it is time to invoke the hypothesis. We are starting to get away
from proofs that follow immediately from definitions. Generally, we need to be a little bit clever in
the way we apply the hypothesis to the problem at hand. Here, of course, we need not be too
clever. We know   and that this element is in —the domain of , so we apply .0Ð+ Ñ œ 0Ð+ Ñ F 1 1" #
That is,  and  are two names for the same element of . Since  is a function, it must0Ð+ Ñ 0Ð+ Ñ F 1" #
send this single element to a single element of —regardless of whether that element of  isG F
called  or . Thus, . We justify this step by saying “apply ”—0Ð+ Ñ 0Ð+ Ñ 1Ð0Ð+ ÑÑ œ 1Ð0Ð+ ÑÑ 1" # " #
which is more natural than the formalism of substituting  for  in the identity0Ð+ Ñ 0Ð+ Ñ" #
1Ð0Ð+ ÑÑ œ 1Ð0Ð+ ÑÑ2 #
   1. Let ,  and + + − E 0Ð+ Ñ œ 0Ð+ Ñ" # " #
   2.  (1; apply )1Ð0Ð+ ÑÑ œ 1Ð0Ð+ ÑÑ 1" #
   3.  (2; def. )Ð1‰0ÑÐ+ Ñ œ Ð1‰0ÑÐ+ Ñ ‰" #
   4.  (3, hyp.; def. 1-1, imp. )+ œ +" # 21
  5.  is 1-1 (1—4; def. 1-1, imp.)0
!
In going from Step 3 to Step 4 we are using the fact that  is one- to-one. The expanded1‰0
step-by-step procedure would be this:
  3.  (2; def. )1‰0Ð+ Ñ œ 1‰0Ð+ Ñ ‰" #
  4.  ,   ,   (hyp.; def. 1-1, exp. )09< +66 B C − E À 30 1‰0ÐBÑ œ 1‰0ÐCÑ >2/8 B œ C
21
 Here the rule for using 09< +66 30 >2/8- - -  statements, given below, is used implicitly.
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  5.  ,   (1,4; us. )30 1‰0Ð+ Ñ œ 1‰0Ð+ Ñ >2/8 + œ + a" # " #
  6.  (3,5; us )+ œ + Ê" #
Steps 5 and 6 can be combined if we introduce a rule for using - - -  statements:09< +66 30 >2/8
  Using - - -  statements: If    ,   is true, and  andInference Rule 09< +66 30 >2/8 09< +66 B − E À 30 ÐBÑ >2/8 ÐBÑ + − Ec d
c dÐ+Ñ Ð+Ñ are true, then we may infer .
  1. Let ,  and + + − E 0Ð+ Ñ œ 0Ð+ Ñ" # " #
   2.    (1; apply )1Ð0Ð+ ÑÑ œ 1Ð0Ð+ ÑÑ 1" #
  3.  (2; def. )1‰0Ð+ Ñ œ 1‰0Ð+ Ñ ‰" #
  4.    ,   (hyp.; def. 1-1, exp. )09< +66 Bß C − E À 30 1‰0ÐBÑ œ 1‰0ÐCÑ >2/8 B œ C
  5.  (1,3,4; us )+ œ + a Ê" #
Step 4 can be omitted, if we use the definition of 1-1 implicitly—which gives the proof on
page 157.
The rule for using - - -  statements is the formal analogue of the rule for using09< +66 30 >2/8
theorems, where the  and  parts correspond to the hypotheses and the  part09< +66 30 >2/8
corresponds to the conclusion. The rule for proving - - -  statements is the formal09< +66 30 >2/8
analog of our informal procedure of assuming the hypotheses and showing the conclusion.
Attempted Proof of (b):
 Assume:  is 1-11‰0
 Show:  is 1-11
  1. Let ,  and ., , − F 1Ð, Ñ œ 1Ð, Ñ" # " #
  .
  .
  k. , œ ," #
k+1.  ,   ,   (1—k; pr. )09< +66 , , − F À 30 1Ð, Ñ œ 1Ð, Ñ >2/8 , œ , a Ê" # " # " #
k+2.  is one-to-one. (k+1; def. 1-1)1
If there were some ,   such that  and , then the  and + + − E 0Ð+ Ñ œ , 0Ð+ Ñ œ , , ," # " " # # " #
would be related to the composition  and we could perhaps proceed. If there are no such  and1‰0 +"
+#, then there does not seem to be any way the hypotheses will help us proceed. We therefore will
try to construct a counterexample. Here we need to construct functions  and  such that  is not1 0 1
one-to-one but  is one-to-one. In doing this, we will make some  have the property that 1‰0 , − F 0
sends no  to this .+ − E ,
Counterexample 3:
Define , , .E œ Ö"× F œ Ö#ß $× G œ Ö%×
Define  by .0ÀE Ä F 0Ð"Ñ œ #
Define  by , .1ÀF Ä G 1Ð#Ñ œ % 1Ð$Ñ œ %
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Check that  is not one-to-one:  but  .1 1Ð#Ñ œ 1Ð$Ñ # Á $
Check that  is one-to-one:1‰0
  1. Let ,  and .+ + − E 1‰0Ð+ Ñ œ 1‰0Ð+ Ñ" # " #
  2.  (def. )+ œ " E"
  3.  (def. )+ œ " E#
  4.  (2,3; sub.)+ œ +" #
 5.  is one-to-one. (1—4; def. - , imp.)1‰0 " "
!
We can now rewrite as a theorem the part of the conjecture we were able to prove.
Theorem 23.3 Let  and C be functions. If  is one-to-one, then  is one-to-one.0ÀE Ä F 1ÀF Ä 1‰0 0
 In order that a function  not be one-to-one, it must satisfy the negation of the0ÀE Ä F
defining condition for one-to-one.
Condition:  ,    ,  09< +66 + + − E À 30 0Ð+ Ñ œ 0Ð+ Ñ >2/8 + œ +" # " # " #
Negation:   ,   ,  09< =97/ + + − E À cÐ30 0Ð+ Ñ œ 0Ð+ Ñ >2/8 + œ + Ñ" # " # " #
By Theorem 15.3 this can be written:
Negation:   ,    09< =97/ + + − E À 0Ð+ Ñ œ 0Ð+ Ñ +8. + Á +" # " # " #
In order to prove that some  is not one-to-one, then, we need to establish the0ÀE Ä F
existence statement above—that is, define  and  and show that they have the required property.+ +" #
See the check that  is not one- to-one in Counterexample 3.1
Example 4:
Show that  defined by  is not one-to-one.0À Ä 0ÐBÑ œ (! !
Proof:
0Ð"Ñ œ ( œ 0Ð#Ñ " Á # and .
!
Recall that for a statement    , the statement   ,    is called the30 >2/8 30 c >2/8 cc d d c
contrapositive of the first. Theorem 14.9 asserts that a statement and its contrapositive are
equivalent. The statement  ,   is the contrapositive of the statement30 + Á + >2/8 0Ð+ Ñ Á 0Ð+ Ñ" # " #
30 0Ð+ Ñ œ 0Ð+ Ñ >2/8 + œ + ,   that appears in the definition of one-to-one. We can get an" # " #
alternative formulation for a function's being one-to-one by substituting  , 30 + Á + >2/8" #
0Ð+ Ñ Á 0Ð+ Ñ 30 0Ð+ Ñ œ 0Ð+ Ñ >2/8 + œ +" # " # " # for its contrapositive  ,   in the definition of one-to-
one. This gives the following theorem:
Theorem 23.4 A function  is one-to-one iff  ,   ,  .0ÀE Ä F 09< +66 + + − E À 30 + Á + >2/8 0Ð+ Ñ Á 0Ð+ Ñ" # " # " #
Here is another formulation of a function's being one-to-one:
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Theorem 23.5 Let . Then  is one-to-one iff for each  in the range of  there exists a unique 0ÀE Ä F 0 , 0 + − E
such that .0Ð+Ñ œ ,
Proof: Exercise 7.
In proving statements of the form there exists a unique , the wording used in a format for “ ”
proving uniqueness depends on whether or not existence has been previously established.
Format for proving uniqueness:
   i. Let  and  have property .B B" # c
   .
   .
    j. B œ B" #
  j+1. There exists a unique  such that . (if existence has already been shown)B c
or  j+1. There is at most one  such that . (if existence has not already been shown)B c
Recall that in our discussions all sets consist of elements from some universal set  which”
may be , , or any other set that stays fixed for the discussion. All sets under consideration, then,! ™
will be subsets of .”
The definition of  is given by the statement:E © F
  (1)   09< +66 B − E À B − F
Since  and  are both subsets of , it seems clear that  could be defined byE F E © F”
  (2)    ,  .09< +66 B − À 30 B − E >2/8 B − F”
It's not difficult to show (1) is equivalent to (2) (Exercise 6). Using and proving statements
in the form of (2) is more complicated than doing the same for statements in the form of (1) —
which is why we didn't use (2) to begin our development of proofs. Abbreviations of (2) are
commonly used in informal mathematics, however. First, since every element  underB
consideration must come from , saying so is not always necessary. Thus (2) can be abbreviated:”
  (3)    ,  09< +66 B À 30 B − E >2/8 B − F
Secondly, the quantification “  ” is omitted giving:09< +66 B À
  (4)  ,  30 B − E >2/8 B − F
In (4),  is called a , being neither quantified nor previously defined. However,B free variable
(4) is not considered to be an open sentence (one that could be either true or false depending on
what is substituted for ). It is considered to be an abbreviation of (2) or (3).B
Many mathematicians, if asked the question “How is  defined?”, would reply that itE © F
means “If , then .”—using an undefined symbol “ ”. Since  has not been definedB − E B − F B B
previously, what is meant is “If  is an arbitrarily chosen element of , then .” This use ofB E B − F
the “if- then” construction departs from our formal language. We are not allowed to use undefined
symbols in proof statements. Thus the only allowable statements involving a new variable  wouldB
either define it, as in “let  be arbitrary” or “let  ... “, or “B − E B œ # T >2/</ /B3=>= B =?-2 >2+>
á 09< +66”, or use it as a local variable in a  statement .
One frequently sees the definition of a function's being one-to-one given informally by
“  is one-to-one provided  ,  .” Since  and  have not0ÀE Ä F 30 0Ð+ Ñ œ 0Ð+ Ñ >2/8 + œ + + +" # " # " #
appeared before, we would tend to think of this as an abbreviation of   09< +66 + ß + À 30" #
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0Ð+ Ñ œ 0Ð+ Ñ >2/8 + œ + 0Ð+ Ñ 0Ð+ Ñ" # " # " #,   . However,  and  need be defined not for arbitrary
elements of , but only for elements of . Thus this definition makes the additional assumption” E
that  and  are restricted to a domain in which the notation (  and ) makes sense, that+ + 0Ð+ Ñ 0Ð+ Ñ" # " #
is, restricted to . This construction is common in informal mathematics:E
Convention If ,  is an assertion in a proof involving previously undefined symbols “ ” and “ ”, then cÐB CÑ B C B
and  are taken to be arbitrarily chosen elements subject only to the constraint of having ,C ÐB CÑc
make sense.
It is natural to make implicit use of the convention above—especially in paragraph proofs.
EXERCISES
1. Suppose .0ÀE Ä F
  1. ______________________________
  2. ...
  3. ...
  4. ______________________________
 5. __________________________________ (1—4; pr. )a Ê
 6. f is one-to-one. (5; def. - , exp.)" "
2. Let  be defined by . Show that  is one-to-one.0À Ä 0ÐBÑ œ $B T ( 0! !
3. Prove Theorem 23.1.
4. Let  be defined by . Prove that  is one-to-one.0À Ä 0ÐBÑ œ B T " 0‰0! !
5. Recall Exercise 22.6a. Prove the following cancellation property of composition: Let 0ÀE Ä F
and . Let  be one-to-one. Then if , then .1ÀE Ä F 2ÀF Ä G 2‰0 œ 2‰1 0 œ 1
6. Let  and  be sets and  the universal set.  Prove that    and E F 09< +66 B − E À B − F 09< +66”
B − À 30 B − E >2/8 B − F”   ,   are equivalent statements.




Conjecture 23.2b states: if , , and  is one-to-one, then  is one-to-one.0ÀE Ä F 1ÀF Ä G 1‰0 1
Counterexample 3 in the last section shows that this is not true. Recall that this example was
manufactured so that there was a  with no  mapping to  by . In this section, we will, − F + − E , 0
see that we can “fi”x the conjecture to make it true. That is, we can add another hypothesis that
will prevent us from constructing an example like Counterexample 3 of Section 23. To do this, we
need a definition for functions  that have the property that for each  there is some0ÀE Ä F , − F
+ − E 0Ð+Ñ œ , such that .
In this section we relax the requirement that the defining condition for new definitions be
given in our formal language. This will continue our trend toward informality. Of course, it is
absolutely essential that the meaning of the new definitions be clear. This means that proof formats
for proving and for using the defining condition should both be evident.
Mathematics is written in informal language, and it is up to the reader to interpret the
meaning—which can be unequivocally understood in terms of proof formats for using and proving
the statements. Interpretations in terms of formats can be found by translating the informal
statements into our formal language and then using our rules of inference for these. Our formal
statements formalize the meaning in common mathematical language, and our formal rules of
inference copy what mathematicians generally do to prove or use these statements. The goal in our
approach is to be able to understand statements in a very precise way. Thus the formal language
and rules are there to build precise mathematical writing and reading habits.
Definition A function  is called  iff for each  there exists some  such that .0ÀE Ä F 98>9 , − F + − E 0Ð+Ñ œ ,
The informal statement
”for each  there exists some  such that ”, − F + − E 0Ð+Ñ œ ,
in the definition above means exactly the same as
    09< +66 , − F À 0Ð+Ñ œ , 09< =97/ + − E
or
09< +66 , − F À >2/</ /B3=>= + − E =?-2 >2+> 0Ð+Ñ œ ,      .
Recall that
0Ð+Ñ œ , 09< =97/ + − E  
and
>2/</ /B3=>= + − E =?-2 >2+> 0Ð+Ñ œ ,     
are two formal statements that mean the same thing.
The reason for using the word “each” in the phrase “for each ” is that the weight of, − F
the word “all” would tend to make some people violate the grammar of the condition defining
onto, as if it meant one  worked for all . Note the difference between+ ,
               Ð>2/</ /B3=>= + − E =?-2 >2+> 0Ð+Ñ œ ,Ñ 09< +66 , − F
and           >2/</ /B3=>= + − E =?-2 >2+> Ð0Ð+Ñ œ , 09< +66 , − FÑ
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The defining condition is given by the first of these statements and not the second. Using
the word “each” makes it clearer that first  is chosen and then some  (that depends on the choice, +
of ) is found.,
Suppose we wish to prove a theorem with the conclusion “  is onto”. Since “onto” has not0
been defined in terms of our formal language, the form of the conclusion does not automatically
lead to a proof format or suggest proof steps. It is up to us to capture the meaning of “onto” in the
proof steps we select. This can be done by following the rules suggested by an equivalent language
statement.
Example 1:
The function  given by  is onto.0À Ä 0ÐBÑ œ B T %™ ™
 By the definition of “onto” we need to show that     09< +66 - − À >2/</ /B3=>= + − =?-2™ ™
>2+> 0Ð+Ñ œ - 0 . The following steps therefore prove that  is onto:
Proof:
 1. Let .   (because  is the codomain of )- − 0™ ™
 .
 (define  in here)+
 .
 k. 0Ð+Ñ œ -
k+1.  is onto.0
Since , we want . We are given  and want to define  in terms0Ð+Ñ œ + T % - œ + T % - +
of .Hence .- - l % œ +
 1. Let .- − ™
 2. Let + œ - l %
 3.  (2: add )+ T % œ Ð- l %Ñ T % %
 4. -  (3; def. subtraction)+ T % œ Ð- T %Ñ T %
 5. -  (4; assoc.)+ T % œ - T Ð % T %Ñ
 6.  (5; def. inverse)+ T % œ - T !
 7.  (6;  id.)+ T % œ - T
 8.  (7; def. )0Ð+Ñ œ - 0
 9.  is onto (1—8; def. onto)0
 !
Here is a paragraph form for the proof in Example 1.
Proof:
 Let  be arbitrary. Define  to be . Then  by the definition of , so that - − + - l % 0Ð+Ñ œ - 0 0™
is onto.
!
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In order that a function  not be onto, it must satisfy the negation of the defining0ÀE Ä F
condition for onto:
Condition:        09< +66 , − F À >2/</ /B3=>= + − E =?-2 >2+> 0Ð+Ñ œ ,
Negation:        09< =97/ , − F À cÐ>2/</ /B3=>= + − E =?-2 >2+> 0Ð+Ñ œ ,Ñ
That is,     09< =97/ , − F À 09< +66 + − E À 0Ð+Ñ Á ,
Thus, to show that  is not onto, we must define an element  and then show0ÀE Ä F , − F
that there is no  that  sends to .+ − E 0 ,
Example 2:
Show that  defined by  is not onto.0À Ä 0ÐBÑ œ B T %! !
Proof:
  for all .0Ð+Ñ Á # + − !
!
The assertion that a function is onto amounts to saying no more than that its range is equal
to its codomain.
Example 3:
The function  given by  in Example 3 is not onto. The only reason it is 0À Ä 0ÐBÑ œ B T %! ! not
is that we have chosen to specify the codomain of  as . The range of , , is the set0 0 0Ð Ñ! !
Ö< − ± < &×ß W 2À Ä W 2ÐBÑ œ B T %! !k  which we will call . The function  given by  is onto.
Although  is onto and  is not, the only reason  is not equal to  by definition is that the two2 0 2 0
functions have different codomains. One reason for requiring equal functions to have the same
codomain is that otherwise we might have two equal functions one of which was onto and the other
not.
Example 4:
The function , , , ,  defined by , , and  is not onto since 0À Ö" # $× Ä Ö+ , -× " Ä + # Ä , $ Ä + 0
maps no element of  to the element  in the codomain of .E - 0
Theorem 24.1 If  and  are onto, then  is onto.0ÀE Ä F 1ÀF Ä G 1‰0
Proof:
Assume: 1.  onto0
 2.  onto1
Show:   onto1‰0
 Observe that  by definition of composition.1‰0ÀE Ä G
  1. Let .- − G
 .
 (define  here)+
 .
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 k. 1‰0Ð+Ñ œ -
k+1.  is onto.  (1—k; def. onto)1‰0
Backing up from Step k, we get:
 1. Let .- − G
 .
 .
 k-1. 1Ð0Ð+ÑÑ œ -
 k.  (k-1; def. )1‰0Ð+Ñ œ - ‰
k+1.  is onto (1—k; def. onto)1‰0
 Since  is onto, it will map something to ; call it . Then . Since  is onto, it will1 - , 1Ð,Ñ œ - 0
map something to ; call it . (We have now found .), + +
 1. Let .- − G
 2.      (1, hyp. 2; def.  onto)X2/</ /B3=>= , − F =?-2 >2+> 1Ð,Ñ œ - 1
 3.      (2, hyp. 1; def.  onto)X2/</ /B3=>= + − E =?-2 >2+> 0Ð+Ñ œ , 0
 4.  (2,3; sub.)1Ð0Ð+ÑÑ œ -
 5.  (4; def. )Ð1‰0ÑÐ+Ñ œ - ‰
 8.  is onto (1—5; def. onto)1‰0
!
 In Step 3 we “found”  by using the hypothesis that  is onto. This is the usual pattern for+ 0
existence proofs.
 A paragraph proof of this theorem amounts to no more than writing these steps down with a
few connecting words to smooth the flow.
Proof:
 Assume  and  are onto. We will show  is onto. Let . Then, since  is onto, there0 1 1‰0 - − G 1
exists  such that . Since  is onto, there exists  such that ., − F 1Ð,Ñ œ - 0 + − E 0Ð+Ñ œ ,
Substituting, , so that  . Thus  is onto.1Ð0Ð+ÑÑ œ - Ð1‰0ÑÐ+Ñ œ - 1‰0
!
Note the mention of the use of hypotheses in the proof: “since  is onto” and “since  is0 1
onto”. Not all reasons are given in a paragraph proof, but it is a good idea to tell the reader just
where you are using the hypotheses.
Style Rule Paragraph Proofs: It is not necessary to give all justifications in a paragraph (narrative) proof, but
always say where hypotheses are used.
Recall from the last section:
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Conjecture 23.2 Let  and  be functions.0ÀE Ä F 1ÀF Ä G
(a) If  is one-to-one, then  is one-to-one.1‰0 0
(b) If  is one-to-one, then  is one-to-one.1‰0 1
Part (a) was proved and renumbered as Theorem 23.3; part (b) was found to be false. Our
attempted proof of (b), however, can be made to “go through” if we add another hypothesis,
namely, that  is onto:0
Theorem 24.2 Let  and  be functions. If  is one-to-one and  is onto, then  is one-to-one.0ÀE Ä F 1ÀF Ä G 1‰0 0 1
Proof: Exercise 2.
Investigation 7 Make further conjectures about the functions , , and :  in terms of0ÀE Ä F 1ÀF Ä G 1‰0 E Ä G
the conditions (used as either hypotheses or conclusions) of being one-to-one or onto. Look for
statements analogous to theorems in this and the previous section. Give counterexamples for false
conjectures, and then seek to add hypotheses that will make these conjectures true—in a manner
analogous to Theorem 24.2. Prove your conjectures that are true.
EXERCISES
1. Let . Fill in Step 1 with a formal language statement.0ÀE Ä F
1.
2.  is onto (1; def. onto)0
 Prove Theorem 24.2.2. 
3. Decide and prove whether or not each of the following functions is onto:
(a)  defined by 0À Ä 0ÐBÑ œ B T #! !
(b)  defined by 0À Ä 0ÐBÑ œ B T #™ ™
(c)  defined by 0À Ä 0ÐBÑ œ B! ! #
(d)  defined by 0À Ä 0ÐBÑ œ B™ ™ #
4. Let ... -4 -2 0 2 4 6 ...  be the set of even integers, and  let ... -5 -3 -1 1 3 5 ...I œ Ö × S œ Ö ×ß ß ß ß ß ß ß ß ß ß ß ß ß ß
be the set of odd integers. Define  the function  by  if  is even and0À Ä 0ÐBÑ œ $B B™ ™
0ÐBÑ œ &B B 0 if  is odd. Decide and prove whether or not  is onto.
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Products, Pairs, and Definitions
The set  is the same as the set , whereas the ordered pairs  and  areÖ$ß &× Ö&ß $× Ð$ß &Ñ Ð&ß $Ñ
different.  The two ordered pairs represent different points in the coordinate plane.  We would like
to define the idea of an ordered pair of either numbers or elements in a set.  This definition will be
necessary, of course, in order for us to prove facts about ordered pairs.
    The critical property we wish to establish from the definition is that the ordered pair
Ð+ß ,Ñ Ð-ß .Ñ + œ - , œ . is the same as the ordered pair  if and only if  and . This property can't be
considered a definition because it doesn't tell us what an ordered pair is.  (We don't know formally
what a set is either, but the idea in mathematics is to keep the number of undefined things to a
minimum.)
Definition Let  and  be sets. For any a , , the ordered pair ,  is the set , , .E F − E , − F Ð+ ,Ñ ÖÖ+× Ö+ ,××
This unlikely looking candidate for the role of ordered pair will do the job required; that is,
with this definition we can prove the following theorem:
Theorem 25.1 For ,  and ,  we have  iff both  and .+ + − E , , − F Ð+ ß , Ñ œ Ð+ ß , Ñ + œ + , œ ," # " # " " # # " # " #
Proof:  Exercise 7.
Theorem  embodies the property we wish to be characteristic of ordered pairs. After we25.1
use the definition above to prove Theorem  we will never have to use this definition again. It25.1,
serves only to reduce the number of undefined terms. This same sort of trick can be used to define
“function” in terms of sets. For this we will need the following:
Definition Let  and  be sets. The  of  and  (denoted ) is the set\ ] \ ] \ ‚ ]Cartesian product
ÖÐBß CÑ l B − \ C − ] × Ö+ l + œ ÐBß CÑ 09< =97/ B − \ C − ] ×,  (also written   , ).
Example 1:
If  and , we have  X\ œ Ö"ß #× ] œ Ö#ß $ß %× ‚ ] œ ÖÐ"ß #Ñß Ð"ß $Ñß Ð"ß %Ñß Ð#ß #Ñß Ð#ß $Ñß Ð#ß %Ñ×
Example 2:
In algebra,  denotes the set of real numbers.   is the set of all ordered pairs of real numbers,‘ ‘ ‘‚
represented by the entire coordinate plane.
Example 3:
E‚F œ g E œ g F œ g iff  or .
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Proof:
 We need to prove  ,     and also the  converse of this30 E ‚ F œ g >2/8 E œ g 9< F œ g
statement. In order to show  ,     , we will show the30 E ‚ F œ g >2/8 E œ g 9< F œ g
contrapositive instead,  namely,    ,  . That is,   30 cÐE œ g 9< F œ gÑ >2/8 E ‚ F Á g 30 ÐE Á g
+8. F Á gÑ >2/8 E ‚ F Á g E Á g +8. F Á g + − E ,   . So assume   . Then there exists  and
, − F Ð+ ,Ñ − E ‚ F Á g so that , .
 Also, to show    ,   we  again use the  contrapositive: 30 E œ g 9< F œ g >2/8 E ‚ F œ g 30
E ‚ F Á g >2/8 E Á g +8. F Á g E ‚F Á g Ð+ ,Ñ − E ‚ F,    . Assume  .  Then there exists ,
so that  and .+ − E , − F
!
Note that the contrapositives of the two implications in Example 3 were useful since they
gave us nonempty sets to work with. As an attempt at a formal definition of “function  one”
frequently sees the following:
Definition Let  and  be nonempty sets. A    from  to  is a subset of  such that (1) forE F 0 E F E‚Ffunction
all ,  if  and , then  and (2) for all :B − E ß − F À ÐBß Ñ − 0 ÐBß Ñ − 0 œ B − EC C C C C C" # " # " #
ÐBß DÑ − 0 D − F for some .
If  is a function according to this definition, the pair  is in  when  is0ÀE Ä F ÐBß CÑ 0 0
viewed as mapping  to . Thus  and  mean the same thing.   must map  to aB C ÐBß CÑ − 0 0ÐBÑ œ C 0 B
unique element  in . Part (1) of the definition assures uniqueness by the usual scheme:  weC F
assume different names,  and , for the element in  to which  maps and then require .C C F B C œ C" # " #
Part (2) assures us that the rule for mapping  applies to all elements of .B E
The problem with the definition above is that it doesn't quite tell us what a function is. A
function must be more than just a set of ordered pairs since, from the set of ordered pairs alone, it
is not possible to determine the codomain of the function. The domain of the function may be
determined as the set of all first coordinates, but if we try to determine the codomain the same way,
we get that the function is onto. Using the definition above would mean that all functions were
either onto or had an unspecified codomain — where it could not be determined from the
definition whether or not they were onto. Since our goal is to reduce the number of undefined
terms by  “function”, the definition above will not do. For “function” to be properlydefining
defined, all properties must follow from the definition.
To this end, we first define the ordered triple  as . With this definition weÐ+ß ,ß -Ñ ÐÐ+ß ,Ñß -Ñ
can prove:
Theorem 25 2Þ  For , , , we have:  iff , , and+ ß + − E , ß , − F - ß - − G Ð+ ß , ß - Ñ œ Ð+ ß , ß - Ñ + œ + , œ ," # " # " # " " " # # # " # " #
- œ -" #.
Proof: Exercise 8.
This makes possible the formal definition of “function”:
Definition A function  is a triple , where  is a subset of  such that:0ÀE Ä F ÐEßFß 0Ñ 0 E ‚ F
 (1) for all , y y : if  and  then B − E ß − F ÐBß C Ñ − 0 ÐBß C Ñ − 0 C œ C" # " # " #
and (2) for all :  for some .B − E ÐBß DÑ − 0 D − F
Here  is called the domain of , and  is called the codomain. From thisE 0ÀE Ä F F
definition, equal functions have the same codomain by Theorem 25.2.
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From the definition it is easy to see the following: For any set , there is exactly oneF
function  from  to , corresponding to the empty subset (which is the only subset) of .  is0 g F g ‚ F 0
one-to-one, since the defining condition is vacuously satisfied. If  is nonempty, then  is notF 0
onto. The function  is one-to-one and onto. If  is nonempty, there is no function from 0À g Ä g E E
to .g
 Since we now know what a function is by definition, we can no longer define what we mean
by “equal” functions. “Equal” must mean “same” according to the definition.  Thus our former
definition of equal functions ought to be a theorem:
Theorem 25.3 Two functions  and  are equal iff    .0ÀE Ä F 1ÀE Ä F 09< +66 B − E À 0ÐBÑ œ 1ÐBÑ
Proof: Exercise 10.
There will be no occasion where we will need to use the definition of function.  Instead, we
will appeal to Theorem  (or, equivalently, to the definition of equal functions).  This parallels25.3
the situation for ordered pair, where the useful characterization is given by a theorem instead of the
definition.
EXERCISES
 1.  1. Ð+ß ,Ñ œ Ð-ß .Ñ
 2.  _____________ (1; Thm. 25.1)
 3.  _____________ (1; Thm. 25.1)
2. Let  and . Find .E œ Ö"ß #ß $ß %× F œ ÖBß Cß D× E ‚ F
3. Let  and . Find  and . Is ?E œ Ö"ß #ß $× F œ Ö"ß #× E ‚ F F ‚E E‚F œ F ‚E
5. Let  and  be nonempty sets. Prove that there exists a one-to-one function from  ontoE F E‚F
F ‚E.
6. Let   be sets. Prove or disprove:Eß Fß G
(a) E‚F bGÑ œ E ‚F bE‚ G
(b) E‚ ÐF d GÑ œ E ‚F dE‚ G
(c) E‚ ÐF l GÑ œ E ‚F lE‚ G
7. Prove Theorem 25.1.  The difficulty with this problem is keeping track of all the cases. Use
arguments like the following: If , then     by definition of setÖBß C× © Ö+ß ,× B œ + 9< B œ ,
containment.
 Prove Theorem 25.2.8. 
9. Let  and . For each of the following subsets  of , decideE œ Ö"ß #ß $× F œ Ö"ß #ß $× 0 E ‚ F
whether  is a function and, if so, whether it is one-to-one or onto.ÐEßFß 0Ñ
(a) 0 œ ÖÐ"ß "Ñß Ð#ß #Ñß Ð$ß $Ñ×
(b) 0 œ ÖÐ"ß "Ñß Ð"ß #Ñß Ð#ß $Ñ×
(c) 0 œ ÖÐ"ß $Ñß Ð#ß "Ñß Ð$ß #Ñ×
(d) 0 œ ÖÐ"ß "Ñß Ð#ß #Ñ×
(e) 0 œ ÖÐ"ß #Ñß Ð#ß #Ñß Ð$ß #Ñ×
(f) 0 œ ÖÐ#ß "Ñß Ð#ß #Ñß Ð#ß $Ñ×
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10. To prove Theorem 25.3, we need to show   iff   .   In order to0 œ 1 09< +66 B − E À 0ÐBÑ œ 1ÐBÑ
avoid stumbling over notation, we can rewrite this   statement   ,  09< +66 09< +66 B − E Cß D − F À 30
ÐBß CÑ − 0 +8. ÐBß DÑ − 1 >2/8 C œ D 09< +66  ,  .  Prove Theorem 25.3 by showing this   statement
holds iff .  Note: by definition  and  are sets.0 œ 1 0 1
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The Rational Numbers
In order to work on computational examples in the following section, we need to enlarge our
number system from the set  of integers—to the set of rational numbers. The word “rational”™
comes from “ratio”, and the rational numbers are just ratios of integers, that is, fractions and whole
numbers. We denote the set of rational numbers by . Since  is an extension of the number* *
systems we have already considered, we have the following axiom:
Axiom  ! ™ *© ©
The notation  is shorthand for   . ! ™ * ! ™ ™ *© © © +8. © The axioms that relate to
addition and multiplication for  also hold for . Thus we have the following properties of ™ * *:
Axioms   For all , :  (closure under addition)+ , − + T , −* *
  For all , :  (commutativity of addition)+ , − + T , œ , T +*
  For all , , :  (associativity of addition)+ , - − + T Ð, T -Ñ œ Ð+ T ,Ñ T -*
  For all , :  (closure under multiplication)+ , − + † , −* *
  For all , :  (commutativity of multiplication)+ , − + † , œ , † +*
  For all , , :  (associativity of multiplication)+ , - − + † Ð, † -Ñ œ Ð+ † ,Ñ † -*
  For all , , :  (distributivity)+ , - − + † Ð, T -Ñ œ + † , T + † -*
  For all :  (property of  identity)+ − ! T + œ + œ + T ! T*
  For all :  (property of  identity)+ − " † + œ + œ + † " †*
  For all :     (existence of  inverse)+ − + T , œ ! 09< =97/ , − T* *
The additive inverse of the rational number , denoted by - , is unique. The proof is exactly+ +
the same as the proof for the integers.  The axioms for  analogous to those above are subsumed™
under those above; that is, since the axioms above hold for all elements of , they hold also for the*
subset  of —so the analogous axioms for  can be replaced by those above. The other axioms™ * ™
for  and  (such as closure and trichotomy) don't follow from those above, however, so we need™ !
to carry these axioms (about subsets of ) forward.*
In  we have an additional axiom, which asserts that a nonzero element has a multiplicative*
inverse:
Axiom  For each  such that , there exists  such that + − + Á ! , − + † , œ "* *
The element  in the axiom above is called the multiplicative inverse of . It is uniquely, +
determined, as the next theorem asserts.
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Theorem 26.1 For each rational number , not equal to zero, there exists a unique  such that .+ − + † , œ " , *
Proof: Exercise 1.
Subtraction is defined for rational numbers exactly as it is for the integers:
Definition For , the difference  is defined to be  plus the additive inverse of , symbolically:+ß , − +l , + ,*
  - .+l , œ + T ,
The expression  is read “  minus ”, and the operation “ ”  between rational numbers+ , + ,* *
is called subtraction.
Definition For any , , where , the quotient (or ratio)  is defined to be  multiplied by the+ , − , Á ! +y, +*
  multiplicative inverse of .,
The expression  is read “  divided by ” or “  over ”, and the operation “ ” between+y, + , + , y
rational numbers is called division.
Example 4:
For any ,  is  times the multiplicative inverse of , and is therefore the multiplicative, Á ! "y, " ,
inverse of  itself. This gives us a way to denote the multiplicative inverse of ., ,
Multiplication by the natural number  can be interpreted as taking  copies of something.& &
In particular, since  (by the definition of multiplicative inverse),  copies of & Ð"y&Ñ " & "y&† œ
gives , so that  must be less than  (five times less, in fact).  is also less than one, but since" "y& " "y%
only  copies of  produce ,  is greater than . In general, for natural numbers  and , if% "y% " "y% "y& + ,
+ C , "y, C "y+, then .
We have yet to give a formal definition of  for .  We want the definition we do give toC *
satisfy the following conditions: (1) the relation on  should be the same as our previousC *
relation, when we consider elements in the subsets  and  of , and (2) for natural numbers ! ™ * +
and , if , then we want ., + C , "y, C "y+
Recall the following definition of for the integers:C
For , ,  iff .+ , − + C , , l+ −™ !
The same definition won't work for extending from  to , since the difference betweenC ™ *
two rational numbers need not be a whole number. In order to make a similar definition, we define
the following subset of :*
Definition Define    .  is called the subset of positive rational* * ! *+ +œ ÖB − l B œ +y, 09< =97/ +ß , − ×
  numbers.
Example 5:
& − & œ &y" $y( − "(y& −* * * *+ + + +, since .  , and .  The elements of  are the positive fractions
and whole numbers.
Definition For , define  iff    . Equivalently,  iff+ß , − + C , >2/</ /B3=>= B − =?-2 >2+> , œ + T B + C ,* *+
  ., l + − *+
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If  and  are in the subset  of , then this definition agrees exactly with the definition of+ , ™ *
+ C , +ß , − , + − that we already have. In order to prove this, we need to show that for : ( ™ ** +
iff ). You are asked to do this as Exercise 5. It is a corollary to Theorem 26.2., + −* !
Theorem 26.2 * ™ !+ d œ
Proof: Exercise 3.
Theorem 26.3 For , if , then .+ß , − + C , "y, C "y+!
Proof: Exercise 4.
The axioms we have so far for  apply to the larger real and complex number systems, as*
well as the rational numbers.  If we wish our axiom system for the rational numbers to be specific
for that system, we need to introduce another axiom that will insure that the system is not too large;
that is, that it contains the positive and negative whole numbers and fractions, but nothing else. The
following axiom does just this.
Axiom  Trichotomy for : For any , exactly one of the following holds: (1) , (2) ,* * *+ − + œ ! + − +
   (3) - .+ − *+
The following definition repeats for the rational numbers, definitions that we have already
for the integers:
Definition For , , define+ , − *
  (a)   iff + k , , C +
  (b)   iff   + Ÿ , + C , 9< + œ ,
  (c)   iff   +   , + k , 9< + œ ,
Theorem 26.4 For any , , exactly one of the following holds: (1) , (2) , (3) .+ , − + C , + œ , + k ,*
Proof: Exercise 6.
Investigation 8 Using previous theorems about the integers as a guide, make up analogous theorems for the
rational numbers. Prove the theorems that you have made up.
Recall that the natural number  is defined as the identity of multiplication—given by an"
axiom. The numbers , , , and so on are defined as , , , and so on.# $ % # œ " T " $ œ # T " % œ $ T "
The axioms that we have so far for  hold for larger number systems; that is, there is no axiom that!
limits the set  to these numbers. The following theorem states that  is limited to numbers so! !
defined.
Theorem 26.5 For every natural number : .8 Ð8 œ "Ñ 9< Ð>2/</ /B3=>= 5 − =?-2 >2+> 8 œ 5 T "Ñ!
EXERCISES
1. Prove Theorem 26.1
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2. Show that the two forms of the definition of for  are equivalent, that is, show for , ,C + , −* *
>2/</ /B3=>= B − =?-2 >2+> , + T B , + −  * *+ +  iff  .œ *
3. Prove Theorem 26.2.
4. Prove Theorem 26.3.
5. Prove that for , ,  iff .+ , − , + − , + −™ * !* *+
6. Prove Theorem 26.4.
7. Give rules for addition, subtraction, multiplication , and division of rational numbers, in terms of
integers; that is, for integers , fill in the boxes below with integers given in terms of+ß ,ß -ß .















Consider the following way to add all the numbers from 1 to 100:  add  and , to get , then" "!! "!"
add  and , again to get , then  plus  again gives . There are just  such pairs of# ** "!" $ *) "!" &!
numbers, the last being  plus . All pairs sum to . So the correct sum is  = .&! &" "!" &! † "!" &!&!
In general we wish to find the sum of the first  natural numbers:8
" T # T $ T % T T Ð8 l "Ñ T 8...
If there are an even number of numbers, then there are  pairs, such as  plus , and 8Î# " 8 #
plus . Each of the pairs sums to , soÐ8 l "Ñ 8 T "
" T # T $ T % T T T 8 œ Ð8 T "Ñ † 8Î#... Ð8 l "Ñ
If there are an odd number of numbers, then the number in the center of the list is
Ð8 T "ÑÎ# 8 l " Ð8 l "ÑÎ#,  is even, and there are  pairs that remain if we delete the number
Ð8 T "ÑÎ# " 8 # from the center of the list. Each of the remaining pairs, such as  and , and  and
Ð8 l "Ñ, sum to . Therefore the sum of the paired elements is . If we add8 T " Ð8 T "Ñ † Ð8 l "ÑÎ#
the deleted center element we get . By the distributive propertyÐ8 T "Ñ † Ð8 l "ÑÎ# T Ð8 T "ÑÎ#
Ð8 T "Ñ † Ð8 l "ÑÎ# T Ð8 T "ÑÎ# Ð8 l "Ñ T " † Ð8 T "ÑÎ# 8Ð8 T "ÑÎ#œ œ[ ]
which is the same sum that we get in the case with an even number of terms.
Thus for all natural numbers , we have8
" T # T $ T % T T Ð8 l "Ñ T 8 Ð8 T "Ñ † 8Î#... œ
There is a very powerful idea in mathematics, called  , that lets usmathematical induction
prove statements of the form   . Induction has theoretical, as well as09< +66 8 − À Ð8Ñ! c
computational uses, and its computational uses enable us to prove things for which there are no
easy methods. In order to introduce the idea in a simple context, however, we illustrate the use of
induction by proving statements like the formula above for the sum of the first  natural numbers.8
    The left hand side of this formula is an expression for the sum of the first  natural8
numbers. For the values , , and  for , we get the following interpretation of the sum:" # $ 8
              :   ...  8 œ " " T # T $ T % T T Ð8 l "Ñ T 8 œ " œ "
              :   ...  8 œ # " T # T $ T % T T Ð8 l "Ñ T 8 œ " T # œ $
              :   ...  8 œ $ " T # T $ T % T T Ð8 l "Ñ T 8 œ " T # T $ œ '
Let  be the statement ... . ThencÐ8Ñ " T # T $ T % T T 8 l " T 8 œ Ð8 T "Ñ † 8Î#
cÐ"Ñ " Ð" T "Ñ † "Î# is the statement    œ
cÐ#Ñ " T # Ð# T "Ñ † #Î# is the statement    œ
cÐ$Ñ " T # T $ Ð$ T "Ñ † $Î# is the statement    œ
Notice that these statements are all true.
Inference Rule Mathematical Induction: In order to prove a statement of the form    by09< +66 8 − À Ð8Ñ! c
induction, first show that  is true, then assume that  is true for an arbitrary , and showc cÐ"Ñ Ð8Ñ 8
that  is true.cÐ8 T "Ñ
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Example 1:
The following assertion holds for all :8 − !
(1)      ... (2n # T % T ' T T Ñ œ 8Ð8 T "Ñ
If , then  is an even natural number. The expression ... (2n  means the8 − #8 # T % T ' T T Ñ!
sum of all even numbers up to and including . If  = , then the expression is taken to mean just#8 8 "
# #8 # # (or equivalently, ) since  is the only even number up to .
Proof of (1):
 First we verify that (1) is true for :   is true.8 œ " # œ "Ð" T "Ñ
 For the second part of he proof,
Assume: 8 − !
 ...# T % T ' T T Ð#8Ñ œ 8Ð8 T "Ñ
Show: ...# T % T ' T T Ð#Ð8 T "ÑÑ œ Ð8 T "ÑÐÐ8 T "Ñ T "Ñ
By adding  to each side of the expression in the hypothesis, we get:#8 T #
               ...# T % T ' T T Ð#8Ñ T #Ð8 T "Ñ œ 8Ð8 T "Ñ T #Ð8 T "Ñ
       or     ...# T % T ' T T Ð#8Ñ T #Ð8 T "Ñ œ Ð8 T "ÑÐ8 T #Ñ
       or     ...# T % T ' T T Ð#8Ñ T #Ð8 T "Ñ œ Ð8 T "ÑÐÐ8 T "Ñ T "Ñ
!
Note that the conclusion is exactly the same as the hypothesis, except that every occurrence
of  is replaced by .8 8 T "
A proof done according to the preceding scheme is said to be a proof “by induction on ”.8
The same scheme will work for the straightforward exercises at the end of this section.  Thus a
proof by induction consists of two parts: (1) showing that the assertion holds for  and (2)8 œ "
showing that, if the assertion is true for an arbitrary , then it is true for . In proving (2),8 8 T "
many people find it convenient to use slightly different notation: we assume the truth of the
assertion for , let   , and then show that the assertion holds for . Thus the statement to8 5 œ 8 T " 5
be shown in (2) has exactly the same form as the statement assumed except that  has replaced .5 8
In proving (1), the number  is substituted for . For example, a proof of Example 1 (by induction)" 8
would take the following form:
 First, show: # œ "Ð" T "Ñ
 Proof:  Definition of  (as ), and identity for multiplication.# " T "
 Second:
Assume: ...# T % T ' T T Ð#8Ñ œ 8Ð8 T "Ñ
 5 œ 8 T "
Show: ...# T % T ' T T Ð#5Ñ œ 5Ð5 T "Ñ
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By adding  to each side of the expression in the hypothesis, we get:#8 T #
               # T % T ' Tá T Ð#8Ñ T #Ð8 T "Ñ œ 8Ð8 T "Ñ T #Ð8 T "Ñ
       or     # T % T ' Tá T Ð#8Ñ T #Ð8 T "Ñ œ Ð8 T "ÑÐ8 T #Ñ
       or     # T % T ' Tá T Ð#8Ñ T #Ð8 T "Ñ œ Ð8 T "ÑÐÐ8 T "Ñ T "Ñ
       or      by substitution.# T % T ' Táááá T Ð#5Ñ œ Ð5ÑÐ5 T "Ñ
!
Example 2:
Suppose that  and  are positive integers with . Prove that    .B C B C C 09< +66 8 − À B C C! 8 8
Proof:
 By induction on :  First :  Show: 8 8 œ " B C C" "
Proof: By hypothesis.
Next,
Assume: B C C8 8
 5 œ 8 T "
Show: B C C5 5
It is frequently helpful to do the first few cases ( , 3, or ) to get an idea of how to proceed in8 œ # %
general:
8 œ # B C C: 
 ,  , so that  B C CB BC C C B C C# # # #
8 œ $ B C C B C C B: , so that  # # $ #
 ,  so that  ,  so that B C C BC C C B C C# $ $ $
B C C BC C C C,  so that   (multiplying both sides by ;8 8T" 8
     is positive by Exercise 6)C8
B C C B C C B B8 8 8T" 8, so that   (multiplying both sides by )
therefore   (transitivity of )B C C C8T" 8T"
that is,  B C C5 5
!
The validity of the inference rule for doing proofs by induction follows from the following
axiom. We have given it as a rule, since a rule is a more obvious guide in doing proofs than is the
use of an axiom.
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Axiom  Induction: Let  be a subset of  that has the following two properties:W !
(1) " − W
(2) for all : if , then .8 − 8 − W 8 T " − W!
Then .W œ !
From the axiom, we can see that the inference rule is valid. For, given any proposition cÐ8Ñ
involving the natural number , let  be the set of all natural numbers for which  is true. If we8 W Ð8Ñc
establish  according to the inference rule, then , so condition (1) of the axiom iscÐ"Ñ " − W
satisfied. If we assume the truth of  for an arbitrary , and can show  as thec ! cÐ8Ñ 8 − Ð8 T "Ñ
inference rule dictates, then we have proved “for all if , the  ”, so8 − À 8 − W 8 8 T " − W!
condition (2) of the axiom is satisfied. From the assertion of the axiom, then, , and this saysW œ !
that  is true for all , by the definition of . Thus it follows from the axiom that thec !Ð8Ñ 8 − W
inference rule gives a valid way of proving  for all .c !Ð8Ñ 8 −
Our next use of induction is to prove a theoretical result: Theorem , the “division27.6
algorithm”. An algorithm is a fixed procedure for calculating some mathematical quantity, for
example, the procedure of “long division”. The division algorithm comes in two versions: (1)
division of numbers to get a decimal to any desired degree of accuracy, and (2) division of whole
numbers to get a whole number quotient and a whole number remainder. Here we will be
concerned exclusively with the latter.
Example 3:
We wish to divide  by . The idea is first to find the largest number less than or equal to  that"% $ "%
is a multiple of . This number is . We then subtract  from  to get the remainder .$ "# œ % † $ "# "% #
Then we write   . In this expression,  is the quotient. Given an integer, such as ,"% œ % † $ T # % "%
that we wish to divide by another integer, such as , the division algorithm produces a quotient and$
a remainder.
Theorem 27.6 Division Algorithm: Let  and  be integers, with . Then there exist unique integers  and + , , k ! ; <
such that  and .+ œ ,; T < ! Ÿ < C ,
Theorem 27.6 is known itself as the division algorithm, although it is not really an algorithm
but identifies the relationship that holds for the quantities  and , which are determined by the; <
algorithm.
Proof:
 We first show the existence part for positive  by induction on . If   , we have: Case+ + + œ "
1, : . Case 2 : . Therefore   the existence of  and  is, œ " " œ " † " T ! , k " " œ ! † , T " ; <
shown when .+ œ "
 Now let  and assume existence of  and , that is,  for  . Hence+ œ 8 ; < 8 œ ;, T < ! Ÿ < C ,
8 T " œ ;, T < T " < T " C , 8 T " œ ;, T < ! Ÿ < C ,. If , then ' where   ' . Otherwise
< T " œ , 8 T " œ Ð; T "Ñ, T ! 8 T " œ ;, T < ! Ÿ < C , so that  and again ' where ' . It
follows that  and  exist when . By   induction, existence is shown for all positive; < + œ 8 T "
integers.
 We next show the existence part for negative  and . Case 1, :   .+ + œ ! + œ ! ! œ ! † , T !
Case 2, : By part (a) -  for  so that - - . If , we are+ C ! + œ ;, T < ! Ÿ < C , + œ Ð ;Ñ, T Ð <Ñ < œ !
done. Otherwise  so that - -  and . Here ! C < C , ! k < k , , k , l < k , l , + œ
Ð ; l "Ñ, T Ð, l <Ñ-  and we are also done.
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 Finally we show uniqueness:
Assume:  =  for , .; , T < ; , T < ! Ÿ < < C ," " # # " #
Show:   and  ; œ ; < œ <" # " #
 Case 1,  = : Here  =  so that  by Theorem 32.5b.< < ; , ; , ; œ ;" # " # " #
 Case 2, (without loss of generality : Here     so that! Ÿ < C < C , ; , T < œ ; , T <" # " " # #
Ð; l ; Ñ, œ < l < , < l < ; l ;" # # " # " " #. Since  is positive and  is   positive,  is positive. By
Exercise 6b, , but    so that  >  contradictingÐ; l ; Ñ,   , , k < l < Ð; l ; Ñ, < l <" # # " " # # "
Ð; l ; Ñ, œ < l < < <" # # " " #. Hence this   case leads to a contradiction. Therefore Case 1, = ,
must hold, and   from this it follows that = .; ;" #
!
EXERCISES
Prove the following by induction on :8
1.       ...   " T # T $ T T 8 œ Þ8Ð8T"Ñ
#
2. ..." T $ T & T T Ð#8 T "Ñ œ Ð8 T "Ñ Þ#
3. ..." T $ T * T T $ œ Þ8 $ l"
#
8T"
4.       ...   ." T # T $ T T 8 œ 8Ð8 T "ÑÐ#8 T "Ñ# # # # "
'
5.   ...    ...  " T # T T 8 œ Ð" T # T T 8Ñ$ $ $ #
6. Suppose  and . Prove:C − C k !™
(a) for all  8 − À C k !! 8
(b) for all  8 − À 8C   C!
7. Prove  for all .8 C # 8 −8 !
8. Let     . Use the induction axiom to showE œ ÖB − ± ÐB œ "Ñ 9< ÐB œ C T " 09< =97/ C − Ñ×! !
that . Conclude that   and that there is no integer between  and  ShowE œ " Ÿ 8 09< +66 8 − ! "Þ! !
that there is no integer between  and . Can you generalize?" #
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Primes, Divisors, and Multiples in !
Prime numbers can be considered in the context of either the integers or the natural numbers. The
former approach is the more powerful, and leads to easier deductive access to the theorems of
elementary  The approach is, however, more abstract than we wish the present textnumber theory.
to be. Theorems about the topics we consider here are found in Volume 3 of the series—which is
written at a higher level. The present treatment is descriptive—not deductive. That is, we will
make some definitions and do some computations, but there will be no significant theorems. Our
definitions will be made in the context of the natural numbers, since it is the simplest. Before we
restrict attention to the natural numbers, however, we will say something briefly about how things
work in the integers.
Certain of the axioms relating addition and multiplication in  are exactly the same as those™
relating addition and multiplication in . Any set on which there are two operations satisfying*
these axioms is called a commutative . Since the axioms hold in  and ,  and  arering ™ * ™ *
examples of commutative rings .  is not a commutative ring since, for example, there is no22 !
additive identity, nor do elements have additive inverses. (Elements in a ring may have, but need
not have, multiplicative inverses.)
In a ring, divisors of the multiplicative identity  are called . Since - -  and" Ð "Ñ † Ð "Ñ œ "units
" † " œ "ß " " " " " both  and -  are divisors of , and are therefore units in . In fact,  and -  are the only™
units in . In , since every nonzero element has a multiplicative inverse, every nonzero element™ *
is a unit. Thus in  there are elements that are neither zero nor units, but this is not true for . In a™ *
ring, an element  is called  iff whenever  (for some  and  in the ring), we have+ + œ ,- , -irreducible
that either  or  is a unit. Thus  is an irreducible element of , since if we had , then either, - ( ( œ ,-™
, œ „ " - œ „ ( - œ „ " , œ „ ( , - ' and , or  and —so that either  or  is a unit. The integer ,
however, is not irreducible, since , but neither  nor  is a unit.' œ # † $ # $
In a ring, an element  is called  iff whenever  divides a product , then  must+ + ,- +prime
divide either  or . In , for example, the number  is  prime since  divides  or , but , - ' ' * † % $' '™ not
does not divide , nor does it divide . The number   prime in , since any time  divides a* % ( (is ™
product , it must divide one of the factors  or .,- , -
Although there are rings (sets that satisfy the axioms) for which prime and irreducible
elements are sometimes different, it can be proved that in  any number is prime iff it is™
irreducible. (This is, however, not an elementary result.) The definition of  that we give forprime
natural numbers could be either the definition above of prime for rings, or the definition of
irreducible—since these ideas are equivalent for natural numbers. The easier, and most widely
seen, definition for primality in the natural numbers is actually the ring-theoretic definition of
irreducibility. It is the definition people used for the two thousand years preceding the definition of
the integers.
Definition A natural number is called  iff its only divisors (in ) are  and itself.prime ! "
A natural number that is not prime and not  (that is, not a unit) is called ." composite
22
 The set of polynomials in  is another example of a commutative ring.B
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Example 1:
' œ # † $ # $ ' ' ( " ( so that  and  are divisors of . Thus  is composite.  is prime, having only  and  as
divisors
Any composite number can be written as a product of its prime divisors. (Recall that a
divisor is also called a ).factor
Example2:
Write  as a product of its prime factors.$!!
We begin by writing  as a product of two of its factors: . This is done in the$!! $!! œ $! † "!
following beginning of a “factorization tree”.
Next, we write both  and  as products of their factors:$! "!
The numbers 3, , and  are prime, and cannot be factored further. However,  can be factored# & "!
into  times :# &
Thus .  The prime factors of a number are usually listed in order of$!! œ $ † # † & † # † &
increasing size: .  Also, it is customary to use exponential notation for$!! œ # † # † $ † & † &
repeated factors.  Thus  .$!! œ # † $ † &# #
It is possible to generate a list of all the factors of a number, by taking  all combinations of
exponents not exceeding the exponents in the prime factorization.
Example 3:
Find all the factors of .$!!
Solution:
# † $ † & œ $!! # † $ † & œ '! # † $ † & œ "## " # # " " # " !  
# † $ † & œ "&! # † $ † & œ $! # † $ † & œ '" " # " " " " " !  
# † $ † & œ (& # † $ † & œ "& # † $ † & œ $! " # ! " " ! " !  
# † $ † & œ "!! # † $ † & œ #! # † $ † & œ %# ! # # ! " # ! !  
# † $ † & œ &! # † $ † & œ "! # † $ † & œ #" ! # " ! " " ! !  
# † $ † & œ #& # † $ † & œ & # † $ † & œ "! ! # ! ! " ! ! !  
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It is frequently necessary to know the greatest common factor for two numbers. If the
numbers aren't large, this can be found by determining the sets of all factors of each number, and
then finding the greatest one they have in common.
Example 4:
Find the greatest common factor of  and .$' &!
Solution:
Using factorization trees, first obtain the prime factorizations of both  and . (The figures are$' $!
omitted.) We get:    and  .  We then generate lists of all the factors of $' œ # † $ $! œ # † $ † & $'# #
and :$!
  Factors of Factors of $' $!
  # † $ œ $' # † $ † & œ $!# # " " "
  # † $ œ ") # † $ † & œ "&" # ! " "
  # † $ œ * # † $ † & œ "!! # " ! "
  # † $ œ "# # † $ † & œ &# " ! ! "
  # † $ œ ' # † $ † & œ '" " " " !
  # † $ œ $ # † $ † & œ $! " ! " !
  # † $ œ % # † $ † & œ ## ! " ! !
  # † $ œ # # † $ † & œ "" ! ! ! !
 # † $ œ "! !
By inspection, we see that  is the set of common factors for  and . Thus  is theÖ"ß #ß $ß '× $' $! '
greatest common factor.
Suppose we wish to find the greatest common factor  of numbers  and . It's not8 + ,
necessary to actually list the sets of factors for each of  and . Instead, we seek the prime+ ,
factorization of . Since  is found in the list of factors of , it is expressed as a product of the8 8 +
prime factors of  to some powers. The powers in the factorization of  can't exceed the powers in+ 8
the factorization of . Similarly,  must be also expressed as a product of powers of the prime+ 8
factors of .,
Example 5:
Let  be the greatest common factor of  and . Find  by determining its prime factorization.8 $! $' 8
Solution:
Since it occurs in the list of factors of ,  is of the form   for some , . It is also of the$' 8 # † $ 4ß 54 5
form  ,  for some  since it occurs in the list of factors of . Since it occurs in the# † $ † & <ß =ß >ß $!< = >
first list, the exponent of  must be zero. Since it occurs in the second list, the exponents of  and & # $
must be less than or equal to . In order that  be the  of the common factors, the" 8 greatest
exponents of  and  should be as large as possible—subject to the constraints above. Thus the# $
exponents of  and  are both . Thus .# $ " 8 œ # † $ œ '" "
Example 6:
Let    and    be given in terms of their prime factorizations, and+ œ # † $ † & † "" , œ # † $ † & † (# $ # # #
let  be the greatest common factor of  and . Find  in terms of its prime factorization.8 + , 8
Solution:
We can simplify notation by using zero as an exponent to describe the prime factorizations of +
and . Thus    and  . Then  has a prime, + œ # † $ † & † ( † "" , œ # † $ † & † ( † "" 8# " $ ! " " # # # !
factorization involving these primes, where for each prime the exponent is as large as possible
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subject to the constraint that it can't be larger than the exponent in the factorization of  or of .+ ,
Thus  .8 œ # † $ † & † ( † """ " # ! !
The method of Example 6 can be summarized in general as follows:
Procedure In order to find the greatest common divisor  of natural numbers  and , write  and  in terms8 + , + ,
of their prime factorizations. Use zero as an exponent, when necessary, so as to write  and  in+ ,
terms of the same prime numbers. Then  has a prime factorization involving the same set of8
primes, where the exponent for each prime is found by taking the  of the exponents forminimum
that prime in the factorizations of  and .+ ,
There is a method, called the , for calculating the greatest commonEuclidean algorithm
factor of two numbers, without finding their prime factorizations: Suppose we wish to find the
greatest common factor  of  and . Suppose also (without loss of generality) that . By the8 + , + C ,
division algorithm,    where .  Now use the division algorithm to divide , œ ; + T < ! Ÿ < C + +" 1 1
by the remainder  to obtain a second, smaller remainder :  , where  .< < + œ ; < T < ! Ÿ < C <" # # " # # "
Then divide the first remainder by the second, to get a third. Then divide the second by the third to
get a fourth, and so on, until we get a remainder of zero:
 ,  where , œ ; + T < ! C < C +" 1 1
 , where  + œ ; < T < ! C < C <# " # # "
 , where  < œ ; < T < ! C < C <" $ # $ $ #
 , where  < œ ; < T < ! C < C <# % $ % % $
 Þ
 Þ
 , where  < œ ; < T < ! C < C <5l# 5 5l" 5 5 5l"
 < œ ; < T !5l" 5T" 5
 We claim that , the last nonzero remainder, is the greatest common factor  of  and .< 8 + ,5
To see this, first observe that since  and ,  ,  by Theorem 7.1 and the first equation.8 ± + 8 ± , 8 ± <1
Then since  and ,  ,  by Theorem 7.1 and the second equation.  We continue in this8 ± + 8 ± < 8 ± <" #
manner to find that  divides all the remainders in the sequence. Thus 8 8 ± < Þ5
From the last equation,  ,  we see that  divides . From the equation< œ ; < T ! < <5l" 5T" 5 5 5l"
< œ ; < T < < < <5l# 5 5l" 5 5 5l# 5, we see that  must also divide . From the preceding division  must also
divide , and so on. Thus  divides all the remainders and  and . Thus   is a common< < , + <5l$ 5 5
divisor of  and . Since  is by definition the greatest common divisor, we have . Since+ , 8 < Ÿ 85
also  , we have that . That is, the greatest common divisor of and  is the last nonzero8 ± < 8 œ < + ,5 5
remainder that we get in the process of dividing by successive remainders.
Example 7:
Use the Euclidean algorithm to find the greatest common factor of  and .'(& ")!!
Solution:
Dividing  by  gives:  = .")!! '(& ")!! # † '(& T %&!
Dividing  by  gives:  = '(& %&! '(& " † %&! T ##&Þ
Dividing  by  gives:  = .%&! ##& %&! # † ##& T !
Since  is the last nonzero remainder, it is the greatest common factor of  and .##& ")!! '(&
The  of  and  is, as its name suggests, the smallest of all theleast common multiple + ,
multiples that  and  have in common.+ ,
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Example 8:
Find the least common multiple of  and ."# ")
Solution:
The set of multiples of  is  ."# Ö"#ß #%ß $'ß %)ß '!ß (#ß )%ß *'ß "!)ß "#!ß ÞÞÞ ×
The set of multiples of  is  .") Ö")ß $'ß &%ß (#ß *!ß "!)ß "#'ß "%%ß "'#ß ")!ß ÞÞÞ ×
The set of common multiples will be the intersection of the two sets above:  .Ö$'ß (#ß "!)ß "%%ß ÞÞÞ×
The least common multiple is the smallest element in this set, namely, .$'
It is easier to find the least common multiple of two numbers in terms of its prime
factorization than by listing all multiples of the numbers. For example,  has the prime"#
factorization    and  has the prime factorization    If  is the least"# œ # † $ ") ") œ # † $ Þ 7# " " #
common multiple of  and , then  must contain all the factors of  (  as a factor twice, and "# ") 7 "# # $
once), and all the factors of  (  as a factor once, and  twice). Any multiple of  will contain at$' # $ "#
least two factors of  and one factor of . Any multiple of  will contain one factor of two and# $ ")
two factors of . The common multiples of  and  are therefore the numbers that contain at$ "# ")
least two factors of  and two factors of . The least common multiple contains exactly (no more# $
than what is necessary) two factors of  and two factors of .# $
Procedure In order to find the least common multiple  of natural numbers  and , write  and  in terms of7 + , + ,
their prime factorizations. Use zero as an exponent, when necessary, so as to write  and  in terms+ ,
of the same prime numbers. Then  has a prime factorization involving the same set of primes,7
where the exponent for each prime is found by taking the  of the exponents for that primemaximum
in the factorizations of  and .+ ,
Example 9:
Let    and    be given in terms of their prime factorizations, and+ œ # † $ † & † "" , œ # † $ † & † (# $ # # #
let  be the greatest common factor of  and . Find  in terms of its prime factorization.7 + , 7
Solution:
We simplify notation by using zero as an exponent to describe the prime factorizations of  and .+ ,
Thus    and  . Then  has a prime factorization+ œ # † $ † & † ( † "" , œ # † $ † & † ( † "" 8# " $ ! " " # # # !
involving these primes, where for each prime the exponent is as small as possible subject to the
constraint that it can't be smaller than the exponents in either factorization of  or of . Thus+ ,
7 œ # † $ † & † ( † ""# # $ # ".
Project For numbers  and , calculate the product , the least common multiple of  and , and the+ , +, + ,
greatest common factor of  and . How are these related? Start with small numbers as examples of+ ,
+ , and  in your calculations, and then work up to larger examples. Once you have found a
relationship, try to verify it—at least informally. The product of  and  can also be found in terms+ ,
of prime factorizations by the rule that to multiply powers, we add exponents.
The least common multiple of two numbers has application as the “least common
denominator”, when we add fractions.
Example 10:




By Example 2, the least common multiple of  and  is  Thus to add  and , we change"# ") $'Þ " &
"# ")
both fractions to have denominator :   and . Therefore$' œ † œ ß œ † œ" $ " $ & # & "!
"# $ "# $' ") # ") $'
" & $ "! " " "$
"# ") $' $' $' $' $'
T œ T œ † Ð$ T "!Ñ œ † "$ œ , by the distributive property.
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A Computational Practice Test
Problem 1 Count the first sixteen natural numbers
(a) in base ten
(b) in base four
(c) in base twelve
Solution (a) "ß #ß $ß %ß &ß 'ß (ß )ß *ß "!ß ""ß "#ß "$ß "%ß "&ß "'
(b) "ß #ß $ß "!ß ""ß "#ß "$ß #!ß #"ß ##ß #$ß $!ß $"ß $#ß $$ß "!!ß
(c) "ß #ß $ß %ß &ß 'ß (ß )ß *ß X ß Iß "!ß ""ß "#ß "$ß "%
Problem 2 Express  in expanded notation$)%
Solution $ ‚ Ð>/8Ñ T ) ‚ Ð>/8Ñ T % ‚ Ð>/8Ñ $ ‚ Ð>/8Ñ T ) ‚ Ð>/8Ñ T %# " ! #  [or   ]
Problem 3 Express  in expanded notation$&%=3B
Solution $ ‚ Ð=3BÑ T & ‚ Ð=3BÑ T % ‚ Ð=3BÑ $ ‚ Ð=3BÑ T & ‚ Ð=3BÑ T %# " ! #  [or   ]
Problem 4 Express  in base ten$&%=3B
Solution $ ‚ Ð=3BÑ T & ‚ Ð=3BÑ T % ‚ Ð=3BÑ# " !
œ $ ‚ $' T & ‚ ' T %
œ "!) T $! T % œ "%#
Problem 5 Express  in base four$&%
Solution % œ "!#% k $&%& .
% œ #&' C $&%%
By the division algorithm: .$&% œ " † #&' T *) œ " ‚ % T *)%
% œ '% C *)$
By the division algorithm: *) œ " † '% T $%
so  $&% œ " ‚ % T *) œ " ‚ % T " ‚ % T $%% % $
% œ "' C $%#
By the division algorithm: $% œ # † "' T #
so  $&% œ " ‚ % T " ‚ % T $% œ " ‚ % T " ‚ % T # ‚ % T #% $ % $ #
% k #"
$&% œ " ‚ % T " ‚ % T # ‚ % T ! ‚ % T #% $ # "
$&% œ ""#!#>/8 09?<
Problem 6 Express  in expanded notation""#!#09?<
Solution 
""#!# œ " ‚ Ð09?<Ñ T " ‚ Ð09?<Ñ T # ‚ Ð09?<Ñ T ! ‚ Ð09?<Ñ T # ‚ Ð09?<Ñ09?<
"! $ # " !09?< 09?< 09?< 09?< 09?<
or œ " ‚ Ð09?<Ñ T " ‚ Ð09?<Ñ T # ‚ Ð09?<Ñ T ! ‚ Ð09?<Ñ T #"! $ #
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Problem 7 Find  using the lattice method()* T $"&
Solution 
Note: The entries of   ( ),   ),  and  ( ) from an addition table are"! œ ( T $ * Ð œ ) T " "% œ * T &
put in the boxes under the single digits being added. For a two digit entry from the addition table,
the number of units is put below the diagonal, and the number of tens is put above the diagonal.
We then add along the diagonals, from the right—“carrying” if necessary. The diagonals, from the
right, give us the number of units, tens, hundreds, and thousands respectively. .()* T $"& œ ""!%
Problem 8  Make an addition table for base .09?<
Solution T " # $
" # $ "!
# $ "! ""
$ "! "" "#
Problem 9  Find  using the lattice method."#$ T "$#09?< 09?<
Solution 
 ."#$ T "$# œ $#"09?< 09?< 09?<
Problem 10 Find 2 using the lattice method()* ‚ $
Solution 
 2()* ‚ $ œ #&ß #%)
Problem 11  Make a multiplication table for base .09?<
Solution ‚ 2 3
2 10 12
3 12 21
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Problem 12 Find 2  using the lattice method"#$ ‚ $09?< 09?<
Solution 
"#$ ‚ $ œ ""$##09?< 09?< 09?<2 .
Problem 13 Subtract  from , by adding the complement.(!' #$%&




we get . This number is  larger than . Therefore is  larger than#'$) *** #$%& l (!' #'$* "!!!




   T "
  #'$*
Answer: "'$*
Problem 14 Subtract 23  from , by adding the complement.09?< 09?<$""#





we get . This number is  larger than . Therefore  is$"## $$ $""# l #$ $"#$09?< 09?< 09?< 09?< 09?<
"!! $""# l #$ $""# l #$ œ $"#$ l "!! œ09?< 09?< 09?< 09?< 09?< 09?< 09?< larger than . Therefore 









Representations of Rational Numbers
Any rational number  has a representation as a fraction , where  is an integer and  is a natural; + ,+
,
number. By formally dividing  into , we get a decimal representation of ., + ;
Example 1:
Let . Find a decimal representation for .; œ ;#
*
Solution:
_!Þ # # # # # # # â
* #Þ ! ! ! ! ! ! ! âl
Thus ; œ !Þ#### â
Example 2:
Let . Find a decimal representation for .; œ ;"
%
Solution:
_!Þ # & ! ! â
% "Þ ! ! ! ! âl
Thus ; œ !Þ#&Þ
Project 1 Show that a rational number has a decimal representation that either has a cyclic repeating pattern
(as in Example 1) or terminates (as in Example 2). What remainders are possible at each stage in
the division? What happens when a remainder is repeated?
Project 2 Find examples of rational numbers that have repeating decimal representations, and examples that
have terminating representations. Characterize (in terms of the numerators and denominators in
their fractional representations) those rational numbers that will have terminating decimal
representations.
Since rational numbers have either repeating or terminating decimal representations, a
number such as , that neither terminates nor has a cyclic repeating< œ !Þ"!"!!"!!!"!!!!"â
pattern, is not a rational number. Such a number is called . Another irrational number isirrational23È È# # œ + ,. To see why, suppose (to get a contradiction) that , where  and  are natural+,
numbers. We can also suppose, without loss of generality, that  and  have no factor in common.+ ,
Otherwise we could divide both numerator and denominator by the factor to get a representation
where  and  have no common factor (reduce the fraction to “lowest terms”). Then+ ,
23
 The word “rational” comes from “ratio”. Rational numbers are those that have fractional representations, that is,
are ratios of integers. Irrational numbers are those that have no such representations. Although we call people
“irrational” when they become illogical, irrational numbers are not at all illogical. Perhaps people were first called
“irrational” because their ratio of response to stimulus was inappropriate.
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È È# † # œ † # œ # † , œ + Þ + # ++ + +
, , ,
# # #
,  that is,  . From this we get   If  had no factor of , then ##
would also be odd, and also have no factor of . This can't happen, since the left hand side of the#
equation  is even. Thus  has  as a factor, so that  has  as a factor: that is,  # † , œ + + # + % + œ %-# # # #
for some natural number . Therefore , which gives:   From this we see that  as- # † , œ %- , œ #-Þ ,# #
well as  must be even—which contradicts the assumption that  and  have no common factor.+ + ,
Since the assumption that  has a representation , has led to a contradiction,  must beÈ È# #+
,
irrational.
Rational numbers have representations as fractions or “decimals” in bases other than .ten
Example 1:
# ‚ Ð09?<Ñ T " ‚ Ð09?<Ñ T $ ‚ Ð09?<Ñ T # ‚ Ð09?<Ñ" ! " #- -   is expanded notation for the rational
number .#"Þ$#09?<
Example 2:
Using the base four multiplication table from Appendix 2, we can find the “decimal”




_!Þ # ! ! â
# "Þ ! ! ! âl







Consider the fraction  to be written in turn in each of the bases and . Find"
$
03@/ß =3Bß >/8
“decimal” representations for  in each of these bases."
$
Solution for base :03@/
In order to divide in base , we first create a multiplication table for base :03@/ 03@/
‚ # $ %
# % "" "$
$ "" "% ##
% "$ ## $"
_!Þ " $ " $ " $ â










Solution for base :=3B
In order to divide in base , we first create a multiplication table for base :=3B =3B
‚ # $ % &
# % "! "# "%
$ "! "$ #! #$
% "# #! #% $#
& "% #$ $# %"
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_!Þ # ! !






Solution for base :>/8
_!Þ $ $ $ $ $ â






Project 3 From the preceding example, we see that  represents repeating “decimals” in bases  and ,"
$
03@/ >/8
but a terminating “decimal” in base . By looking at many examples, find a rule for which=3B
fractions give terminating “decimals” in an arbitrary base .8
Given a decimal representation of a rational number, it is possible to find a fractional
representation by the following trick:
Example 4:




Therefore,  ; œ œ Þ' #
** $$
Example 5:
Suppose 22222 .  Then .  Subtracting:; œ !Þ â "! ; œ #Þ#####â03@/ 03@/
"!; œ Þ â2 22222
; œ !Þ â22222
%; œ #
Therefore,  ; œ œ Þ# "
% #
Example 6:
Suppose Find a “decimal” (in base ) representation for .; œ Ð Ñ Þ 03@/ ;"
# 03@/
Solution :
Using the multiplication table for base  from Example 3, we get the following division:03@/
_!Þ # # # # # â
# "Þ ! ! ! âl
%
" !








Therefore,  ; œ œ "Þ*
*
Example 7 shows that the same rational number may have different decimal representations.
In particular   . In order to avoid having different representations, the pattern of"Þ! œ !Þ*****â
repeating 's is not used. (All other cyclic repeating patterns are used.) Instead, any time we might*
see a pattern of repeating 's, the digit preceding the pattern is raised by . For example,* "
"$Þ#%****â "$Þ#& "$Þ#%****â "$Þ#& is changed to . The numbers  and  are exactly the same, but
the former representation is not generally used.
With the convention in the preceding paragraph, each rational number has a unique decimal
representation. The same is not true, of course, for fractional representations. For example, " # $
# % '
ß ß ß
and so on, all represent the same number. It is not possible to use only fractions in “lowest terms”
(where numerator and denominator have no common factor), since other forms arise naturally in
computations (and must be “reduced to lowest terms” later.) Rational numbers greater than  have"
expressions as either “mixed numbers” or “improper fractions”. For example, . Both of" œ" %
$ $
these forms have their uses—another reason that we can't have a unique fractional representation
for each rational number.
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Inference Rule Formats
Rules for proving statements+
pr. Ê
  1. Assume c
  k-1.d
 k.   1—k-1; pr. )30 ß >2/8 Ð Êc d
pr. or  
  1. Assume cc
  k-1.d
 k..     1—k-1; pr. )c dor orÐ
pr. or  
  1. Assume cd
  k-1.c
 k..     1—k-1; pr. )c dor orÐ
pr. EZor  
 1. c
 2.   1; pr. EZ)c dor or Ð
pr. EZor  
 1. d
 2.   1; pr. EZ)c dor or Ð
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pr. a  
  1. Let  be arbitraryB − E
  k-1.cÐBÑ
 k.    1—k-1; pr. 09< +66 B − E À ÐBÑ Ð a Ñc
pr. &  
 j. c
 k-1.d
 k.      (j, k-1; pr. & )c d+8.
  contradiction  
  1. Assume cc
  k-1. any contradiction  # previous step, hyp., or thm. (reason for k-1)  
 k.           (1—k-1;  # )c
pr.   b
 i. <define  here>B
 j.B − E
 k-1.cÐBÑ
 k.  (i, j, k-1; pr.  )>2/</ /B3=>= B − E =?-2 >2+> ÐBÑ bc
pr.a Ê
  i. Let  and   B − E ÐBÑc
  j. dÐBÑ
 j+1.    ,   (i—j; pr. )09< +66 B − E À 30 ÐBÑ >2/8 ÐBÑ a Êc d
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Rules for using statements
us. Ê
 1. 30 ß >2/8c d
 2. c
 3.     (1 2; us. )d ß Ê
us. or  
 1.   c dor
Case 1 2. Assume c
  j. e
Case 2 j+1. Assume c
  k-1. e
 k.    (1—k-1; us. )e or
us.  EZor
 1.   c dor
 2. cc
 3.  (1 2; us.  EZ)d ß or
us.  EZor
 1.   c dor
 2. cd
 3.  (1 2; us.  EZ)c ß or
us. &
 1.   c dand
 2.   (1; us. & )d
us. &
 1.   c dand
 2.   (1; us. & )c
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us. a
 1. 09< +66 B − E À ÐBÑc
 2. > − E
 3.      (1 2; us.  )cÐ>Ñ ß a
Êaus. 
 1. , 09< +66 B − E À 30 ÐBÑ >2/8 ÐBÑc d
 2. > − E
 3. cÐ>Ñ
 4.        (1 2 3; us.  )dÐ>Ñ ß ß a Ê
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A Basic Syllabus
Class work Assignment    (# refers to exercise number.)
 1. §1 Instructor and class cover text. Read Introduction and §1. Do #1,3.
 2. §2 Instructor and class cover text. Read §2. Do #1—7.
 3. §3 Instructor and class cover text. Read §3. Do #1—8.
 4. §4 Instructor and class cover text. Read §4. Do #1,2,4—9. Do #3 for own use.
 5. §5 Instructor and class cover text. Read §5. Do #1.
 6. Do #2 in small groups Write up #2.
 7. §6 Instructor and class cover text. Read §6. Do #1.
 8. Do #2 in groups Write up #2.
 9. §7 Instructor and class cover text.  Read §7. Do #1—4.
 10. §8 Instructor and class cover text.  Read §8. Do #1,2,8,9.
 11. Do #3,4 in groups. Write up #3,4.
 12. Do #5,6,7 in groups. Write up #5,6,7.
 13. §9 Instructor and class cover text. Read §9. Do #1,2,6,7.
 14. Do #3a,4,5a. Write up #3a,4,5a.
 15. §10 Instructor and class cover text. Read §10. Do #1.
 16. §11 Instructor and class cover text. Read §11. Do #2,3.
 17. §12 Instructor and class cover text. Do #1,2.
 18. §13 Instructor and class cover text. Do #1—7.
 19. §14 The theorems on equivalence in this section from Page 81 up to the statement of Theorem
  14.5, plus Theorem 14.9. are proved by the instructor. Students will  any of the theorems ofuse
  this section later, but will not prove theorems about logical equivalence.  Read §14. Do #1.
 20. §15 Instructor and class cover text. Read §15. Do #1,2,8.
 21. Do #3,4 in groups. Start on homework. Read §16. Write up #3,4.
 22. Start work on §16 as a class project.  Read §17. Do #1.
 23. Continue §16 project. Read §18 through p. 124. Do #1,2.
 24. Continue §16 project. Read remainder of §18 and Page 129. Do
   §19 # 6,7.
 25. Instructor do §18 #4,5. Continue project. Read §19 through proof of Thm. 19.3. Do
  #1,2.
 26. Continue §16 project. Read §19. Do #4.
 27. Continue §16 project. Read §20 through Thm. 20.3. Do # 1,2,3.




   (# refers to exercise number.)Assignment
 1. Read Introduction and §1. Do #1,3.
 2. Read §2,3. Do §2, #1—6; §3, 1—3.
 3. Read §4. Do #1,2,4—9, #3 for own use.
 4. Read §5. Do #1,2.
 5. Read §6. Do #1,2.
 6. Read §7. Do #1,2,3.
 7. Read §8. Do fill-in #1,2,8,9; hand in #3a,4.
 8. Do §8 #5,6,7.
 9. Read §9. Do #4.
 10. Read §10. Do #1.
 11. Read §11. Do #1,3.
 12. Read §12 and §13. Do fill-in §12 #1, §13 #1,2; hand in §12 #2.
 13. Read §14. Do #3,4.
 14. Read §15. Do #2—6.
 15. Read §16. Do investigations (several days).
 16. Read §17, 18. Do §18 #1,2,4,5. Note: #4,5 illustrate an important point.
 19. Read §19,20. Do §20 #1,2,3.
 20. Skim §21. Read §22. Do §22 #6. Instead of the detailed attention to properties of  as a basis™
  for the computations of algebra, we can take  with these properties as given. “Algebraic™
  computation” is then acceptable as justification for proof steps.
 21. Read §23. Do #1,2,3.
 22. Do §23 #4,5.
 23. Read §24. Do #2.
 24. Do Investigation 7 (two or more days).
 25. Read §25. Do #7.
 26. Skim §26. Read §27. Do §27 #1,2. “Algebraic computation” is acceptable as justification for
  proof steps involving  .*





Addition facts  119
Analysis  22
E8. statement
   rule for proving  62
   rule for using  61
Arbitrary element  13
Associative  81, 139
Axiom  5, 22, 79, 81, 139
C
Call for Change  v
Cartesian product  169
Cases  36, 41
Chain of equalities  118, 151
Closure  81, 139
Codomain  147
Commutative  81, 139
Complement, set  111
Composition  148
Conclusion  2
   in an implication 87
Conjecture  2
Contradiction  41
   proof by  101
Contrapositive  98





Deductive mathematics  v
Defining a set  6
Definition
   formal  11, 12
   of a relation  13, 108
   of a set  7
Descriptive mathematics  v
Domain of a function  147
Dieudonne, Jean  iv, v
Difference, set  111
Disjoint, sets  112, 137
Distributive  81, 139
Divides, definition  133
Division algorithm  180
E
Element of set  1
Empty set  6
   definition  134
Equal sets, definition  63
Equalities, chain  118, 151
Equivalence  90
   rule for proving  90
   rule for using 12; implicitly: 120
Equivalent 12
   logically  90
Explicit logic  vi
F
False  1
J9< +66 statement  12
   negation  15
   rule for proving  14
   rule for using  27
J9< +66 30 >2/8- - -  statement
   rule for proving  156
   rule for using  158
Formal definition  11, 12
Free variable  105, 160
Function
   conditionally defined  147
   definition  170
   informal idea  147
   many-to-one  155
   one-to-one  155
G
Global variable  12
H
Hypothesis  2
   in an implication  87
   use in a narrative proof  166




   for multiplication 117, 139
   for addition  140
   function  151
M0 >2/8-  statement  87
   rule for proving  87
   rule for using  89
Iff  (formal)  139
Iff (informal) 12
Imagination and proof  19
Implication  59, 87
Implicit definition rule  45




   definition  61
Inverse, for addition  140
L
Less than  1
   definition  122, 142
   or equal to  57
“Let”, formal use  124
Local variable  12, 28, 84
Logic  vi
M
Mathematical Assoc. of America  v
Member of set  1
Minus  140
Multiplication facts  119
N
Narrative proof  vi, 73—75, 166
Natural number  1
NCTM  iv, v
Negation  1, 105
Negative  140
   times negative  144
R9> statement  105
Numbers
   adjectives and nouns  118
   definition of  119
Numeral  119
O
Onto, definition  163
Order relation  1
Ordered pair  169
Ordering
   of the natural numbers  129
   of the integers  143
S< statement
  rule for proving  51;  EZ: 54
  rule for using  35, 41
P
Paragraph proof  166
Premise  70
Proof
   analysis  19
   and imagination  19
   discovery  19
   meaning of  19
   narrative  73—75




Rational numbers  173—176
S
Set  1
Set definition rule  7, 106
Standards, NCTM  v
Statement  1
Step-discovery
   outline  21
   procedure  21
Subset  11
   definition  12
Substitution, rule  57, 77
Subtraction
   definition  132
   facts  132




   rule for using  78
X2/</ /B3=>= statements  15, 121—127
   negation  15
   rule for using 121
      implicitly  125
   rule for proving  121
   with uniqueness  117
Top-level statement  19
Transitivity  5, 58, 93, 122, 126
Index 207
Trichotomy
   for   129!
   for   143™
True  1, 9
U
Union
   definition  35
Uniqueness
   rule for proving  117
   rule for using  141
   with   117>2/</ /B3=>=
Universal set  1, 6
V
Vacuously true  15, 136
Variables  12
Venn diagram  11, 32
